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Agenda Item 18.20
Paper 1

West Lothian College
19 June 2018

Board of Governors
Minute of Meeting of the Board Governors held on Tuesday 20 March 2018 at
4.30pm in the Barbour Suite.
Present:

Alex Linkston (Chair)
Sue Cook
Mhairi Harrington
Graham Hope
Morag McKelvie
Simon Ashpool
Tom Bates
Angela Bell
Sarah Kerr
Richard Lockhart
Iain McIntosh
Colin Miller
Alan Morton
Moira Niven
Claire Probert
Norman Ross

In attendance:

Simon Earp (Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise)
George Hotchkiss (Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning)
Jennifer McLaren (Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum
Services)
Jo Mayes (Shadow Board Member)
Jo Armstrong (Observer)
Karine McNair (Board Secretary)

18.01 Welcome/Apologies
The Chair welcomed Jo Armstrong who was here to observe the meeting of
the Board of Governors. It was also noted that this was Jo Mayes final Board
Meeting as the year of her Shadowing had come to an end. The Chair
thanked her for her contribution to the meetings.
Sarah Kerr will be resigning from her position as Student President after the
meeting and the Chair thanked her for her contribution to the Board and the
College over the past months.
Apologies had been received from Lorna Reid and Frank Gribben.
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18.02 Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

18.03 Minute of Meeting of 12 December 2017
It was noted that on page 9 of the minutes the next meeting should be
Tuesday 20 March at 4.30pm and apart from this correction, the Minute of the
meeting of the Board of Governors of 12 December 2017 was approved as a
correct record.
18.04 Matters Arising from Minute of Meeting of 12 December 2017
All actions were duly completed and noted.

18.05 Chief Executive’s Report
The Principal & Chief Executive presented Paper 3 which had a number of
themes.
1. College and Stakeholder Activity
The Indicative Funding Allocation for 2018/2019 reflects an increase in
funding to meet the costs of National Bargaining and a small uplift for other
financial pressures. However, the Regional Outcome Agreement credit
allocation has stripped out the additional credits received last year to provide
extra childcare places and the College is now expected to provide these
places from core activity.
The Principal, Vice Principal Curriculum & Planning and Vice Principal
Curriculum & Enterprise had been at a meeting this morning with the Scottish
Funding Council to question the allocation on the basis that the relative
reduction in credits does not represent the growth required by the College,
while putting other courses at risk. The SFC had confirmed that the growth
strategy for the College sector was still an active initiative and they also stated
that the funding allocation was still in the process of finalising. The Principal
felt that they had presented their case well to the SFC and that the SFC
understood the position of West Lothian College but was not overly optimistic
that they would see any increase in the credit allocation.
The Principal noted that the SFC had a ‘Funding Group’ and the College
should ensure that they had a representative on this Group.
It was stated that in the next 2-3 years there will be a demand for around 300
additional qualified childcare providers. However, the College has 2 limiting
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factors; firstly, attracting sufficient applicants to fill any additional courses and
secondly finding enough student placements as this is currently at saturation.
The Principal highlighted many good indicators of progress in the College and
acknowledged that work still had to be done for Further Education Full Time
students. Regarding the attainment of the FEFT students, there have been a
lot of helpful suggestions from managers and on some courses, changes have
been made to ensure that the credits required for the qualification are
completed as a priority.

2. Learner Activity and Highlights
Primary and secondary schools have been participating in a number of STEM
and “Construction Industry” events. On 20 March the College welcomed 140
secondary pupils to the “Big Bang” event which showcased technology in the
NHS. Many of the exhibitors had electrical engineering as a base qualification
and the Principal noted that if these events inspired the school pupils, it could
be to the College’s benefit in a few years’ time.
College staff and students have been to Malaysia, Gran Canaria, Portugal and
Berlin for work experience and cultural visits. The work with the Economic
Planning Unit in Malaysia has won the College an award for “Sustainable
Collaboration”, which attracted good press attention.
3. Staffing Updates
The Principal noted a number of staff changes and wished all those leaving
the best in their new positions.
4. Employer Association Update
Locally, there had not been many new developments and the College were
working towards timetabling changes to incorporate the 23 hour week.
The Chair of the Board thanked the Principal & Chief Executive for a very
interesting and informative report.

18.06 Regional Chair’s Feedback (verbal)
The Chair of the Board commented on the following:1. Colleges Scotland
There had been interesting presentations from the Chair of the new Enterprise
& Skills Board and Kier Bloomer at the Chairs Briefing event. The Chair noted
that the new Education Bill will have an impact on the college sector as more
responsibility is delegated to head teachers the College may have to develop
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relationships with head teachers on an individual basis rather than through the
Local Authority.
2. Colleges Scotland
The Scottish Government has recently confirmed that colleges in Scotland will
have derogation in respect of insurance for the next 3 years thanks to a
convincing business case put to them by Colleges Scotland.
3. Employer’s Association
The residential meeting had had a very positive impact on improved relations
between the EA body and the negotiators. A working group has been set up to
review the strategy of the EA.
There are ongoing discussions with Lecturers and Support Staff
representatives with the hope of an accepted offer of a 3 year deal to provide
some certainty for next few years. There will be a residential meeting with the
Support Staff representative to discuss some details in more depth.

18.07 Student Association Report
The Student Association President presented Paper 4.
The Sparkle project has been very successful but has also involved a much
higher workload than anticipated. This time last year, the Student Association
had the views of 30 students and now it is 929.
A paper has been submitted to the Senior Team for approval of a proposal to
have 2 full time members of the Student Association rather than 1 full time
President and 7 Vice Presidents. The proposal has been accepted and the
elections will shortly be underway in line with the new structure. Class
Ambassadors will replace Class Reps and Centre Ambassadors will replace
the 7 Vice Principals.
The Student Association President has been involved in the Professional
Standards Review group and has used Sparkle feedback as a means of
inputting suggestions from students.
The Board raised concerns about lecturer absences resulting in incomplete
registers which in turn meant that some students were not receiving
payments. Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning noted that Centre Heads
were now being alerted to absences and ensuring that registers were
completed in time and that there was a wider issue of West Lothian College’s
implementation of the 100% attendance requirement which was being looked
into and would be reported to the next Learning & Teaching Committee
meeting.
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It was commented on that a large number of complaints were in respect of IT
issues at the College. Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning confirmed that
these issues were being addressed and were either short term fixes or longer
term investment needs. There is an overall review of the College IT strategy
being undertaken and the issues identified in the Sparkle report will be taken
into account.
The Student Association President noted that she will be leaving her post on 9
April to take up employment and thanked the Board for the experience and
support.
The Chair thanked the Student Association President for her contribution to
the Board and wished her well in her new career.

18.08 Shadow Board Member Report on Year (verbal)
The Chair introduced the Shadow Board member by saying that the Board
had been very pleased to participate in the initiative to achieve equal gender
balance on public sector boards which would become legislation in 2020.
The Shadow Board member made the following observations of the past year:
- It had been enlightening to observe the strict formality, structure and
governance of the Board.
- They had obtained a good insight into the education sector in Scotland.
- It was pleasing to see the level of innovative thinking of Board and staff
members when dealing with the funding challenges of the sector.
- Staff members had always shown themselves to be well informed and
passionate.
- On a personal level, the experience had provided the opportunity to reflect
on the time required to commit to Board work while balancing the
demands of full time employment.
The Shadow Board member thanked the Board for the opportunity. The Chair
wished the Shadow Board member well and appreciated the contribution she
had made to the work of the Board.

18.09 Board Development: Report from the Board Secretary
The Secretary to the Board of Governors provided a brief update on
development issues which covered the following:Annual Review meetings – the Secretary to the Board would contact Board
members individually shortly to arrange the review meetings for May and June
2018.
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Register of Interests – the Secretary to the Board would contact Board
members shortly for the 6 monthly review of the Register and their attention to
checking and responding is appreciated.
Personal Contact Details – when reviewing the Register of Interests, the
Secretary to the Board will also send a check to ensure that the personal
contact details held at the College are correct.
The Chair noted the helpful summary of useful dates in the Board Secretary
report and thanked the Board Secretary for the update.

18.10 Finance & General Purposes Committee
The Chair of the Finance & General Purposes Committee stated that there
were many highlights presented at the meeting and some of the topics of
discussion had been proposing for compensation from the Occupational
Health service provider, succession planning for staff and revaluation of the
Lothian Pension Fund.
It was noted by the Board that the Lothian Pension Fund is a multi-employer
scheme and the contribution rates are based on the valuation at the time. The
College is simply told of the employer contribution rates and have no overall
influence.
The main topic discussed at length by the Committee was the People
Strategy paper which had been highly praised by the Committee for being
user friendly and engaging. The Committee had raised a number of
comments for incorporation into the paper, which would be taken to the next
Committee meeting before coming to the Board for final approval.
No other issues or concerns were raised.
The Chair of the Board thanked the Chair of the Finance & General Purposes
Committee for their update.

18.11 Audit Committee
i)

Update from the Chair of the Audit Committee from draft minute of 8
March 2018
Two internal audit reports had been presented by Scott Moncrieff: Core
Financial Statements and Health & Safety, both of which were largely
positive and the Committee were happy with progress.
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Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services had presented a paper
regarding the Ransomware Attack which had incapacitated the
College’s IT systems in the weeks before Christmas. The speedy action
of the College IT staff had been recognised as a major factor in stopping
the spread of the attack and the Committee had commended the staff
for the work they had done during this challenging time.
During the meeting the Committee also recommended to the Board the
reappointment of Scott Moncrieff as Internal Auditors. The Board
approved the reappointment of Scott Moncrieff as Internal Auditors.
ii)

Health & Safety Quarterly Report for information
The Committee had highlighted incident 19 where a first aider had not
been immediately available to attend an incident but had now received
reassurance that a tighter regime was in place to summon a first aider
so a repeat incident would not occur.
The Board were content with the information received.

18.12 Learning & Teaching Committee
i)

Update from the Chair of the Learning & Teaching Committee from
draft minute of 13 March 2018.
The Chair of the Learning & Teaching Committee explained that due to
the College snow closures, the original meeting of 28 February 2018
had to be rescheduled for 13 March 2018 and thanked all the
Committee members and staff for their patience and cooperation in
finding an alternative date.
In respect of the Engineering presentation, the Committee had noted
that it was important to ensure that students made the right choice at
the start of the course to avoid later off course transfers, however
appreciated that there was a smaller number of initial applicants for
some courses.
The Board noted the information presented.
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ii)

Draft Regional Outcome Agreement 2018-21
It was noted that the draft ROA is a contractual document between the
College and the government to which the College is held accountable
for SFC funded activity. Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise is
currently producing a Commercial Strategy document which will be
presented to the next Finance & General Purposes committee and will
include the details of the overall strategic commercial aims of the
College.
The Board expressed concern that a number of the projected figures in
the draft ROA represented a significant increase from the current base
figures. The Board encouraged management to set stretch targets but
stressed that any targets need to be feasible with an action plan on
how they will be achieved. The Board suggested that it might be better
to focus the large improvements in certain areas rather than have a
broad approach and to look at national averages as a reference.

18.13 Update from Chair of Remuneration Committee
The Chair of the Remuneration Committee noted that the Committee had met
on Wednesday 21 February 2018 to discuss the recruitment of a new
Principal and an amendment to the terms and conditions of the Senior HR
Business Partner. The minutes of the meeting are not yet available but will be
brought to the next Board Meeting.
In respect of the changes to the role of Senior HR Business Partner, the
Committee approved the recommendations put to them and the Principal will
be speaking to the Senior HR Business Partner to offer the changes to them.
The Committee had received 4 proposals from external recruitment
consultants to assist with the recruitment for the role of Principal. After
reviewing all the documents and noting the quality of each proposal, the
Committee agreed on balance to approve the appointment of Livingston
James as recruitment consultants for the post of Principal.
The Board were asked to approve the composition of a Recruitment Panel to
be; Alex Linkston (Chair), Sue Cook, Graham Hope, Morag McKelvie, Student
Representative (Lorna Reid) and Independent Person.
The Board approved the composition of the proposed Recruitment Panel.
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The Board approved the delegation of the process of recommending a final
candidate to the full Board to the Recruitment Panel with the assistance of the
professional external advisors, Livingston James.

18.14 Safeguarding & Notifiable Events: Charity Register
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning, confirmed that the College’s policies
and procedures in respect of safeguarding had been checked. Most were up
to date and 2 will be reviewed in the summer. Vice Principal, Curriculum &
Planning is also checking the process in place to ensure that where students
have independently sourced a voluntary placement, the placement’s policies
are also up the same standard as the College’s policies.
Action 1: Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning, confirmed that there have been no
notifiable events to which OSCR needed alerted.

18.15 Any Other Business
There were no other items of business.
18.16 Review of Meeting, Supporting Papers and Training Needs
The Board of Governors was content with the meeting and supporting papers
presented.
The Chair thanked members for their contributions and attention to what had
been a very full set of papers.
18.17 Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting would take place on Thursday 19 June 2018 noting the
Board Strategic Away Day on 17 May 2018.
Note: There were no matters discussed during the meeting, during which Members
declared any conflict of interest, or the Secretary to the Board was aware from the
Register of Interests that discussion could give rise to such a conflict.

Signed

………………………………………………….
Chair, Board of Governors

Date

…………………………………………………
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Board of Governors
Action update from the Board of Governors of 20 March 2018

Action 1: Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning, 18.14 Safeguarding &
Notifiable Events: Charity Register - Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning is
also checking the process in place to ensure that where students have
independently sourced a voluntary placement, the placement’s policies are also
up the same standard as the College’s policies.
Agenda item 18.25 (v)
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Board of Governors
Chief Executive’s Report

April – June 2018

College and Stakeholder Activity
I am pleased to update the Board that following our most recent dialogue with the
Scottish Funding Council where we expressed our disappointment in the 20182019 indicative funding allocations and stressed the continuing need for
increased capacity for West Lothian we received a favourable response which
was reflected in our final ROA with a 2% increase in our core credits for 20182019.
This along with an uplift to support National Bargaining and other pressures
means that although putting together the budget for 2018-2019 has been very
challenging we have arrived at a balanced position.
We continue to be busy with recruitment and have already made around 2140
offers for the 2267 full time places available. We are still supporting this with a
series of Open Evenings, Information Sessions and Interviewing schedules.
We are delighted to report that our Bursary Applications are now on-line which
further improves the admissions process for students.
Our in-year progress confirms that we have now exceeded our activity target with
45,022 credits (actual) against target of 43,988. Our financial outturn looks
positive with some scope for additional investment in the College and we have
managed all significant risks over 2017-2018.
The critical area of learner progress and attainment is one which we have
obviously been focusing a great deal of attention and effort on and whilst we will
not have results finalised until late summer we do know that the current
combination of early and further withdrawals is showing only a marginally
improved position on 2017-2018. Our FEFT learner success continues to be the
most challenging area. If all of our current actions are successful however we
should see an improvement in attainment across FE and HE full time and part
time programmes.
One of our key Quality Indicators are the outcomes of External Verification (EV)
visits from SQA and we have had 40 EV visits so far this year. Of these 36 have
been very successful with many areas of good practice identified and we had 4
minor holds on SQA Units which we are confident of resolving.
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We had a positive “Scrutiny” meeting with Education Scotland on the 8th June and
the purpose of this was to review college progress against our 2017/2018 Quality
Enhancement Plan and to discuss reporting requirements for 2018/2019.
We have had two good meetings and discussions over the past few weeks with
Queen Margaret University and Edinburgh University on the new Teaching
Undergraduate Programme, expansion of the Food Science Degree options, the
possibility of increased articulation from Social Care/Social Science/ Health
Care/Early Years programmes, the introduction of Data Science at NQ/HN level
and links to Informatics and Robotics. These are all exciting prospects and
hopefully we can convert these to new opportunities for our students.
Equally, work progresses with the City Deal Region (Edinburgh, Fife, Borders,
West, East and Mid Lothian) and Simon Earp and Graham Clark have been
representing our interests on this. Proposals are now submitted which would
expand construction provision and initiate some data driven innovation projects.
We wait to hear when projects will be approved and funded.
Thanks to all the students, staff and stakeholders who contributed to either the
Board Strategic event on the 17 May or the Board Stakeholder session held as
part of the recruitment process for the new Principal.
Feedback from the Board members present at the Strategic event was positive
and in particular the interaction with a broader group of students, staff and
Managers was valued. Thinking from the day will inform the new Curriculum
Strategy, Commercial Strategy and future benchmarking proposals.

Learner Activity and Highlights
The period April to June is always exceptionally busy for learner activities and
events and these are highlighted below just to provide a snapshot of the variety:
•

Business and Creative Centre Interns have been supporting Quality Scotland
with their Business Excellence Awards.

•

A “Whole College Community Wellbeing Fair” was held on April 18th with a
raft of organisations promoting health and wellbeing and volunteering
opportunities.

•

Four Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy students entering the “World Skills”
competitions in Beauty Therapy categories.
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•

One of our Carpentry and Joinery students won a National “Skillbuild”
competition.

•

An enjoyable SVQ Awards Ceremony took place on the 22nd May 2018.

•

The annual 5K Road Race was organised by our Sports Students on 23rd
May 2018.

•

Our NC Art students designed a series of murals and art works for an
expanding business setting up a Scottish base in Livingston. The Scottish
Procurement Alliance, asked for Scottish themed images to add interest and
to help make their office space more dynamic. We were invited to see the
work in situ on 24 May along with SPA Chief Executive from London and the
company could not have been more pleased. Our student pieces were
stunning!

•

Keeping with the Art theme we have another highly successful round of 26
offers for our 11 HNC Contemporary Art learners to all four major Art Schools
with the majority of students have been given entry in the second year of
Degree study.

•

There have been a number of small ceremonies across curriculum areas to
recognise the achievements of outstanding students in Accounting and
Business.

•

We presented our Project Search, Foundation Apprenticeship programme
and Mental Health project work at the first ever “College Expo” run by
Colleges Development Network on 6/7 June in Queen Margaret University.

•

The HNC Photography Exhibition was opened on 6 June 2018 with a great
turnout from families and friends.

•

The NC Art Exhibition “EMERGE” also opened on 6 June 2018 and benefitted
from visitors to the Photography Exhibition which complemented their own
guest list.

•

Another uplifting “Assisted Programmes Leavers Ceremony” took place on 5
June 2018.

•

The HNC Art Exhibition was officially opened on Friday 8th June at St
Margaret’s House in Edinburgh which is a community based Arts Venue.
Once more the quality of this was exceptional.
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•

Our Beauty students ran a lively industry focussed “Sparkle Evening “ on
June 12th

I also mentioned in my last report that the coming months were going to be
particularly busy with Student and Staff International visits and exchanges.
Between March and May around 100 staff and students visited:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calais, France (Hospitality)
Annecy, France (Travel and Tourism)
Annecy , France (Access to Nursing and Health Care)
Celano, Italy (Childhood Practice and Sports and Fitness)
Kalmar, Sweden (Motor Vehicle Studies)
Italian Prosecco Tour (Hospitality)
Falticeni, Romania (Voice of Young Europe Project)
Germany, (Engineering)

I am delighted to report that we have another HNC Business student, Katelyn
Livingston, going out to study in the USA next year sponsored by Clark College,
Washington.
In addition to all this we have also had students from across the College running
a series of fundraising events and stalls to support local charities.
Staffing Updates
We were pleased to see that the response rate to the Staff Survey remained very
healthy and that overall satisfaction has gone up 2% from 84% to 86% this year.
Whilst we have acknowledged the highlights we still need to focus on potential
improvements where scope has been identified for these.
Staying with staff indicators, congratulations have to go to the following
departments or sections which have had less than 1% absence this year:
•
•
•

Finance and Bursaries
STEM and Employer Engagement
MIS team at 0% absence

Having mentioned all the student and staff exchanges and visits under learner
highlights we also had some staff on International Professional Development
opportunities:
•

Rebeca Jerez and Tracy McSporran from Assisted Programmes carried out
job shadowing in Arnsberg through the PRACTICE project.
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•

Sarah Little, Gillian Anderson, Laura Park and Wendy Johnston from Early
Years and Sports spent a week in Gran Canaria on job shadowing and
teaching activities.

•

Tom Birrell and Linda Quinn from the CHS team participated in the Thomas
More University International days in Belgium in March 2018.

•

Angela Bell and Sandra Hubbard visited the European Parliament to present
the final report for the Voice of Young Europe Project.

Staff Retiring or leaving during this period:
•

Janice Walker, Depute Head Early Years left on 1 May 2018 (27 years’
service).

•

Tommy Smith, Lecturer in Hospitality retired on 11 May 2018 (22 years’
service).

•

David Murray, Lecturer Sports and Fitness retires in June 2018 (36 years’
service).

•

John Meek, Lecturer Motor Vehicle Studies retires in June 2018 (12 years’
service).

•

Bob Waddell, Depute Manager, CHSTU, will be retiring on 31 August 2018.

•

Win Woolard, also of the CHSTU team will retire in September 2018.

•

Brenda Jones Murty, Care Assistant with Assisted Programmes (5 years’
service).

•

Jennifer Brannan, Temp Lecturer Beauty Therapy (new post in Fife).
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Employer Association Update
The EIS has rejected the latest pay offer (covering the three year period
2017/2018 – 2019/2020) from Management and have also refused to take the
offer to their members for consideration. In light of this the Management side
have issued their own communications with the detail of the offer publicised in the
National press.
Support staff unions have also rejected the latest pay offer (covering the three
year period 2018/2019 – 2020/2021) from Management but are still having
discussions in line with the dispute process.
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West Lothian College Distance Travelled

2008 -2018

As this is my last CEO Report to the Board I thought it would be useful for some
of the Board members simply to reflect on the major changes to the College over
the past decade and to highlight the distance we have travelled.
•

Growth in capacity of around 30%

•

From 1200 to 2250 full time programme places available

•

From 250 to circa 350 staff

•

West Lothian College Regional Status

•

Shared Services developed with West Lothian Council

•

Renegotiation of SFC post PFI Loan to minimise annual liability

•

Two major extensions added, Multi Skill workshop and “Endurance”
fitness suite

•

Two major Organisational Change programmes (2010 and 2014)

•

Two successful full Education Scotland Reviews (2012 and 2016)

•

EFQM 4 Stars

•

Student Association and Sabbatical posts

•

No 1 Restaurant on Trip Adviser

•

From little International Activity to International Award winners

•

Success with Commercial growth and National Contract delivery (CHS)

•

Increased learner success in HE programmes

•

Still to go …Growth ..Learner success ……Changes to meet New
Challenges ……..New Capital projects…..New Qualifications
Frameworks …

Mhairi Harrington
Principal & Chief Executive
19 June 2018
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Learning & Teaching – Students Association Report - May 2018
SPARKLE
One of the main aims of the Student Association this year was to improve learning and
teaching feedback and evaluation from students. This was established by using our new
SPARKLE document.
Over the past academic year a total of 3461 Students have completed Sparkle and
provided feedback. This is the most feedback that the Student Association has worked
with, proving evidence of its success. However, this paper evaluation process proved to be
a vast administration exercise with immense feedback and proved very difficult for the
Student Association to collate and report on in a timely manner.
With this in mind we have made next year’s Sparkle available online, which means that
Class Ambassadors (formally known as Class Reps) will complete the online evaluation
and the Student President/Vice President will be able to access the data immediately and
report the themes. In addition, we have amended some of the questions in order to provide
Students with the information which they may have missed or forgotten in relation to
support services or location of facilities allowing the feedback loop to be closed
immediately.
Feedback for this period (January-April) included themes on assessment & feedback,
progression & achievement, course design and timetabling and employer engagement.
Feedback will be issued to Centres this week.
Mental Health
The Student Association signed up to the NUS Mental Health Agreement this year. This
project was of great benefit in order to evaluate Student Mental Health; establish what
provision is already in place and what support and resources are necessary to be
considered to ensure a holistic approach is established in terms of learning and teaching
and overall College experience.
Initially it was essential to establish what was meant by the term mental health and how
other aspects of life can impact your mental health at various stages.
The aim of the Scottish Mental Health Agreement is to ensure that all Students are treated
in a non-discriminatory way with dignity and respect whilst at College and ensure that
anyone experiencing mental ill-health can feel that they can continue in their studies without
facing stigma or discrimination. As a College we have a duty of care towards our Students,
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in order to provide a safe and supportive learning and College environment and help
support and educate Students to look after their own mental health.
However, it is also important to recognise the parameters of West Lothian College Staff and
Student Association in relation to mental health and barriers that may exist. These may
include staffing resource, finance and knowledge.
Our objectives included:
1. To hold mental health events and activities throughout the year ensuring students
are aware of support services in the institution, locally and nationally.
2. To enhance the capacity of students and staff to identify and provide support and
signposting where there are concerns around student and staff mental health, by
rolling out a number of training opportunities.
3. To ensure that all Students can clearly access support services at a convenient time
to them. This will include support at lunch time such as Mindfulness, seated yoga,
counselling referrals and local support via ALISS.
4. To explore what more can be done to support our vulnerable student groups and
ensure they are aware of available resources.
In order to achieve this we, established how many students enrolled within West Lothian
College disclose a mental health condition; establish how many Students with a mental
health condition use guidance/support for learning services; establish a Mental Health
Working Group; establish what provision we currently have in place across the College and
its effectiveness; provided readily available support resources to staff and students;
educated Students to break down barriers; ensured that key staff are trained in Scottish
Mental Health First Aid and worked towards the Healthy Body Healthy Mind Award- aiming
for 5 stars. The completed full report can be issued at your request.
Award Submissions & Initiatives
The Student Association have been working towards achieving 5 stars in the Healthy Body
Healthy Mind Awards. We achieved 4 stars last year and our aim was to try and progress
this to a five star achievement. A 55 page report was submitted with additional 72
Appendices attached as evidence of all the policy, evaluation and work that has been
achieved. The result will be announced on the 15 June, so wish us luck.
Furthermore, we also submitted an award submission to the NUS Awards in the Category
of Relationships and Partnerships for our Clean Air Campus work. The award specified the
partnership work that was formulated with NHS Lothian, West Lothian Drug and Alcohol,
Ash Scotland and of course Estates, HR and other internal departments in order to pull
together a new policy, suitable signage and promotion; appropriate smoking area and
support and prevention measures were put in place this year to support smokers who wish
to stop.
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WLDAS attended our Fresher’s event, two health and wellbeing Fairs (November 2017 and
April 2018) hosted a stall for national no smoking day, provide a weekly Wednesday drop in
service for advice and support for those who wish to stop smoking as well as hosted a
workshop for 243 Students.
West Lothian Drug and Alcohol Services hosted a weekly drop-in support service for those
who needed support to quit. They spoke to a number of staff and students. On record from
October – April they have had 12 referrals, 6 sign ups during drop in services and one
successful student give up smoking. However, other students have accessed support and
other students are currently trying to stop but can’t be recorded until successful.
In addition, we are currently liaising with NHS Lothian and are evaluating how it would be
possible to integrate smoking prevention into some of the courses, in order to educate
Students on the health impacts, skin damage, lung capacity, mental health links, passive
smoking and overall Student Health and Wellbeing.
Ash Scotland used us as a case study for all of the excellent work we have done this year
and provided us with online resources informing of the dangers and physiological effects of
tobacco, smoking prevention and cessation.
In addition, the daily record also endorsed our excellent work.
The Student Association worked in collaboration with staff in order to establish a breakfast
Happy Hour’ this was implemented after the October break and has been monitored via till
usage. To date 921 portions of porridge and toast items have been sold to students and
staff at this reduced price. We did not issue evaluation questionnaires as the project has
been implemented in order to reduce stigma.
In addition, the Student Association have made sanitary provision available for free to all
staff and students by placing sanitary products within the toilets in the main building, to date
3,562 individual sanitary products have been supplied. Local Government met with the
team and had a number of discussions about a policy that they would like to progress
through parliament. Our SA played an integral part in speaking with local government
officials in order to establish free provision next academic year across the education sector.
This is essential in assisting with student’s health and wellbeing. The Student Association
funded provision for 2017-18 and we are currently waiting to be advised of government
funding for 2018-19.
Student Association secured a visit from therapets in order to support Students with exam
worries and stress. We had 5 dogs attend with their owners. We had a total of 66
attendees, 55 students (24 male and 31 females) and 11 staff (8 female and 3 male) and
feedback was extremely positive. All those who attended were asked if they enjoyed the
session, 64 enjoyed it and 2 advised that it was ok as they had dogs. Sixty four people
advised that the session made them feel happy, 8 of these people advised it made them
feel happy and chilled, 2 said they didn’t feel any different.
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The attendees were then asked if they felt that this session improved their health and
wellbeing. feedback was: “Calmed me down and I feel good about myself” “Feel more
relaxed and lower blood pressure- I can feel it” “Brings a sense of joy and takes my mind off
stress” “Makes you feel good it relaxes you” “I feel so much less stressed - we need dogs in
our classroom” “Great to take 20 minutes and stop- it helped me reduce my stress levels” “I
feel happy” “I feel less stressed” “Clapping the dogs released endorphins and it has made
me feel happy” “Owners are lovely and I really enjoyed this” “It was nice to interact with
dogs” “It relaxed you and took stress away” “LOVED IT and I was stressed about my
graded unit, but I feel better now” “It was ok I have a dog, so I can do this anytime”
“Mentally dulled us after a stressful lesson” ”happy days” “you can just see the happy faces
when you look around the room”.
In addition, we discussed the opportunity of some of our students volunteering with
Therapets in order to gain work experience and one student made a documentary for her
College project which will be ready to distribute on 21 May 2018. Therapets will also be
attending our Fresher’s events in September 2018.
Self-Evaluation
The Student Association worked hard on the completion of a self-evaluation and from this
evaluative piece of work we have changed the Student Association Structure. The
structure will improve the availability and support of the team and ensure there is a Student
voice on all committees and meetings throughout the College. In addition, it will ensure that
there are better lines of communication, support and progression routes for those Students
interested in volunteering and for the Student Association core team. There will now be a
full-time Sabbatical President and full-time Sabbatical Vice President. All other members
will be volunteers. This includes three elected members which will make up the executive;
Centre Ambassadors and Class Ambassadors (formally known as class reps).
As there has been a change to the Structure I have attached an amended Constitution as
per point 16.3. Amendments to the constitution must be ratified by the Board of Governors
at either its own meeting or at a meeting of the Learning and Teaching Committee.
Elections
Student Association Elections are now underway. Eight students spoke to the Student
Association Development Officer about the positions, three submitted nomination forms and
two ran for the positions. This is a disappointing figure based on all of the work that the
Student Association has done over the past few years to raise the profile. However, there
have been a number of reasons as to why this has occurred. We no longer have a full-time
Student President and are greatly reduced in the number of Vice Presidents also. The Vice
Presidents remaining in position are working to full capacity in order to finalise their term in
office. In addition, due to the bad weather, systems issues and time of year students are
currently right in the middle of exams and submissions, and this has not been a priority.
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Unfortunately, May is the only time that is suitable to run the elections. This is the time
when Students are aware of their progression routes, if they have achieved a College or
University place and are able to apply for a full-time post. Future learning for the Student
Association will be to advertise the positions early March in order to encourage greater
participation.
In addition the Vice President candidate withdrew from the election process as was offered
a permanent job with Aldi. Nominations will reopen for this position; at the time of writing
this report we have had 5 students submit nominations. Nominations will remain open until
Wednesday 23 May 2018.

Student Association
6 June 2018
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Student Association Constitution
1.

Name
There shall be a Student Association within the meaning of the 1994 Education Act
at West Lothian College. It will be known as ‘West Lothian College Student
Association.’

2.

Aims and Objectives
The aims and objectives of the Student Association are to:
(a) be the recognised representative channel between students and West Lothian
College and any other external organisation;
(b) promote an environment within the College which will complement the
educational activities of the student body;
(c) advise the College Board of Governors, College staff and students on matters
pertaining to the student body;
(d) assist, inform and promote health, safety and welfare issues relevant to the
student body;
(e) organise or assist in organising sporting, social and charity events;
(f) communicate issues of relevance to the student body;
(g) represent the interests of College students to external bodies;
(h) ensure there is sufficient representation and support for students; and
(i) address the above objectives without discrimination and prejudice.

3.

Powers
The Student Association has the power to:
(a) provide and promote activities, services, and facilities for members;
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(b) raise funds and receive grants and donations;
(c) do anything which is lawful to achieve the stated objectives.
4.

Membership

4.1

The members of the Association are:
(a) all students who are enrolled at West Lothian College; and
(b) sabbatical officers.

4.2

Members can:
(a) take part in the Association’s educational, social, sporting and cultural activities;
(b) vote in elections;
(c) stand for or nominate other members to stand for office;
(d) hold officers to account for the actions taken on behalf of members.

4.3

Membership of the Association will end automatically if:
(a) an individual stops being a student or a sabbatical officer;
(b) the member gives written notice that they do not want to be a member;
(c) a decision is made to remove an individual from membership under the relevant
Code of Conduct.

4.4

All members must adhere to the Association Code of Conduct. Members who breach
the Code may be suspended or removed from the Association.

4.4

Enrolled students who have previously opted-out of the Assocation remain eligible
for membership. Requests to rejoin should be made in writing to the President or
Student Assocation Development Officer.

5

Student Association Structure

5.1

The Student Association President will be elected by the student body. This will be a
full time sabbatical post. The President will automatically be the overall Chair of the
Student Association.
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5.2

The Student Association Vice President will be elected by the student body. This will
be a full time sabbatical post. The Vice President will automatically be the vice Chair
of the Student Association.

5.3

An Executive Committee will be formed comprising the Student Association
President Vice President and three other elected members. The Committee will be
led and supported by the Student Association Development Officer.

5.4

The Executive Committee will act as a liaison between the College and its student
body.

5.5

The President and Vice President will represent students on the Board of Governors
of West Lothian College in accordance with the Further and Higher Education
(Scotland) Act 1992, the Post-16 Education (Scotland) Act 2013, and the Board of
Governors Standing Orders.

5.6

The Executive Committee may co-opt other students as required to represent
the Association on internal College committees.

5.7

A system of Class Ambassadors will operate, with one Class Ambassador identified
by each class for one academic year.

5.8

A system of Centre Ambassadors will operate, in order to assist the President and
Vice President with Centre specific information. These will be volunteer roles.

5.9

Other unpaid positions may be set up by the Executive Committee and filled by
volunteers for one academic year.

6

Officer Positions

6.1

The term of office for the Student President will be one calendar year from JuneJune, with the exception of an additional 1-2 days training when elected.

6.2

The term of office for the Student Vice President will be one calendar year from June
-June, with the exception of an additional 1-2 days training when elected.

6.3

The Student Vice President nominated to join the Board of Governors may join the
Board and take part in relevant Board induction prior to taking up the period of paid
office.

6.4

An office bearer may stand for election for a second year. This may be for election in
either the same or different office.

6.5

A member may not hold sabbatical office, or paid elected office, for more than two
years in total.
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6.6

An elected officer shall cease to hold office if:
(a) they resign;
(b) they cease to be a member of the Association;
(c) a motion of no confidence is passed by a two thirds majority at a general meeting
of the Student Association called expressly for that purpose, provided that, in the
case of a Sabbatical Officer, the Student Association has first carried out any
steps it is required to take under the Sabbatical Officer’s agreement and/or the
applicable student disciplinary procedure;
(d) they are removed from their paid position on the grounds of gross misconduct in
accordance with the Student Association code of conduct and applicable student
disciplinary procedure.

6.7

If any employee of the College submits a nomination form for President or Vice
President role, they must play no part in the election process. If elected to the
position, they will normally be expected to have resigned and terminated their
employment prior to commencing their term of office.

7

Election Procedures

7.1

The President and Vice President shall be elected by a secret ballot of all members.

7.2

Candidates may nominate themselves by completing and returning the nomination
form to the Student Association Development Officer.

7.3

Candidates must participate in any events deemed necessary prior to the election,
such as providing personal statements, election campaigning or taking part in
information meetings. Non participation in required events may prevent candidates
from standing for election.

7.4

In the event of vacancies arising for the position of either President or one of the
Vice Presidents the Executive Committee may temporarily appoint another member
to fill the vacant post.

7.5

The Executive Committee will, wherever practical, make arrangements for election
by secret ballot to fill any such vacancies.

7.6

The Student Association Development Officer shall be responsible for the good
conduct of elections.

7.7

Any questions, concerns or disputes about the elections or elections process will be
considered and wherever possible resolved by the Student Association Development
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Officer. Outstanding complaints and appeals will be referred to the Head of Quality
and Learner Services for consideration and resolution.
8

Class Ambassadors

8.1

Each class will be invited to appoint an ambassador.

8.2

Each class will be asked if there is a volunteer. Where there is more than one
volunteer and where more than one student wishes to stand, a simple majority of the
class present by a show of hands or secret ballot will elect the Class Representative.

8.3

The name of the Class Ambassador should be passed to the relevant Vice-President
and then President/ Student Association Development Officer.

8.4

Class Ambassadors should where possible be appointed within six weeks of the start
of the academic year.

8.5

Meetings of Class Ambassadors will be held on a regular basis. These meetings
will be chaired by the President. The first of these meetings in the academic year
should take place within one calendar month of the appointment of the Class
Ambassadors. Thereafter, online meetings are acceptable if a majority are in
agreement.

9

Executive Committee Meetings

9.1

The Executive Committee will meet on a regular basis and at least once a fortnight.

9.2

The quorum for decision-making meetings of the Executive Committee is five
members, one of whom must be the Student President.

9.3

An emergency meeting of the Executive Committee may be called by the President
or a Vice President only where business cannot be left until the next scheduled
meeting. At least 24 hours’ notice shall be given in writing for an emergency meeting.
Details of agenda items for such a meeting shall be posted by e-mail to members, at
least 24 hours before the date of the emergency committee meeting.

9.4

Minutes shall be taken at all Executive Committee meetings and approved at the
next appropriate meeting. All approved minutes shall be made available to all
members of the Student Association in a way deemed most appropriate by the
Executive.

10

Items for Discussion

10.1 Members can raise items for discussion through the structures of the Association,
including raising an issue through the Class Ambassador structure or directly with
the Student Association President or Vice President.
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10.2 An individual member may request formal consideration of an issue by the Executive
Committee. Any such request should be put in writing and submitted through the
Student Association Development Officer. The member will be advised of the
outcome after the matter has been considered by the Executive Committee.
11

General Meetings of the Student Association

11.1 Every member has the right to attend general meetings and the right to vote.
11.2 The Executive Committee may call a general meeting at any time.
11.3 The Executive Committee shall call a general meeting on receiving a requisition to
that effect, signed by at least 15 members of the Association.
11.4

A general meeting shall be called by at least 14 clear days’ written notice.

11.5 Every notice calling a general meeting shall specify the place, day and time of the
meeting and the general nature of the business to be discussed.
11.6 All members should be notified of the meeting, using communication channels
normally used to communicate with the student body.
11.7

The quorum for the meeting will be 20 Cross College members of the
Association.

11.8 The chair of the meeting will be the Student Association President, or in their
absence, the Vice President.
11.9 A resolution put to the vote of a general meeting shall be decided on a show of
hands, unless a resolution is made to hold a secret ballot.
11.10 Every resolution put to the vote of a general meeting shall be decided by a simple
majority of the votes cast unless this Constitution provides otherwise.
11.11 Minutes shall be taken at all general meetings of the Association and made available
to all members in a way deemed most appropriate by the Executive.
12

Clubs and Societies
The Association may recognise Clubs and Societies, providing they are in line with
the aims and objectives of the Association.

13

Finance
The finances of the Student Association will be determined annually by the College
Senior Management Team. The constitutional procedures are as follows:
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(a) the budget allocation to the Student Association will be decided annually by the
Senior Management Team as part of the the overall College budget, and as
approved by the Board of Governors;
(b) the budget allocation can only be used in pursuit of the Association aims and
objectives;
(c) all monies received by any member of the Student Association, on behalf of the
Student Association, shall be lodged through the College Finance Department;
(d) the Student Association Development Officer shall be responsible for
management of funds allocated for Student Association activities and will act as
an authorised signatory for any money allocated for Student Association
activities;
(e) the Student Association President can authorise funds up to £50;
(f) financial records will be kept in the Finance Department of the College;
(g) all funds allocations must be properly recorded;
(h) the Student Association shall be subject to standard College audit processes;
(i) the financial year of the Student Association shall be from the 1st of August;
(j) the financial report will include a list of any external organisations to which the
Association has made donations and the detail of those donations;
(k) a final account of the income and expenditure of the Student Association shall be
prepared by the Student Association at the end of June; and
(l) the financial report will be made available to the Board of Governors and all
members of the Association.
14

Winding Up
If the Association is subject to being wound up, any money or property remaining
after all debts have been paid will belong to and be held by West Lothian College in
trust for the purposes of a student organisation that represents the interests of the
students of West Lothian College.

15

Interpretations
In the event of a dispute as to the interpretation of any part of the Constitution a
ruling from the Student Association President should be sought in the first instance.
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If this is not clarified or resolved it should then be referred to the Student Association
Development Officer.
16

Review and Amendments

16.1 Any proposed changes to the constitution will be discussed by the Student
Association President and the Student Development Officer prior to consideration by
the Executive Committee and College Senior Management Team.
16.2 The constitution can only be amended by a resolution passed at a Student
Association Executive Committee meeting by at least two thirds of those present and
entitled to vote.
16.3 Amendments to the constitution must be ratified by the Board of Governors at either
its own meeting or at a meeting of the Learning and Teaching Committee.
16.4 The constitution must be reviewed by the Executive Committee and Board of
Governors every five years.
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Code of Conduct
General Principles
1

In common within many membership governed organisations, it is important to clarify
expectations surrounding the relationship between Members and Officers.

2

It is recognised that in a democratic environment Members and Officers should feel
able to critically appraise the work of West Lothian College Student Association, and
each other, but this should be through appropriate channels as set out within this Code
of Conduct.

3

This Code applies at meetings and events organised by the Student Association, and in
communication that refers to the Association and/or its officers, including on social
media channels such as blogs, Facebook or Twitter.

Standards of Behaviour
4

All Members will:
•

Treat other members with respect - this includes listening to others’ point of view
and using respectful and appropriate language;

•

Raise complaints through the appropriate channels as set out in the complaints
procedure;

•

Avoid behaviour that is damaging to the Association or its reputation;

•

Support a culture of mutual support and respect

5

You may be excluded from membership if your conduct is deemed to be detrimental to
the Student Association, its interests or its members.

6

All Officers will in addition:
•

Provide leadership to the Association;

•

Be accountable to members for their performance;

•

Carry out key duties and responsibilitie, as set out in the role descriptions for the
positions;

•

Respect confidentiality and not disclose to a third party any confidential information
obtained as a result of their role;

•

Promote a culture of mutual support and respect.

Protection from Harrasment
7

Members, Officers and Staff are entitled to protection from any form of harassment.
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8

Any harassment, or physical or verbal abuse of Members, Sabbatical Officers or Staff
may result in the withdrawal of all Members, Sabbatical Officers or Staff servicing the
situation or event where the harassment / abuse has taken place. In this event the
Student Association Development Officer and Student Association President will meet
as soon as practically possible to discuss what action may be appropriate.

9

Wherever Members, Sabbatical Officers or Staff report that they have been subject to
harassment or physical or verbal abuse, regardless of the events, the matter will be
recorded and reported to the Student Association Development Officer and West
Lothian College Student Association President for monitoring. Action may then be taken
under the terms of this Code, or the College Student Discipline procedure.

Data Protection
10 Members, Officers and Staff are duty bound to protect themselves and other members
data from being unnessaralrily stored, used and passed on. All Members Officers and
Staff shall therefore be required to comply and adhere to West Lothian College Data
Protection policy 2018 and new GDPR legislation.

Reasonable Adjustments
11 Where someone covered by this Code of Conduct has a protected characteristic under
the Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties) (Scotland) Regulations 2012 (e.g. a disability)
which might impact on their ability to comply with this code of conduct, consideration
will be given to reasonable adjustments.

Breaches of the Code of Conduct
12 Members who breach the Code may be suspended or removed from the Association.
Procedures for dealing with breaches of the Code are as follows:

i.

Concerns about potential breaches of the Code should be reported to the Student
Association Development Officer, who will investigate as required and report to a
panel of the three members of the Executive Committee, including the Student
Association President.

ii.

The Panel will agree the appropriate course of action, including possible
suspension or removal from the Association. The decision will be communicated to
the member within 5 working days of its meeting.

iii.

Members have a right to appeal this decision. Any appeal should be submitted to
the Student Association Development Officer within 30 days of notification of the
panel’s decision.
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iv.

The appeal will be considered by a Panel of three members of the Executive
Committee who took no part in the earlier decision. The Panel may be supported by
the Head of Quality and Learner Services where appropriate. The decision of the
appeal panel will be communicated to the member within 5 working days of its
meeting.

v.

If the potential breach of the Code relates to a member of the Executive Committee,
they will take no part in the decision making process.

vi.

If the potential breach of the Code relates to the Student Association President, the
matter will be taken forward through the appropriate applicable Student disciplinary
procedure and in accordance with the Student Association constitution
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Complaints Procedure
1 Members may raise issues, questions and concerns through the structures of the
Association, including Volunteers Class Ambassadors, Centre Ambassadors Student
Association Vice-President, Student Association President, Executive Committee or
General Meeting.
2 Concerns, criticisms or complaints about the performance or behaviour of individual
office bearers should be made through the procedures set out below.
3 Concerns about the potential breach of the Code of Conduct by any member should be
raised with the Student Association Development Officer. The procedures for handling
any such concerns are covered in section 11 of the Code of Conduct.
4 Complaints about the behaviour of the Student Association Development Officer should
be raised in the first instance with the Student Association President, who will in turn
seek advice and assistance from the Head of Quality and Learner Services regarding
the most appropriate course of action.
5 Complaints about other members of College staff should be made in accordance with
the College complaints procedure.
6 Students who remain dissatisfied in their dealings with the Association or who claim to
be unfairly disadvantaged by reason of having exercised the right not to be a member of
the Association may refer their complaint through the College complaints procedure.
7 Criticism of Officers, Members or Staff that is not raised through the procedures outlined
in this procedure may be considered as harassment and dealt with accordingly.
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Role Descriptions
Student Association President Role 2018/19
This role will enhance your ability to learn and develop new and existing skills. You will
attend a number of training sessions in order for you to develop the skills required for this
role. Your main aim is to represent the student body through a number of activities. You
will have on-going support and training to ensure that you are able to fulfil your role
effectively.
You will be expected to attend quarterly board meetings within the college which may take
place in the evening (full training will be provided).
You will be working directly with your Student Association Team in order to enhance the
College experience for all West Lothian College students.
About the role:
Representation
• Represent all West Lothian College Students
• To act as a guide and mentor in managing and supporting Vice President and any other
Student Association Volunteers.
• Ensure that there is sufficient Student Representation at all meetings.
• To act as the Student Association Executive, in order to make decisions based on
feedback that has been collated from Students.
• Promote a holistic learner experience (this means a well-rounded overall College
experience)
Class Ambassadors
• Lead the Class Ambassador Elections Process, Centre Ambassador selection process
and support the Vice President.
• Ensure all Class and Centre Ambassadors are trained appropriately and supported
during their role.
• Ensure that regular meetings and surgeries are available for Class Ambassadors and
all meetings and feedback are recorded and logged in line with Data Protection policy
• Evaluate the effectiveness of learning and teaching practice through SPARKLE
evaluation and Class Ambassador meetings
• Ensure Centre Ambassadors are supported in collation of SPARKLE and writing of the
reports.
Meetings
• To lead and attend a number of meetings on a weekly monthly and quarterly basis
• Provide Student input and feedback whilst working in partnership with the College and
Board of Governors
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Reports
• You will be required to write reports on Student Association Activity which include
monthly and annual reports.
Events and Projects
• To become involved in managing and participating in a variety of projects and events
that positively benefits the Student population.
• Promotion and collation of data for a number of purposes including College and
national surveys
• To promote and coordinate cross college activities and events
Support for Students
• To support Students on a variety of aspects of College life and/or signpost them to
relevant College and third party services where appropriate.
Health, Wellbeing and Equality
• To ensure that all students and other team members, are treated with respect and
dignity regardless of age, gender, sexual orientation, ability, disability and ethnicity
• To provide students with support mechanisms whilst at College which include internal
support, signposting and awareness raising events.
• The Student Association promise to take time to make sure that their own Health and
Wellbeing needs are being met.
Skills you will be expected to possess for this role:
• Communication Skills
• Problem Solving Skills
• Computer literacy in Microsoft Office packages
• Report writing skills
• Social media experience eg Facebook posting
• Leadership skills
• Meeting Skills, attending and chairing meetings
• Professionalism – ensuring confidentiality, data protection and other essential policies
are followed to ensure student safety and protection
Objectives will be agreed as part of the regular Student Association planning cycle.
You will be supported by the Student Association Development Officer.
West Lothian College Student Association commits to support a culture and environment
which promotes health and wellbeing for all of our students
The purpose of this document is to indicate the general level of responsibilities of the post.
The list is not exhaustive but serves as a guide.
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The Student Association Sabbatical President will commit to 35 hours per week
remunerated from June for a period of one year, which will be paid monthly by West
Lothian College. Full written commitment must be confirmed upon election of the position.
Failure to comply with Student Association agreed terms may result in termination of
position and remuneration as per the Student Association constitution. You will be required
to attend three events over the summer in a volunteer capacity.
Student Association Vice President Role 2018/19
This role will enhance your ability to learn and develop new and existing skills. You will
attend a number of training sessions in order for you to develop the skills required for this
role. Your main aim is to represent the student body through a number of activities. You
will have on-going support and training to ensure that you are able to fulfil your role
effectively.
You will be expected to attend quarterly board meetings within the college which may take
place in the evening (full training will be provided).
You will be working directly with your Student Association Team in order to enhance the
College experience for all West Lothian College students.
About the role:
Representation
• Represent all West Lothian College Students
• To act as a support and mentor supporting any Student Association Volunteers.
• Ensure that there is sufficient Student Representation at all meetings.
• To act as part the Student Association Executive, in order to make decisions based on
feedback that has been collated from Students.
• Promote a holistic learner experience (this means a well-rounded overall College
experience)
Class Ambassadors
• Assist the President in leading the Class Ambassador Elections Process, Centre
Ambassador selection process and support the Vice President.
• Ensure all Class and Centre Ambassadors are trained appropriately and supported
during their role.
• Working with the President in ensuring that regular meetings and surgeries are
available for Class Ambassadors and all meetings and feedback are recorded and
logged in line with Data Protection policy
• Working with the President in order to evaluate the effectiveness of learning and
teaching practice through SPARKLE evaluation and Class Ambassador meetings
• Working with the President in order to ensure Centre Ambassadors are supported in
collation of SPARKLE and writing of the reports.
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Meetings
• To lead in the Presidents absence and attend a number of meetings on a weekly
monthly and quarterly basis
• To support the President in order to provide Student input and feedback whilst working
in partnership with the College and Board of Governors
Reports
• You will be required to write reports on Student Association Activity which include
monthly and annual reports.
Events and Projects
• To become involved in managing and participating in a variety of projects and events
that positively benefits the Student population.
• Promotion and collation of data for a number of purposes including College and
national surveys
• To promote and coordinate cross college activities and events
Support for Students
• To support Students on a variety of aspects of College life and/or signpost them to
relevant College and third party services where appropriate.
Health, Wellbeing and Equality
• To ensure that all students and other team members, are treated with respect and
dignity regardless of age, gender, sexual orientation, ability, disability and ethnicity
• To provide students with support mechanisms whilst at College which include internal
support, signposting and awareness raising events.
• The Student Association promise to take time to make sure that their own Health and
Wellbeing needs are being met.
Skills you will be expected to possess for this role:
• Communication Skills
• Problem Solving Skills
• Computer literacy in Microsoft Office packages
• Report writing skills
• Social media experience eg Facebook posting
• Leadership skills
• Meeting Skills, attending and chairing meetings
• Professionalism – ensuring confidentiality, data protection and other essential policies
are followed to ensure student safety and protection
Objectives will be agreed as part of the regular Student Association planning cycle.
You will be supported by the Student President and Association Development Officer.
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West Lothian College Student Association commits to support a culture and environment
which promotes health and wellbeing for all of our students
The purpose of this document is to indicate the general level of responsibilities of the post.
The list is not exhaustive but serves as a guide.
The Student Association Sabbatical Vice President will commit to 35 hours per week
remunerated from June for a period of one year, which will be paid monthly by West Lothian
College. Full written commitment must be confirmed upon election of the position. Failure
to comply with Student Association agreed terms may result in termination of position and
remuneration as per the Student Association constitution. You will be required to attend
three events over the summer in a volunteer capacity.
Class Ambassador 2018/19:
Do you want to develop the following volunteer skills and experience?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time keeping skills
Active listening skills
Problem solving skills
Facilitating meetings Representing views
Collating Information and Data entry
Improving the College experience
Volunteering skills

This role aims to ensure that every member of the class has a voice in their evaluation of
West Lothian College. The aim is to ensure that you have the best College experience
possible and walk away with more than just a qualification.
As Class Ambassador you will be issued with a Certificate, £20 voucher and opportunity to
attend certificated training events which will not be available for other College Students.
So what will be expected of me as Class Ambassador?
•

The class ambassador is one person in a class who will represent the views of their
own class. They will facilitate discussions within their own class in order to gain insight
into how each class member is feeling about their course. They will ask questions and
record their views in SPARKLE (Support, Partnership, Alliance, Representation,
Knowledge, Learning and Evaluation).
SPARKLE, is a document in which you can record the views of your class, their
thoughts, opinions and ideas for continuous improvement.

•

Every block, as a Class Ambassador, you will arrange a 30minute meeting, with the
approval of your class lecturer. You will facilitate discussions within your class, using
SPARKLE (online) as your guide and way to record your discussions. All information
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that you will record will be in numbers or text, so we can evaluate you overall class
opinion. There is no need to have any College staff member present when completing
SPARKLE, however, if you feel you need support to facilitate these discussions your
Student President or Vice President can attend and support you with this.
•

As Class Ambassador, you will set up a class/group chat where you can forward
information to your class on events, training sessions, feedback and other important
information.

•

In addition, you will be expected to attend your Course Team meeting. This is where
College Staff meet to discuss all aspects of your course. You will be provided with
sufficient notice to attend this meeting.

•

As Class Ambassador, you will attend one training session, which will happen during
the week of the 1-5 October 2018. There will be a number of sessions in order to
minimise disruption to your class. The training will support the Class Ambassadors in
their role. Providing information on what makes up the Student Learning experience
and class facilitation.

•

The Student Association manages the Class Ambassador system and will support any
Class Ambassador in their role.

How to run Class Ambassador Elections
Please ensure that every member of your class has an opportunity to participate and
understands the job role as described above. This is a great asset to any CV.
As a class you will be expected to support your Class Ambassador, as this one person is
representing you and your views. Therefore, think carefully who you would like this to be.
It’s not always the loudest or quietest one in the class that is best to represent you and your
needs or is it?
As a class you will vote on who you want to represent you. This is called a democratic
vote. In some classes this works well. However, some deem this role ‘un cool’. You need
to decide whether you want to become more employable, gain new skills and improve your
college experience.
Your class must agree to support the Class Ambassador, which means meeting once a
block to discuss how they feel the course if going.
This meeting will not be a moaning session but one which will allow you to provide
information in relation to your classroom; learning and Teaching and overall College
experience. As a class you will all agree to ensure that you support you Class Ambassador
when collating this information as it is about you and how you feel.
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This process is managed by your Student Association, which means it is Student led
activity. As a class you will also be asked by staff to complete evaluations of how you feel
your course is. This enables a fair perspective and allows you to be honest about your
overall experience.
This role was created to improve your experience. The role is not to arrange events for
your class (although if you decide to do this on a personal level you can), assist with any
personal, financial or support for learning matters. There are many trained staff who can
support students with these matters.
As a Student at West Lothian College you are automatically part of the Student Association.
This meant that you can gain support, advice information on services at any time. So
please pop in to the Office.
Once your elections have taken place and you have elected your class Ambassador. The
Class Ambassador should complete their information on the attached link. Without this
information we won’t know who has been elected within your class.
This process must be completed before the 30 September of that academic year.
Should you wish to discuss these roles or any other issues please do not hesitate to contact
your Student Association President or your Centre Vice President
West Lothian College Student Association commits to support a culture and
environment which promotes health and wellbeing for all of our Students.
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Board of Governors
Report from West Lothian College Board Strategic Day 17 May 2018
Introduction
The aim of the day was to allow Board Members to consider the current further
education landscape and challenge the effectiveness of the Board in supporting the
College against this backdrop. There was also the opportunity to have a deep dive
into the future strategies of the College and share ideas about how to improve
outcomes for future learners. Board members were joined by College staff and
students to share their experiences and thoughts.
Welcome
The Chair welcomed everyone to the Strategic Day emphasising that education is at
the heart of the government’s priorities and it was the College sector’s time to shine
as a deliverer of the government’s economic and social priorities.
The Principal invited everyone to share ideas on matters that might influence the
new strategy of the College and thanked the speakers in advance for their
presentations which were aimed at stimulating ideas.
Future of Education & Learning, Role of Boards in Strategic Support to
Learning and Teaching – The Real David Cameron
David Cameron presented a lively multimedia talk and started by acknowledging that
there had been a lot of changes in the Further Education sector and in reality, they
had not made much difference.
Further Education had wrongly been perceived as a lessor alternative to university
and David emphasised that College is simply a different choice and not a lessor
choice. The educational institutions are not hierarchal rather each has an important
part to play for each individual student at the appropriate level.
David encouraged the Board to follow a ‘map’;
1. Agree what matters in terms of better outcomes for students and encourage,
enable and permit people to deliver this.
2. Agree the ‘breakable plates’ by creating space for improvements and asking
‘what can we do less of?’ and ‘what can we stop doing?’
3. Establish the subtraction habit
4. Focus on what is important
5. Commit to the personal and embrace enthusiasms
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6. Stick to the principles of Manageability, Coherence and Consonance
The culture of the College is vital to its success since people will invest in the
College as much as the College invests in them and more dynamic improvement can
be brought about when people are engaged in the process. The College needs to
focus on an Achieving Culture which follows the triangular model of Performance –
Ability – Potential.
David was an advocate of following Sustainable Practice rather than Best Practice.
He believed that Sustainable Practice will make the most difference by focusing on
the fundamental strengths of the College rather than the novel and different ways of
acting which might have a short term impact but not help the College fulfil its long
term goals.
Concluding the presentation, David left the participants with 4 Big Questions;
1. Where do you think you can improve?
2. What help or support will you need to make that improvement?
3. What outcomes will you expect your students to achieve as a result of the
improvement?
4. What evidence will you look at to determine if the improvement has been
made?
He emphasised that it is important not to impose a pattern of improvement but to
take it to a new level where improvement happens and suggested that there is a
graph of Time & Effort vs. Impact which every improvement should be measured on.
Attention should then be focussed on the improvement with the least effort and the
greatest impact.
Curriculum & Quality Strategy 2018-21 – George Hotchkiss, Vice Principal
The presentation began with a belief that modern teaching needs to be a partnership
with an equal balance of power. Excellence can only by achieved where there is
energy alongside ambition, fulfilment, motivation and passion. As a result we should
focus on qualities rather than skills and ensure that teaching is fun.
George reflected on the current curriculum structure and its influencers including the
post-recession focus on avoiding youth unemployment. There was also the need to
consider the current funding structure and how this influences the curriculum.
The participants were asked to discuss what they considered to be excellence
inhibitors with some of the feedback included; social issues, funding, bureaucracy
and low expectations.
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George commented that the landscape had changed since the last curriculum was
set and there was an opportunity to take a strategic look at the current curriculum to
see how it could and should change. Participants were asked to discuss the future
focus for the curriculum with feedback varying from more apprenticeships to further
entry level courses for degree qualifications which could be studied at the College.
Participants allocated a percentage figure to various aspects of the curriculum and
also ranked subjects in order of priority, which George said he would look at and
take into account when preparing the curriculum for 2021-22.
Commercial Strategy (including Schools & Marketing) – Simon Earp, Vice
Principal
Using references to various popular Game Shows, Simon led the participants
through an explanation of the current commercial and non-Scottish Funding Council
income and the challenges experienced by the Commercial team. He acknowledged
that productivity and profitability has not developed as much as turnover and that the
improvement of the balance was a work in progress.
The participants were asked to discuss the percentage of non-SFC funding that they
would like to see the College achieve. The feedback ranged from 35% - 51% for a
variety of reasons but generally the participants were keen to see reducing reliance
on one source of income and more commercial use of current assets.
Each table was then given a theme to discuss;
•
•
•
•
•

Children’s Hearing Scotland Training Unit – It was felt that the College had a
unique track record of delivery and transferable skills, which could be exploited
to package and sell on a Consultancy basis to other agencies.
Workforce Development – Again the College had a proven track record and
since it was field based work, there were not any geographical limitations.
Retail – The group discussed many ideas for realising full potential especially
over the summer where the facilities are generally underused while still
benefiting the students.
Short Term & Part Time Courses – It was proposed that further market research
could be done to explore the demand for these courses using marketing and
former students.
Commercial Contracts – The group emphasised the need to respond to the
market while also protecting the core business of the College and the measured
risk appetite.

Benchmarking – Jennifer McLaren, Vice Principal
Introducing the topic of Benchmarking, Jennifer reflected on what Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) are and why we use them. In particular, at West Lothian College,
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comparisons are made with two colleges of a similar size and one college which is
larger but geographically close. She emphasised that KPIs are not a driver of the
business but they do play an important role in keeping the College on track to its
targets.
Jennifer asked the participants to consider which areas the College currently
benchmarks against and whether the College should measure against other bodies
including international comparisons or private providers, particularly for commercial
activities.
Each table was asked to identify 4-5 KPIs that would be useful for the College to
measure against and their ideas on who to compare to.
Closing Remarks
Alex thanked everyone for their active participation, especially the speakers for their
insightful and thought provoking presentations. All were invited to the closing dinner
at The Terrace restaurant.
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Appendix 1
Board Members
Alex Linkston
Sue Cook
Mhairi Harrington
Frank Gribben
Moira Niven
Richard Lockhart
Tom Bates
Claire Probert
Apologies
Morag McKelvie
Graham Hope
Norman Ross
Iain McIntosh
Simon Ashpool
Colin Miller
Angela Bell
Alan Morton
Lorna Reid
Staff Members
Jennifer McLaren
Simon Earp
George Hotchkiss
Jenny Stalker
Colin Miller
Tom Birrell
Linda Brown
Elaine Brown
Hazel Brady
Derek O’Sullivan
Helen Wilson
Karine McNair
Lynn Bain
Linda Hartley
Lee-Anne Walker
Lorna Jenkins
Micole Cochrane
Student Members
Angela Reilly
Michelle Low
Karen McKeown

Ella Carter
External

David Cameron
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Board of Governors
Self-Evaluation of Committees 2018
General Summary
The Committee Self Evaluation questions were posed at the February/March
Committee meetings. Due to snow disruption and time constraints, the Learning &
Teaching Committee’s Self Evaluation took place at the June Committee meeting.
The questions were prompts for a wider discussion and the points raised by each
Committee are noted in the paper attached.
In summary to each of the questions posed (numbering relates to question number):
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All Committees were happy with the timing and quality of the papers received
with the online provision being particularly helpful.
All Committees felt that there was a constructive challenge to the Principal and
the Senior Team and appreciated further information being provided when
requested.
All Committees felt that there was the appropriate balance of skills and
experience with their membership.
All Committees were unanimously supportive of their Chairs.
All Committees agreed that there was effective communication with the Board.
All Committee Remits were recommended for approval to the Board.
All Committees could provide evidence of where their scrutiny had brought
about improvement to either processes or papers.

The main action points (number relates to question number):
1. The June Finance & General Purposes papers had headings attached and this
will be considered for rolling out to other papers if successful.
2. Some presentations could be sharper on the assumption that Committee
members have read the papers and this will be fed back to staff.
3. Both the Audit and Finance & General Purposes Committees have commented
on the complexity of the Financial Statements and training is being planned for
September.
4. The Learning & Teaching Chair and Board Secretary will plan future agendas to
try and manage the time constraints of Committee business and campus visits.
5. Board Members are to be encouraged to observe another Committee’s meeting.
6. No action points.
7. Training needs, benchmarking reviews and a “deep dive” discussion were all
suggestions for improvements for the next 12 months.
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Action
The Board is asked to discuss the paper and consider the points raised in
conjunction with the Board Development Plan

Karine McNair
Secretary to the Board of Governors
19 June 2018
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Finance & General Purposes Committee 22 February 2018

1 The Committee receives appropriate, timely and high quality information
in a form that allows it to monitor and scrutinise the college’s activities
and to challenge performance when required.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Format of Accounts is challenging although appreciate they have to be in this format
to conform with national requirements. Appreciate the verbal enhancement provided
by senior staff to make them more understandable.
Cover papers are a genuine attempt to translate complex financial information and
explanations are very relatable.
Backing papers are of a good standard.
Papers are received in a timely manner and Committee is always told in advance of
any important information
Sickness absence data and comparisons have improved in line with Committee
comments and requests.

Areas for action and improvement:
Benchmarking information is interesting but the Committee would appreciate some
background into why certain Colleges are always chosen as comparisons. It would
be interesting to see some other Colleges / institutions chosen and the results with
West Lothian College that this might show.
An alert in the heading of the papers might draw attention to the action required by
the Committee e.g. ‘For Discussion’, ‘For Noting’, ‘For Approval’.

2 The Committee provides a constructive challenge to the principal and
executive team and holds them to account.
Yes
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Comments / evidence in support of this:
Evidenced in minutes of meetings e.g. discussion of People Strategy where an
automatic approval of a good document was not the case instead a constructive
discussion ensued whereby additional improvement were discussed using the
experience and different perspectives of the Committee.
Important information is highlighted so that the Committee can focus their comments.

Areas for action and improvement:
Some presentations by Senior Staff could be a little sharper assuming that the
Committee have read the paper.

3 The Committee has the appropriate balance of skills, experience,
independence and knowledge of the college to enable them to discharge
their respective duties and responsibilities effectively.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
A forensic accountant has now been recruited to the Committee. This was a
stipulation of the Committee and they waited to recruit the right person since it was
considered an important skill set for the Committee to have.
The Accounts take a huge effort to understand the Committee are more confident
with a forensic accountant as part of the Committee to bring a private sector sense
check to the accounts.

Areas for action and improvement:
None
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4 The Chair ensures that adequate time is available for discussion of all
agenda items. The Chair promotes a culture of openness and debate by
encouraging the effective contribution of all Board members and fostering
constructive relations between Board members.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Very positive atmosphere in Committee meetings.
Willingness to challenge the information.
Chair is delighted by input from all members and staff which leads to constructive
discussion.
Everyone is open and able to receive feedback.

Areas for action and improvement:
None

5

There is effective reporting and two way communication between the
Committee and the Board.

Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Chair provides a report to the Board.
Attendance of other Board members to other Committee meetings to gain a broader
experience of the work of other Committees.
The Cole Report was raised as an issue at a Board Meeting for the Committee to
discuss which resulted in a Committee report being presented to the Board on this
specific issue.
Strategic discussion takes place at Away Day.
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Areas for action and improvement:
None

6 The Committee has a clearly stated remit, which it keeps under regular
review
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Annual review due June 2018.

Areas for action and improvement:
None

7 To what extent has the Committee fulfilled its remit over the last twelve
months? What, if anything, should we do differently to ensure we fulfil this
remit in the year ahead?
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Committee has fulfilled remit in many ways especially as the initial reviewer of
financial information for recommendation to the Board.
Challenging officials about what information they present, how it is presented and
scrutinising the information presented to them.
Advised Senior Staff on approach to take with SFC on a number of issues e.g. restating of 2015 FE statistics.

Areas for action and improvement:
Ensure that benchmarking is a useful tool by reviewing the Colleges used as a
comparison.
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Audit Committee 8 March 2018

1 The Committee receives appropriate, timely and high quality information
in a form that allows it to monitor and scrutinise the college’s activities
and to challenge performance when required.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Information provided is always a high quality.
Suggestions are always taken on board.
Comprehensive briefings and papers for meetings

Areas for action and improvement:
None

2 The Committee provides a constructive challenge to the principal and
executive team and holds them to account.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
The Committee always come well prepared to meetings with issues and items that
they would like to highlight and discuss in the meeting.
During the meeting, discussions are always constructive. This is reflected in minutes
of meetings.

Areas for action and improvement:

None
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3 The Committee has the appropriate balance of skills, experience,
independence and knowledge of the college to enable them to discharge
their respective duties and responsibilities effectively.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
The Committee is comprised of members from a diverse range of backgrounds. This
brings different opinions and perspectives that enable constructive challenge.
The Nominations Committee has a skills matrix which checks the necessary skills
are deployed to each Committee.

Areas for action and improvement:
Training to enhance understanding of accounts.
Mazars to provide “Challenge & Effectiveness” training in person at September
meeting.

4 The Chair ensures that adequate time is available for discussion of all
agenda items. The Chair promotes a culture of openness and debate by
encouraging the effective contribution of all Board members and fostering
constructive relations between Board members.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Meetings are well chaired and are done so at an appropriate pace.
Lots of opportunities are given to discuss items in depth.
Skilled Chair who encourages contribution for all Committee Members.
Very experienced chair who scrutinises papers and has decreased quantity of
papers while increasing quality of papers.

Areas for action and improvement:
None
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5 There is effective reporting and two way communication between the
Committee and the Board.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Reports are always shared.
Open dialogue in meetings / constructive
Reports from the Chair to the Board are very effective
Health & Safety Report now goes to the Board

Areas for action and improvement:
None

6 The Committee has a clearly stated remit, which it keeps under regular
review
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Annual review - next review June 2018
Yes, although I don't think it has been reviewed for a while.

Areas for action and improvement:
Committee remit to be reviewed at June meeting
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7 To what extent has the Committee fulfilled its remit over the last twelve
months? What, if anything, should we do differently to ensure we fulfil this
remit in the year ahead?
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Using experience and expertise, Committee are able to offer assurance to the Board
that the areas of the College under their scrutiny have been properly examined and
challenged.
Harmonisation of Risk Register

Areas for action and improvement:
Ensure training needs are met
One campus visit per year
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Learning & Teaching Committee 6 June 2018

1 The Committee receives appropriate, timely and high quality information
in a form that allows it to monitor and scrutinise the college’s activities
and to challenge performance when required.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
It is helpful that the papers are online and provided in physical form when requested.
Generally the papers are more concise and of a better quality.
The papers have improved their quality to have a more strategic focus.

Areas for action and improvement:
None

2 The Committee provides a constructive challenge to the principal and
executive team and holds them to account.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
There is good engagement with the Senior Team and Principal.
Where the Senior Team are challenged and require to seek more information, the
information is sourced and presented back to the Committee in good time, usually at
the next meeting.

Areas for action and improvement:
None

3 The Committee has the appropriate balance of skills, experience,
independence and knowledge of the college to enable them to discharge
their respective duties and responsibilities effectively.
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Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
The Committee comprises members from an education, business, student and staff
background which is a healthy balance for constructive discussion.

Areas for action and improvement:
None

4 The Chair ensures that adequate time is available for discussion of all
agenda items. The Chair promotes a culture of openness and debate by
encouraging the effective contribution of all Board members and fostering
constructive relations between Board members.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
It was felt that there was a culture of good open discussion.

Areas for action and improvement:
The Committee were keen to continue with their campus visits but this was inevitably
time consuming. It was suggested that perhaps campus visits take place after the
main meeting.

5 There is effective reporting and two way communication between the
Committee and the Board.
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
The reporting of Committee meetings to the Board was generally thorough.
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The Board have become more interested in Learning & Teaching issues, which aids
a two way discussion.
The Committee has welcomed 2 non-Committee Board Members to the Committee
meetings over the last year as observers and encourages more.

Areas for action and improvement:
Open invitation to all Board Members to attend as an observer.

6 The Committee has a clearly stated remit, which it keeps under regular
review
Yes
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Reviewed June 2018

Areas for action and improvement:
None

7 To what extent has the Committee fulfilled its remit over the last twelve
months? What, if anything, should we do differently to ensure we fulfil this
remit in the year ahead?
Comments / evidence in support of this:
Campus visits and presentations.
Learner Attainment Sub Group reporting to Committee.
“Deep Dive” at September 2017 meeting.

Areas for action and improvement:
Possible “Deep Dive” into Applications & Recruitment for September 2018 meeting.
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Board of Governors
Board Development Plan
May 2018 (final)
The Board Development Plan to May 2018 is presented for the final time. The final
version shows the progress against targets and noting any targets which are
ongoing.

May 2019 (draft)
The Board Development Plan to May 2019 is presented in draft form for the Board to
add any comments or amendments. It has been updated to include;
• Action points raised at the Board Strategic Away Day - Benchmarking
• Comments made during the Committee Self Evaluations – Financial Statements
training, Partnership Centre meeting
• Focus on Gender Equality in light of new legislation
In particular, any feedback from matters discussed at the Board Strategic Away Day
or about the format of the recent 1-2-1 review meetings would be welcomed.

Action
The Board is asked to discuss and approve the Board Development Plan for May
2019.

Karine McNair
Secretary to the Board of Governors
19 June 2018
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West Lothian College Board Development Plan June 2017 – May 2018
No.

Action

Planned delivery

When /how delivered:

Position at 31 May

Increased organisational knowledge; improved transparency & visibility; ensuring the learner voice is central to decision
making
1.1

Focus on learning and teaching issues at Board meetings including campus
visits, presentations, structured discussions

50% of Board
meetings

1.2

Include campus visits at start of Committee meetings

1 visit a year per
committee

1.3

Board Members sit in on other Committee meetings
•

25% of members a
year 1
• May ‘17

Include as prompt in annual review meeting

1.4

Organise 2 opportunities a year for Board members to meet with SA
president & vice presidents (new and existing Board members)

2 x meetings a
year

1.5

Increase diversity of methods used to share news about work of the Board
including staff newsletter, social media

Ongoing; 2 x
updates on
progress a year

1

June: campus visit
Sept: attainment
discussion
Dec: LASG minutes
March: LASG minutes
L&T: June (playroom)
F&GP: Sept (gym)
Audit – March (Catering
& Hospitality)
L&T: March (Engineering
& Computing)
L&T: June (Student
Support)
25% (June)
•

Achieved

Achieved
Consider visits at
the end of the
meeting

Achieved

Completed May 17

1st event 20th November
17

Not Achieved
Roll forward to
2019
Not Achieved
Roll forward to
2019

Excluding Chair & Principal (Chair attends L&TC regularly but best practice not to attend Audit; Principal attends all meetings)
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West Lothian College Board Development Plan June 2017 – May 2018
No.

Action

Planned delivery

1.6 2

Arrange for one meeting (eg Committee, Board, away day, strategic
discussion) to take place in a Partnership Centre in West Lothian

One meeting a
year

When /how delivered:

Position at 31 May
Not Achieved
Roll forward for
Audit Committee
for 2019

Increased strategic overview
2.1

Explore additional ways to support discussion around strategic issues at
Committees
Consider options for less formal discussion around key issues (seminars;
within Board meetings)

LTC ‘deep dive’
June ’17
Ongoing

2.3

Develop reporting format for Committees and Board meetings to support
focus on performance

Ongoing

2.4

Organise annual Strategic Away Day for Board Members

2.2

June 17 Committee,
reported to June Board
Learner attainment subgroup established Sept
17
Committee Self
Evaluations

Achieved

Annual, by end
May ‘18

17 May 2018

Achieved

Completed: Sept 17
agenda
Completed June 2017

Achieved

Completed September
17

Achieved

Ongoing

Ongoing

Best practice in governance
3.1

Include Strategic Risk Register in Board agenda on annual basis

September ‘17

3.2

Provide briefing on Board member responsibilities to register and declare
interests

June ’17 then 2
year cycle

3.3

Fill vacancy on Audit Committee once Board member vacancies are filled

September ‘17

2

Achieved

Added September 17 following discussion at Audit committee
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West Lothian College Board Development Plan June 2017 – May 2018
No.

Action

Planned delivery

When /how delivered:

Position at 31 May

3.4

Recruit member (or co-opted member) with an accountancy background to
the Finance and General Purposes Committee

September ‘17

Completed September
17

Achieved

3.5

Keep in view the need to bring in / retain private sector non-execs; continue
to raise issue with Scottish Government as appropriate

Ongoing; % of nonexec members

3.6

Consider establishment of Chairs Forum

Board
consideration 20/6

3.7

Consider introduction of Annual Reports from each Committee to Board

Board
consideration 20/6

Ongoing

Considered 20/6/17;
agreed to keep as option
for longer term
development
Considered 20/6/17
agreed not to introduce

Ongoing

Achieved
Considering 2019
participation
Ongoing

Closed

Improved Board Diversity
4.1

Participate in Board member shadowing scheme
• Review benefits and impact after trial year

March 17
• March 18

Participation underway

4.2

Highlight importance of improving Board diversity in recruitment material

Ongoing

Introduced March ‘17
onwards

4.3

Identify specific options to target vacancies including to organisations,
groups & individuals
Continuous Improvement

Ongoing, by
vacancy

5.1

May ‘17
• September ‘17

Simplify the self-appraisal form for Board member review meetings
• Review impact / adapt as required
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West Lothian College Board Development Plan June 2017 – May 2018
No.

Action

Planned delivery

When /how delivered:

Position at 31 May

Ongoing

Ongoing

5.2

Introduce system to track training and development actions agreed at Board
member review meetings

May ‘17

another cycle prior to
review.
New system in place

5.3

Introduce ‘sign off’ system to mark completion of induction for new
members, including opportunity to highlight additional development needs

March ‘17

New system in place

5.4

Review the Chair appraisal process and adjust as required

September ‘17

5.5

Introduce Committee Development Plans
• include plans as regular agenda items

5.6

Include Board Development Plan as regular Board agenda item

5.7

Maintain Board Development Plan as live document following discussion
and input at Board and other meetings

June ‘17
• 4 x meetings x
cttee
September ’17;
ongoing
Ongoing

5.8

Self evaluation & review
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Ongoing
Introduced to 3
committees June 17

Achieved

Introduced to Board
September 2017

Achieved
Ongoing
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West Lothian College Board Development Plan June 2018 – May 2019
No.

Action

Planned delivery

When /how delivered:

Increased organisational knowledge; improved transparency & visibility; ensuring the learner voice is central to decision making
1.1

Focus on learning and teaching issues at Board meetings including campus visits,
presentations, structured discussions

50% of Board meetings

1.2

Include campus visits to Committee meetings

1 visit a year per
committee

•
1.3

identifying whether most beneficial to be at the start or end of meeting
25% of members a year 1

Board Members sit in on other Committee meetings
•

open invitation issued at each Board Meeting as a prompt

1.4

Organise opportunities for Board members to meet with SA President & Vice
Presidents

1 formal meeting a year

1.5

Increase diversity of methods used to share news about work of the Board
including staff newsletter, social media

Ongoing; 2 x updates on
progress a year

1.6

Arrange for one meeting (e.g. Committee, Board, away day, strategic discussion)
to take place in a Partnership Centre in West Lothian

One meeting a year Audit Committee
planning

1

Excluding Chair & Principal (Chair attends L&TC regularly but best practice not to attend Audit; Principal attends all meetings)
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West Lothian College Board Development Plan June 2018 – May 2019
No.

Action

Planned delivery

When /how delivered:

Increased strategic overview
2.1

Explore additional ways to support discussion around strategic issues at
Committees

LTC ‘deep dive’ Sept 18

2.2

Consider options for less formal discussion around key issues (seminars; within
Board meetings)

Ongoing

2.3

Review benchmarking strategy after 2017 Away Day discussion

December ‘18

2.4

Organise annual Strategic Away Day for Board Members

Annual, by end May ‘19

Best practice in governance
3.1

Include Strategic Risk Register in Board agenda on annual basis

September ‘18

3.2

Provide briefing on Board member responsibilities to register and declare interests

2 year cycle (next
briefing June 2019)

3.3

Keep in view the need to bring in / retain private sector non-execs; continue to
raise issue with Scottish Government as appropriate

Ongoing; % of non-exec
members

3.6

Consider establishment of Chairs Forum – considered 20/06/17 and agreed to
keep as option for longer term development

Ongoing

Improved Board Diversity
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West Lothian College Board Development Plan June 2018 – May 2019
No.

Action

Planned delivery

4.1

Review Board participation in shadowing scheme

Board Meeting 19/6/19

4.2

Highlight importance of improving Board diversity in recruitment material

Ongoing

4.3

Identify specific options to target vacancies including to organisations, groups &
individuals

Board Meeting 19/6/18
Discussion on Gender
Equality

When /how delivered:

Continuous Improvement
5.1

Simplify the self-appraisal form for Board member review meetings
•

May 2019

Board agreed review after 2 cycles

5.2

Introduce system to track training and development actions agreed at Board
member review meetings

5.3

Deliver Financial Statements Training (identified as a common training need)

5.4

Maintain Board Development Plan as live document following discussion and
input at Board and other meetings

Ongoing

5.5

Committee Self-evaluations

March - June ‘19
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West Lothian College
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Board of Governors
Gender Equalities on Boards
Women on Public Boards – Preparing for Equal Representation Workshop
(31 May 2018)
On the 30 January MSPs passed The Gender Representation on Public Boards
(Scotland) Bill, meaning that all public body boards must work towards having
women make up 50% of non-executive members by 2022. In the run up to this,
public authorities will now have a duty to encourage women to apply to public board
positions.
The current composition of West Lothian College’s Board of Governors is 69% male
and 31% female. Interestingly when the Principal, staff and student representatives
are taken into account this changes to 56% male and 44% female.
The main speakers at the workshop were:
•
•
•
•

Professor Susan Vinnicombe CBE, Professor of Women and Leadership,
Cranfield School of Management and Founder Director, Cranfield International
Centre for Women Leaders
Julie Ashworth, Advisor and Presenter, Women on Boards UK
Tanya C Castell MBE, CEO, Changing the Chemistry
Dr Miles Weaver, Associate Professor, Edinburgh Napier University

In summary, the event highlighted the gender imbalance of boards and while some
progress has been made, there still remains a distinct lack of female senior board
representation. The new legislation will impose an obligation on boards to seek
gender balance and some of the speakers shared their ideas for attracting more
female applicants to board positions.
Of the approaches considered, the ones with the most impact for West Lothian
College could be:
•
•
•
•

Inviting inexperienced female candidates to spend some time observing at
Committee level before becoming full board members.
Having an open evening event to provide more informal information to
prospective female board members.
Using technology to ease time pressures for board members e.g. skype
meetings, approval by email.
Using local media (e.g. the West Lothian Courier, West Lothian Council website)
to attract local female candidates for a shadowing year with the intention of
becoming full board members once a vacancy arises.
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•

Advertising posts through networking groups such as Changing the Chemistry
who specifically support women seeking positions on boards.
While there are not any current vacancies on the West Lothian College Board,
the efforts of the Board to attract more female candidates will be under growing
scrutiny and we must be proactive now to ensure compliance with the legislation
by 2022.

Action
The Board is asked to discuss and note the paper.

Karine McNair
Secretary to the Board of Governors
19 June 2018
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Board of Governors
Notifiable Events
Board Members’ Responsibilities
As Trustees of a registered charity, Board Members have responsibilities to OSCR
(Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator) specifically with regard to Safeguarding and
Notifiable Events.
While we consider that the behaviours expected by OSCR are already covered in the
Code of Conduct and demonstrated by Board Members, the College does have
Safeguarding and Whistleblowing policies which are available on the College
website and are regularly reviewed by staff and the Board where appropriate.
The paper attached is taken from 2 articles issued by OSCR and provides some
background to the reporting requirements.

Action
The Board is asked to discuss and note the paper.

Karine McNair
Secretary to the Board of Governors
19 June 2018
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Board of Governors
OSCR Responsibilities
Article 1 - OSCR encourages more charities to come forward with Notifiable
Events (23 November 2017)
The Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) is today reminding charities to report
significant incidents when they occur.
We aim to support public confidence in charities and their work. Part of our role is to
try and prevent problems from happening by providing guidance to charities. From
April 2016, charities were asked to report Notifiable Events to us as part of this
'prevention'. A Notifiable Event is when something serious has happened or is
happening to the charity.
There is no legal requirement to report a Notifiable Event. However, it is a great way
for charities to reassure us that they are on top of the issues they are facing.
Ultimately, we may become concerned if there has been a matter that has not been
reported to us; especially if it goes on to have a negative impact on the individual
charity or the wider charity sector.
A Notifiable Event could be:
•
•
•
•
•

fraud and theft
significant financial loss
incidents of abuse or mistreatment of vulnerable beneficiaries
a lack of charity trustees required to make a legal decision
when a charity has been subject to a criminal investigation or an investigation by
another regulator or agency; sanctions have been imposed, or concerns raised by
another regulator or agency
• when significant sums of money or other property have been donated to the
charity from an unknown or unverified source
• suspicions that the charity and/or its assets are being used to fund criminal activity
(including terrorism)
• charity trustees acting improperly or whilst disqualified.
From 01 November 2016 to 31 October 2017, charities reported a total of 94
Notifiable Events. The most common reason type of incident was trustees or staff
acting improperly (24) followed jointly by incidents of fraud and theft and financial
loss (18). During this time there were around 24,000 active Scottish charities.
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Article 2 - Safeguarding and Notifiable Events - two key points for your next
meeting (14 February 2018)
The recent reports of abuses connected to some charities working in the
international aid sector are deeply troubling and as a regulator we take such matters
extremely seriously.
There are two key points that we would like to remind charities of in light of the
reports.
• Safeguarding (keeping vulnerable beneficiaries, volunteers and staff safe)
• Notifiable Events
Due to the importance of them both, we are asking charity trustees to make sure that
these topics are Agenda Items at the next meeting.
Safeguarding - Keeping vulnerable beneficiaries, volunteers and staff safe
The public is right to expect the highest standards of governance from charity
trustees – charity law also requires it. We work very closely with Police Scotland and
the justice system where we consider there is any criminal activity or risk to
vulnerable people. Charities working with vulnerable beneficiaries or volunteers
need a heightened focus on possible abuses of power that might lead to bullying,
harassment, or sexual misconduct.
The legal duty of all charity trustees is to act in the best interests of their charity and,
in particular, to act with due care and diligence. For all charities, this means trustees
should make sure that they create a safe environment for staff, beneficiaries and
volunteers. Charities should have the appropriate policies, procedures and practices
in place to make sure that everyone is kept safe. It is important to develop a culture
that enables anyone to report concerns, whilst making sure that those concerns are
dealt with appropriately and in a sensitive manner. They should also ensure that
everyone in the organisation understands these policies and that they are reviewed
and kept up to date as organisations grow and change.
Remember, charity trustees are the ones who are ultimately accountable when
something goes wrong in a charity, and it is up to them to take appropriate action
when it is required. If you are a charity trustee, please review your safeguarding
polices – and if they are not comprehensive enough, work with your fellow trustees
to get them where they need to be as soon as possible.
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Here are some key actions for charity trustees to take:
• Know what you have to do – trustees must follow charity law but there may be
other specific statutory duties because of the type of work your charity does (for
instance, your staff and volunteers may need to be members of the Protection of
Vulnerable Groups (PVG) scheme depending on the type of work your charity
carries out).
• Assess your safeguarding risks and address them where necessary.
• Be confident that the steps you put in place are relevant to the size and work of
your charity.
• Make sure your charity’s policies and procedures are effectively applied in
practice throughout the organisation, and you are confident that they will continue
to be followed in the future.
• Review your safeguarding policies and procedures at least once every 12
months. If there are gaps, make sure that any new policies or procedures are in
line with the charity’s purposes and the law.
• Encourage a safe environment so that volunteers, staff and beneficiaries feel that
they can speak up when they think something is going wrong.
• Be decisive with any action you have to take, procrastinating can be viewed as
complacency.
• Be transparent when incidents do occur, and learn if things go wrong.
• Ensure that serious incidents are reported to OSCR and other relevant bodies.
Notifiable events
When problems occur, it is important for trustees to address them vigorously and
transparently – we have a Notifiable Events system which should be used in
circumstances like this.
This system was started in April 2016 and it gives us an opportunity to provide
guidance to charities when serious incidents occur.
There is no legal requirement to report a Notifiable Event. However, it is an important
way for charities to reassure us, and other interested parties, that they are on top of
the issues they are facing. Ultimately, we may become concerned if there has been
a matter that has not been reported to us; especially if it goes on to have a negative
impact on the individual charity or the wider charity sector.
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Board of Governors
Annual Budget 2018-19
Introduction
The attached package for approval contains the following schedules:
1. Income and Expenditure Accounts
2. Balance Sheet
3. Cash Flow
ONS Reclassification
Following ONS Reclassification colleges are expected to outturn at break-even
each fiscal year after taking account of Scottish Funding Council grants. Any
surplus or deficit generated in a year will be adjusted against the next years grant
allocation so from 1 April 2014 it is no longer be possible to carry forward
surpluses for use in subsequent years.
However, the Scottish Government is keen for colleges to continue with their
income generating activities and there are two options open to a college with
regard to surpluses being generated in-year. The first is to spend the monies
within the college on equipment, refurbishment or other but this must be within
the financial year concerned and fully invoiced by 31st March. The second option
is to transfer monies to a Foundation trust. This is treated as a disbursement by
the college and so eliminates any surplus that would have shown on the income
and expenditure account for the year. The college can then make application for
these funds from the Foundation when it has a development it wishes to pursue.
However, the Foundation, being an independent charity, may or may not approve
an application and could indeed allocate funding transferred from the College to
any other applicant organisation which meets its funding criteria.
A further complication has arisen in that Colleges have now reverted back to an
academic year for their annual accounts and budget setting purposes.
Government and SFC will still require Colleges to adhere to fiscal year reporting
and monitoring so basically Colleges now operate two financial years – one fiscal
and one academic. For clarity and avoidance of doubt the budget being
presented here is for the academic year August 2018 to July 2019.
College Target Outturn
Although colleges are now expected to outturn at break-even, West Lothian
College has a loan with the Scottish Funding Council and needs to generate
sufficient surplus each year to pay the annual loan instalment. Following a
significant capital repayment in March 2014 the annual loan repayments are now
BOG/190618/Ser
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£158k each year and the budget has been set to achieve a target outturn of
£158k which meets this obligation.
Income and Expenditure
The college is budgeting to make a trading surplus of £529k which is 3% of
income. However this excludes provision for £101k of Investment Fund
expenditure, £38k of Apprenticeship Levy and £325k of net depreciation. The net
depreciation charge has arisen as a result of the asset revaluation which took
place at end of July 2017. This increased the overall campus value and with it
the annual charge for depreciation. This is now higher than the related release
from capital grants and although this is compensated by a transfer from the
Revaluation Reserve, the net depreciation effectively reduces the operating
surplus declared in the annual accounts. Taking these items into account the
trading surplus reduces to £65k which is 0.4% of income. Net pension costs,
based on the July 2017 actuarial forecast, are budgeted at £1,017k and taking
these into account the operating deficit, which is the declared result in the
published accounts, is expected to be -£952k (-5.5% of income).
However transfers from the Pension and Revaluation Reserves will add back
£1,110k, bringing the surplus expected to be transferred to the income and
expenditure reserve to £158k.
SFC Grants and Fees
The Grant-in-Aid shown is the final allocation as advised to the college by the
Scottish Funding Council including ESF allocation. In addition it has been
assumed that the College will receive £250k in Flexible Workforce Development
Funding (FWDF) during the year. This is based on discussions with the VicePrincipal Curriculum & Enterprise and against this a budget of £200k has been
set for salary costs. Release of estates grant funding has been included at £477k
which comprises £116k from FY 2017-18 allocation and full release of the £361k
allocation for FY 2018-19. These grants are issued on a fiscal year basis and the
College is free to release these as it likes provided there is sufficient eligible
underlying estates spend. The budget has made no assumption regards other adhoc funding that SFC may issue during the year. Fees are based on the
Curriculum Plan activity projections for 2018-19 as at 30 May 2018, plus an
additional £314k from Napier and Queen Margaret Universities for their
articulation students.
The College has been allocated 43,646 Credits for the 2018-19 academic year
plus another 786 Credits for ESF activity. For this the College will receive
£11.059m in funding for its base Teaching and Fee Waiver allocation and £195k
for the ESF allocation.
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SDS Contracts and Work-based Training
SDS contract income for Modern Apprenticeship activity is based on the 2018-19
year contract with Skills Development Scotland (SDS). This contract runs from 1
April to 31 March and it is assumed a similar level of income (£164k) will be
contracted from 1 April 2019. In addition the College is participating in nine
Foundation Apprenticeship training frameworks and these will generate £797k of
income between them during the budget year. Workforce Development contracts
and short course income are based on the Curriculum Plan activity projections.
Childrens Hearings Scotland
In September 2013, the College won the contract for Childrens Hearings Scotland
Panel Member Training. This was a three year contract starting 1st October 2013
and had a base value of £2.5m over the contract period. The initial contract
period was due to end on 30th September 2016 but has now been extended to
30th September 2018. The College is one of two organisations bidding for the new
contract which starts in January 2019, and for the purposes of this budget it has
been assumed that the College will be successful in its bid. In the meantime the
College is working with CHS on how the three month period between the old
contract ending and the new contract starting will be funded.
Other Income
The budget for other income includes £295k for refectory and shop sales as well
as income for the training restaurant, hairdressing and beauty salons, EMA
administration and room hire.
Staffing
The 2018-19 salaries budget is based on the payroll record of permanent staff at
February 2018 with allowance made for any known vacancies. Temporary
lecturing staff costs are included and these have been calculated by comparing
the FTE staffing required as per the Curriculum Plan and the FTE permanent
staffing available within each Centre. Allowance has been made for a pay award
in line with National Pay Bargaining negotiations and the planned harmonisation
of lecturer pay scales within the sector. Employer pension contributions are
included at 17.2% for SPPA members and 18.8% for LPF members. A separate
allowance of £767k has been made for the costs expected to arise from the
sector support staff job evaluation exercise currently underway and also for
converting temporary lecturing staff contracts from hourly pay to equivalent pay
arrangements as permanent lecturing staff.
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Supplies
A zero-based budget approach has been taken for all supplies budgets.
Academic centre supplies budgets are based on costs per student as advised by
Heads of Centre in their activity projections. Full-time FE course materials are
supported through bursary funding although from 2016-17 this has been limited to
6% of funds allocated (15% previously). Additional budgets have also been
provided for identified non-course based expenditure such as annual
subscriptions, licenses and library costs. Support service budgets are based on
detailed costings provided by the managers concerned. In recognition of our
move to central government reporting no general contingency has been included.
However an amount of £101k has been identified as available for investment on
the Budget Summary.
College Managed Funds
The college has experienced significant pressure on its student support funds in
the past and a number of strategies have been implemented over the years to
reduce the strain on these funds. However in the last two years the College has
received a significant increase in its initial allocations and this has continued into
2018-19.
For 2018-19 the initial allocation of student funding to the College has increased
from £3.026M to £3.176M (excludes EMA and HE Hardship funds). Should
further funds be required these will be requested through the annual in-year
redistribution exercise.
Capital Expenditure and Capital Grants
Under government spending rules capital expenditure is tightly controlled within
the capital allocation budget agreed for the College. These budgets are allocated
on a fiscal year basis, April to March, and each College can agree a split of these
funds between capital and revenue, with the revenue element available for
estates maintenance work. The College has been advised that capital funding
allocation for the fiscal year beginning April 2018 will be £361k (before loan
deduction) which is £167k less than the previous year. The College intends to
request that all of these funds are paid as revenue.
In view of the forecast surplus for year to 31 July 2018, it is planned to carry
forward £116k of the FY 2018-19 funding to be released against estates costs
August 2018 to March 2019. The budget has assumed a similar allocation and
capital / revenue split from April 2019 and that the entire £361k will be released
against estates maintenance costs April to July 2019.
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Loans
The College has a loan with SFC relating to the buy-out of its former PFI contract.
In March 2014 the College made a significant upfront payment towards its loan
and this allowed the term of the remaining SFC loan to be extended to 2034 and
the annual repayment to be reduced to £158k. This requires to be generated as
cash each year and so determines the target surplus for this and future years
budgets. At 31st March 2018 the balance on this loan was £2.685m
Summary of Key Assumptions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The College will meet its targets for enrolments, credits and fee income
Napier and QMU articulation funding remains at 2017-18 levels
The College will meet its targets for SDS funding
The College will be successful in its bid for the new Childrens Hearings
Scotland training contract.
SG/SFC will provide funding to cover the costs of harmonisation of lecturers
pay
Costs of support staff job evaluation and temporary lecturer FTE conversion
will not exceed the budget provided.
An Investment Fund of £101k will be generated and utilised
Student support spending will be kept within funding available.
The Early Retirement provision and Net Pension Liability will remain
unchanged.

Jennifer McLaren
Vice Principal Finance & Curriculum Services
19 June 2018
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BUDGET SUMMARY

2017/18
BUDGET
£'000

Difference
£'000

2018/19
BUDGET
£'000

Difference
2018/19 v Forecast
£'000

12 Months

12 Months

12 Months

INCOME
GRANT IN AID
FEES
SDS CONTRACTS
INCOME GENERATION
EUROPEAN FUNDS
OTHER INCOME
OTHER SFC FUNDING

10,115
2,376
721
1,157
233
535
1,355

10,115
2,374
800
1,107
227
498
524

+2
-79
+50
+6
+37
+831

11,254
2,642
961
1,076
245
484
727

+1,139
+266
+240
-81
+12
-51
-628

TOTAL INCOME

16,492

15,645

+847

17,389

+897

5,583
1,010
1,620
2,151
115
848
11,327

5,621
1,000
1,553
2,147
102
791
11,214

+38
-10
-67
-4
-13
-57
-113

5,820
1,047
1,631
2,543
80
855
11,976

-237
-37
-11
-392
+35
-7
-649

421
261
1,269
577
249
1,761
4,538

470
276
1,275
707
234
1,118
4,080

+49
+15
+6
+130
-15
-643
-458

400
232
1,374
756
231
1,124
4,117

+21
+29
-105
-179
+18
+637
+421

767

-767

EXPENDITURE
SALARIES
Teaching Centres
Teaching Support
Administration
Commercial & Enterprise
Other Activities
Estates

SUPPLIES & SERVICES
Teaching Centres
Teaching Support
Administration
Commercial & Enterprise
Other Activities
Estates

OTHER PAYROLL COSTS
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

TRADING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
RESTRUCTURING
Voluntary Severance
Redundancy Act
Apprenticeship Levy
Holiday Pay Accrual

15,865

15,294

-571

16,860

-995

627

351

+276

529

-98

-2

-2

+2

-30
-8
-40

-24
-24

-6
-8
-16

1

2

-1

-1

1

2

-1

-1

457
-795
-338

590
-780
-190

-133
-15
-148

457
-782
-325

3,757
-3,772
-15

3,490
-3,490

+267
-282
-15

3,658
-3,658

-99
+114
+15

-119

-78

-41

-101

+18

116

61

+55

65

-51

-813
-104
-917

-667
-93
-760

-146
-11
-157

-813
-204
-1,017

-100
-100

-801

-699

-102

-952

-151

Transfer (To) / From Pension Reserve
Transfer (To) / From Revaluation Reserve

813
297

667
190

+146
+107

813
297

NET TRANSFER TO I&E RESERVE

309

158

+151

158

INTEREST
Interest Receivable
Interest Payable
DEFERRED GRANT & DEPRECIATION
Release of Deferred Grant
Depreciation
STUDENT FUNDS
Student Funds Income
Student Funds Expenditure
INVESTMENT FUND
Investment Fund
COLLEGE SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
PENSION
FRS17 LPF
Early Retirement provision

OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

Differences
A + difference means an increase in surplus
A - difference means a decrease in surplus
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-38

-8
+8
+2

-38

+13
+13

-151

Explanations
Explanations for the differences are noted in the following papers

1

WEST LOTHIAN COLLEGE

TEACHING CENTRES

2017/18
Forecast ACTUAL
£'000
TEACHING CENTRES

INCOME
GRANT IN AID
FEES
SDS CONTRACTS
INCOME GENERATION
EUROPEAN FUNDS
OTHER INCOME
OTHER SFC FUNDING
TOTAL INCOME

2017/18
BUDGET
£'000

12 Months

12 Months

9,023
1,728

9,023
1,668

Paper 10 2018-19 Budget-BOM.xlsx

Difference
£'000

38

2018/19
BUDGET
£'000

Difference
2018/19 v Forecast
£'000

12 Months

+60

10,039
1,862

+38

+1,016 Note 1
+134 Note 2

-38

10,789

10,691

+98

11,901

+1,112

710
484
916
778
903
1,017
775
5,583

701
488
951
740
934
1,069
738
5,621

-9
+4
+35
-38
+31
+52
-37
+38

690
465
1,008
778
927
1,101
851
5,820

+20 Note 3
+19
"
-92
"
"
-24
"
-84
"
-76
"
-237

47
68
47
53
46
148
12
421

57
68
65
71
72
111
26
470

+10
+18
+18
+26
-37
+14
+49

48
57
58
65
58
94
20
400

-1 Note 4
+11
"
-11
"
-12
"
-12
"
+54
"
-8
"
+21

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

6,004

6,091

+87

6,220

-216

TRADING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

4,785

4,600

+185

5,681

+896

EXPENDITURE
SALARIES
Business & Creative
Beauty Therapy & Hairdressing
Computing & Engineering
Construction & Motor Vehicle
Childhood Practice & Sports and Fitness
Hospitality & Communities
Health & Social Care, SS & Science

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Business & Creative
Beauty Therapy & Hairdressing
Computing & Engineering
Construction & Motor Vehicle
Childhood Practice & Sports and Fitness
Hospitality & Communities
Health & Social Care, SS & Science

Notes
1 Assumes 2018-19 credit target will be achieved. Includes £195k for ESF activity
2 Based on 2018-19 activity projections. Includes £314k for Napier and QMU articulation students.
3 Staffing based on activity projections and includes national pay award and harmonisation costs
4 Supplies budgets based on activity projections plus other department level costs
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WEST LOTHIAN COLLEGE

TEACHING SUPPORT

2017/18
Forecast ACTUAL
£'000
TEACHING SUPPORT

12 Months

INCOME
GRANT IN AID
FEES
SDS CONTRACTS
INCOME GENERATION
EUROPEAN FUNDS
OTHER INCOME
OTHER SFC FUNDING
TOTAL INCOME

2017/18
BUDGET
£'000
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Difference
£'000

12 Months

2018/19
BUDGET
£'000

Difference
2018/19 v Forecast
£'000

12 Months

19

+19

-19

19

+19

-19

EXPENDITURE
SALARIES
Quality & Learner Services
External Engagement
Student Advice & Admissions
Other Costs

690
159
151
10
1,010

682
181
127
10
1,000

-8
+22
-24

743
156
148

-10

1,047

-53 Note 1
+3
+3
+10 Note 2
-37

214
27

229
27

+15

197
25

+17 Note 3
+2

20
261

20
276

+15

10
232

+10 Note 2
+29

1,271

1,276

+5

1,279

-8

(1,252)

(1,276)

+24

(1,279)

-27

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Quality & Learner Services
External Engagement
Student Advice & Admissions
Other Costs

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

TRADING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

Notes
1 Increase relates to Learning Support and Student Association.
2 Reduced course approvals budget.
3 No TQFE and reduced budget for minibus training
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WEST LOTHIAN COLLEGE

ADMINISTRATION

2017/18
Forecast ACTUAL
£'000
ADMINISTRATION

2017/18
BUDGET
£'000

12 Months

12 Months

INCOME
GRANT IN AID
FEES
SDS CONTRACTS
INCOME GENERATION
EUROPEAN FUNDS
OTHER INCOME
OTHER SFC FUNDING

50
9

54

TOTAL INCOME

59
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Difference
£'000

2018/19
BUDGET
£'000

Difference
2018/19 v Forecast
£'000

12 Months

-4
+9

50

54

+5

50

716
220
194
111
61
216
102
1,620

718
201
177
100
59
208
90
1,553

+2
-19
-17
-11
-2
-8
-12
-67

716
238
194
108
64
217
94
1,631

90
204
102
168
150
554
1
1,269

90
210
102
168
150
554
1
1,275

+6

1,374

-3
+16 Note 2
+6
-177 Note 3
+51 Note 4
+1
+1
-105

2,889

2,828

-61

3,005

-116

(2,830)

(2,774)

-56

(2,955)

-125

-9
-9

EXPENDITURE
SALARIES
Executive Office incl. Senior Management Team
Finance
HRM
ICT
Marketing
MIS
Student Funding

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Executive Office incl. Senior Management Team
Finance
HRM
ICT
Marketing
MIS
Student Funding

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

TRADING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

+6

93
188
96
345
99
553

Notes
1 Additional finance assistant
2 Savings on photocopier contract
3 Computer refresh, back-up / data recovery solution, increased consultancy and essential software updates
4 Redevelopment of College website last year
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-18 Note 1
+3
-3
-1
+8
-11

WEST LOTHIAN COLLEGE

COMMERCIAL

2017/18
Forecast ACTUAL
£'000
COMMERCIAL & ENTERPRISE

2017/18
BUDGET
£'000

12 Months

12 Months

1,092
648
721
1,157

1,092
706
800
1,107

57
141

INCOME
GRANT IN AID
FEES
SDS CONTRACTS
INCOME GENERATION
EUROPEAN FUNDS
OTHER INCOME
OTHER SFC FUNDING
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Difference
£'000

2018/19
BUDGET
£'000

Difference
2018/19 v Forecast
£'000

12 Months

-58
-79
+50

1,215
780
961
1,076

38

+19
+141

53
250

3,816

3,743

+73

4,335

+519

226
568
1,095
261
1
2,151

229
525
1,007
386

432
595
1,171
345

2,147

+3
-43
-88
+125
-1
-4

-206
-27
-76
-84
+1
-392

28
372
64
107
6
577

21
380
41
260
5
707

-7
+8
-23
+153
-1
+130

32
349
53
316
6
756

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

2,728

2,854

+126

3,299

-571

TRADING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

1,088

889

+199

1,036

-52

TOTAL INCOME

+123
+132
+240
-81

Note 1
Note 2
Note 3
Note 4

-4
+109 Note 5

EXPENDITURE
SALARIES
Commercial & Enterprise
Childrens Hearings Scotland
Workforce Development
SDS Contracts
Other Centres

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Commercial & Enterprise
Childrens Hearings Scotland
Workforce Development
SDS Contracts
Other Centres

Notes
1 Assumes 2018-19 credit target achieved.
2 Based on 2018-19 activity projections.
3 Based on 2018-19 MA contract plus Foundation Apprentice contracts.
4 Childrens Hearings Scotland cost recovery down by £80k but matched by reduction in costs.
5 Flexible Workforce Development Fund - £250k income, £200k salaries
6 Based on full complement
7 Additional 2.0 FTE assessor posts
8 Additional 3.0 FTE Foundation Apprentice related posts
9 Additional supplies costs for new FA contracts.
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2,543

Note 5
Note 6
Note 7
Note 8

-4
+23 Note 4
+11
-209 Note 9
-179

WEST LOTHIAN COLLEGE

COMMERCIAL

2017/18
Forecast ACTUAL
£'000
OTHER ACTIVITIES

2017/18
BUDGET
£'000
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Difference
£'000

2018/19
BUDGET
£'000

Difference
2018/19 v Forecast
£'000

12 Months

12 Months

233
117

227
114

+6
+3

245
86

+12 Note 1
-31 Note 2

350

341

+9

331

-19

81
16
18
115

71

80

31
102

-10
-16
+13
-13

9
15
205
20
249

9
15
205
5
234

-15
-15

231

+1
+2
-5
+20 Note 5
+18

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

364

336

-28

311

+53

TRADING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

(14)

5

-19

20

+34

INCOME
GRANT IN AID
FEES
SDS CONTRACTS
INCOME GENERATION
EUROPEAN FUNDS
OTHER INCOME
OTHER SFC FUNDING
TOTAL INCOME

12 Months

EXPENDITURE
SALARIES
Terrace Restaurant
Platinum Salon
Europe
Other

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Terrace Restaurant
Platinum Salon
Europe
Other

80

8
13
210

Notes
1 Based on known Erasmus projects
2 Training restaurant, Platinum salon and student trips. No estimate made for student trip / activity income for 2018-19.
3 Ad-hoc Erasmus salary costs
4 No NHS secondment 2018-19
5 Student trips / activities costs
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+1
+16 Note 3
+18 Note 4
+35

WEST LOTHIAN COLLEGE

ESTATES

2017/18
Forecast ACTUAL
£'000
ESTATES

Paper 10 2018-19 Budget-BOM.xlsx

2017/18
BUDGET
£'000

Difference
£'000

2018/19
BUDGET
£'000

Difference
2018/19 v Forecast
£'000

12 Months

12 Months

12 Months

INCOME
GRANT IN AID
FEES
SDS CONTRACTS
INCOME GENERATION
EUROPEAN FUNDS
OTHER INCOME
OTHER SFC FUNDING

292
1,167

292
524

+643

295
477

+3
-690 Note 1

TOTAL INCOME

1,459

816

+643

772

-687

619
229
848

586
205
791

-33
-24
-57

628
227
855

-9
+2
-7

1,617
144
1,761

974
144
1,118

-643
-643

976
148
1,124

2,609

1,909

-700

1,979

630

(1,150)

(1,093)

-57

(1,207)

-57

EXPENDITURE
SALARIES
Estates
Catering

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Estates
Catering

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

TRADING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

Notes
1 College Energy Efficiency Pathfinder (CEEP) grant received last year.
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+641 Note 1
-4
+637

WEST LOTHIAN COLLEGE

BALANCE SHEET
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BALANCE SHEET PROJECTION
Actual

Actual

Forecast

Forecast

31 JUL 2016

31 JUL 2017

31 JUL 2018

31 JUL 2019

Movement

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

18,471
1,589
20,060

17,815
1,845
19,660

17,221
1,644
18,865

16,640
1,443
18,083

(581)
(201)
(782)

418
(2)
267
93
597
1,373

388

438
80
313
70
650
1,551

2
24

147
24
1,530
2,089

436
56
313
70
651
1,526

(541)
(345)
(158)
(351)
(632)
(590)
(25)
(2,642)

(437)
(383)
(158)
(246)
(1,183)
(457)
(59)
(2,923)

(405)
(394)
(157)
(278)
(476)
(457)

(390)
(405)
(158)
(278)
(476)
(457)

15
(11)
(1)

(2,167)

(2,164)

3

Net Current Assets (Liabilities)

(1,269)

(834)

(641)

(613)

28

Total Assets less current liabilities

18,791

18,826

18,224

17,470

(754)

Creditors: Amounts falling due after more than one year
Deferred Capital Grant

(2,685)
(15,052)

(2,527)
(12,763)

(2,370)
(12,306)

(2,212)
(11,849)

158
457

Provisions
Defined Benefit Obligations
Early Retirement

(4,799)
(3,956)

(4,416)
(3,953)

(4,416)
(3,953)

(4,416)
(3,953)

Total Net Liabilities

(7,701)

(4,833)

(4,821)

(4,960)

Reserves
Income and Expenditure Account (Trading)
Income and Expenditure Account (Holiday Pay)
Income and Expenditure Account (PFI Loan)
Income and Expenditure Account (Early Retirement)
Income and Expenditure Account (LPF Pensions)
Revaluation Reserve

(341)
(170)
(2,843)
(3,956)
(4,799)
4,408

(82)
(137)
(2,685)
(3,953)
(4,416)
6,440

77
(145)
(2,527)
(3,953)
(4,416)
6,143

77
(145)
(2,369)
(3,953)
(4,416)
5,846

(297)

Total

(7,701)

(4,833)

(4,821)

(4,960)

(139)

Fixed Assets
Land & Buildings
Equipment

Current Assets
Trade Debtors
Europe
Prepayments
Accrued Income
Bank

Current Liabilities
Trade Creditors
Payroll
Loans
Accruals
Deferred Income
Deferred Capital Grant
Unspent Student Funds
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(1)
25

(139)

158

WEST LOTHIAN COLLEGE

CASHFLOW PROJECTION
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WEST LOTHIAN COLLEGE
2018/19 FORECAST CASHFLOW

486

260

215

389

327

1274

611

564

697

259

231

227

5540

August
Forecast

September
Forecast

October
Forecast

November
Forecast

December
Forecast

January
Forecast

February
Forecast

March
Forecast

April
Forecast

May
Forecast

June
Forecast

July
Forecast

Total

1,037

1,408

1,524

1,434

1,654

1,080

678

994

1,504

1,493

1,229

517
1,554

276
1,684

229
1,753

414
1,848

348
2,002

1,354
2,434

650
1,328

600
1,594

1,122
-158
741
1,705

275
1,779

246
1,739

240
1,469

15,157
-158
5,890
20,889

983
398
74

1,106
269
378
0
1,753

1,084
461
303
0
1,848

1,062
485
455

1,030
213
258

1,040
396
325

1,501

1,761

1,050
279
376
0
1,705

1,102
465
212
0
1,779

1,120
349

2,002

1,083
698
313
0
2,094

1,131
323
285

1,455

990
597
197
0
1,784

1,739

0
1,469

12,781
4,933
3,176
0
20,890

99

(100)

0

0

0

933

(433)

(500)

0

0

0

0

(1)

Balance b/f (cash and overdraft)

651

750

650

650

650

650

1,583

1,150

650

650

650

650

651

Balance c/f (cash and overdraft)

750

650

650

650

650

1,583

1,150

650

650

650

650

650

650

1,091

740

1,009

789

651

651

651

Income
SFC funding (including bursaries and hardship funds)
less loan repayments
Other cash received
Total cash in
Expenditure
Payroll
Other payments
SFC Student support payments
Interest payments
Total cash out
Net cash inflow/(outflow)

West Lothian College Cashflow

2017/18 ACTUAL/FORECAST

2,400
Balance C/F

£

2,242

2,100

1,169

655

572

669

1,449

1,800
2018/19 BUDGET

1,500
1,200

2017/18 ACTUAL/FORECAST

900
600
300
0

August

September

October

November

December

January

Month
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February

March

April

May

June

July
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West Lothian College
19 June 2018

Board of Governors
People Strategy 2017-2020
The College’s People Strategy 2017-20 is attached to this paper and replaces
the 2011 Organisational Development Strategy.
The 2017-2020 Regional Plan and Outcome Agreement focuses on a vision
of delivering a highly skilled and enterprising workforce for the future. This
Strategy sets out how this will be realised.

Action
The Board of Governors is asked to approve the People Strategy 2017-2020.

Jennifer McLaren
Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services
19 June 2018
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Where we want to be – a summary:
RECRUITMENT & RETENTION
Attracting and retaining a highly skilled
workforce

HEALTH, SAFETY & WELLBEING
Providing a safe and healthy working
environment for our people

REWARD
Attracting and
motivating our
people with an
attractive reward
offer including
pay and non-pay
elements

ENGAGEMENT
Encouraging and motivating
our people who are actively
engaged with the aims of the
College with opportunities to
contribute to future direction,
decision making and the
community of the College as a
whole

EQUALITY & DIVERSITY
Welcoming to all, supporting,
encouraging and developing
our people regardless of
background – respecting and
promoting diversity

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
Being guided by the Staff
Governance Standard, working
in partnership with Trade
Unions, ensuring that our
people are well informed,
involved in decisions which
affect them and are treated
fairly and consistently

LEARNING &
DEVELOPMENT
Developing a highly skilled
workforce with agility
and commitment to
develop their skills further
particularly in areas of
growth and demand such
as STEM and digital
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INTRODUCTION
West Lothian College’s Regional Plan
and Outcome agreement focuses
on a vision of delivering a highly
skilled and enterprising workforce
of the future. West Lothian College’s
people play the key role in realising
this vision for learners.

strong relationship with the West
Lothian Community Planning
Partnership. This partnership of
public, private and third sector
agencies works cohesively to
deliver on local outcomes for the
community and on the national,
Scottish Government ambitions.

West Lothian College delivers
learning to the region which has a
population of 177,000. The College
delivers education and training with
around 3,000 full time equivalent
(FTE) places in a variety of skills
programmes. The College has a

The vision for the College is
to deliver a highly skilled and
enterprising workforce for the future
through ‘Opening Doors’ for learners
to high quality learning and skills
opportunities and to workplace

experiences and apprenticeships or
support progression on to University.
Ultimately the College aims to secure
positive and rewarding careers
for our learners with potential for
lifelong learning.
The College is one of the Region’s
largest employers with around 360
employees. West Lothian College’s
people play the key role in the
development and achievement
of the organisation’s ambition of
‘Opening Doors’ for our learners.

OUR PEOPLE’S ROLE IN THE COLLEGE’S PLAN, AIMS AND VALUES
Our Vision:

Our Values:

Our Operating Plan:

Deliver a highly skilled and
enterprising workforce for the future
through ‘Opening Doors’ for learners.

Welcoming to All – Learner
Focussed – Committed to Excellence

The core people component of
our Operating Plan is to develop
a motivated and highly skilled
workforce to deliver the three year
plan.

OUR PEOPLE STRATEGY VISION:
Aim

Attracting a highly

Enabling and driving

Creating a culture

talented and diverse

delivery of the College

in which our people

workforce

plan through our people

thrive

HR Theme
Link to College
Value

People

Performance

Engagement

Welcoming

Learner

Committed to

to All

Focussed

Excellence

The purpose of the People Strategy is to provide an effective framework to achieve
the above aims. The Strategy is structured around the following key themes:
Recruitment and Retention

Engagement

Health, Safety & Wellbeing

Employee Relations

Learning & Development

Equality & Diversity

Reward
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RECRUITMENT
AND RETENTION
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
The College attracts a strong response
for the majority of advertised
posts. The College has an excellent
reputation and strong identity with
opportunities for career development,
job security and a flexible approach to
work-life balance.
The implementation of the
myjobscotland Recruitment portal
has increased the volume and quality
of applicants and has streamlined
processes. The College’s selection
process ensures increased validity
of selection decisions to recruit the
strongest candidates.

There are pockets of roles which
prove more challenging to recruit to –
particularly learning roles associated
with STEM and digital.
Levels of retention are strong with
an employee turnover rate of 12%
(comparing to a national average
of 17% (CIPD 2016 Survey)). All
leavers are invited to complete an
exit interview to identify reasons for
leaving and offer the opportunity for
valuable feedback.

WHERE DO WE
WANT TO BE?
Attracting and retaining
a highly skilled workforce

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
Ongoing work to enhance the
College’s reputation as a good
employer, with a promotion of the
favourable employment offer of
competitive pay, generous leave
entitlement, pension provision and
other employee benefits. A specific
focus should be on the College’s
attractiveness as a medium sized
College, its single campus base,
attractive estate and favourable
position in terms of Livingston
itself and being easily accessible
from throughout the Central Belt of

Scotland.
In addition, a focus is required on
difficult to recruit roles with key
elements being the development of
succession and retention plans to
identify possible methods of filling
roles, or reviewing service delivery,
together with greater targeting of
promotion and advertising of such
roles. This will be identified through
annual and ongoing workforce
planning activities.

requirements should be addressed
through the creation of a pool of
bank staff and closer working with
recruitment agencies, in the event
that this is required.
Finally, the College will continue to
invest in staff’s ongoing professional
development to further develop their
skills and in doing so demonstrate
how valued the workforce is for
achieving the College’s vision and
aims.

Furthermore, flexible staffing

HOW WILL WE RECOGNISE SUCCESS?
A target of the College’s Operating Plan is to have a zero unfilled vacancy rate. A further indicator is the ongoing
monitoring and reporting on employee turnover and favourable feedback from leavers from the organisation. The
final indicator is favourable responses from the annual Staff Experience Survey.
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HEALTH, SAFETY
AND WELLBEING
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
The College provides a safe, healthy
working environment through
effective induction, supportive
line management with additional
support from Health & Safety and
HR partners, sickness absence
management, wellbeing initiatives
and access to Occupational Health,
counselling and an Employee
Assistance Programme for all staff.
96% of respondents in the Staff
Experience Survey agreed that the
College takes positive action on
health and wellbeing.

The 2016-2017 sickness absence rate
was 4.41%.
Whilst respondents in the above
survey felt supported by colleagues
(90%) and by their line manager
(87%), workplace stress, primarily
related to workload, is reported as
having been experienced by 36%
of respondents in the previous 12
months. At a College, team and
individual level appropriate support
and interventions are made to
address this.

96%
of respondents in the Staff
Experience Survey agreed
that the College takes
positive action on health and
wellbeing.

WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE?
Providing a safe and healthy working environment for our people

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
The College will continue to support
staff’s health, safety and wellbeing.
The Healthy Working Lives Group
will continue to progress – this is
a national programme to promote
wellbeing at work with ongoing

health promotion activities and
supporting health in areas such as
active travel. Accreditation under
Healthy Working Lives will be
sought. Further work will also be
undertaken to support line managers

in the people management activities
regarding sickness absence,
including workplace stress.
The College will continue to monitor,
develop and improve safe working
practices within the organisation.

HOW WILL WE RECOGNISE SUCCESS?
A key indicator will be a sickness
absence percentage which is
below the target set within the
College’s Operating Plan of 4%.
Achieving Healthy Working Lives

accreditation will demonstrate that
health supporting activities are
undertaken and signal organisational
commitment to its aims. Favourable
feedback gathered through the

annual Staff Experience Survey and
an aim of zero reportable health
and safety incidents are further
indicators.
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LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
All staff have the opportunity to
further their own learning and
development and the College invests
significantly in ongoing professional
development activities. The College
and its associated partners offer a
range of development opportunities
to all staff and these are underpinned

by a commitment in time and
financial terms for these to be
undertaken.

Activities focussed at developing
managers’ skills and capacities are
also undertaken.

The College undertakes a workforce
and succession planning exercise
annually to identify learning and
development requirements.

The College is Investors in People
accredited which signals a
commitment to the growth and
development of staff to their full
potential.

WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE?
Developing a highly skilled workforce with agility and commitment to develop their
skills further particularly in areas of growth and demand such as STEM and digital

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
The College will continue to support
staff and managers’ engagement
with the development process
tools with targeted learning and
development activities to enhance
skills. This process will be fully
informed by the College Regional
Plan and Outcome Agreement
and strategic developments. A
demonstrable link will be essential in
linking the learning and development
activities which are committed to
with the College’s objectives.
Additionally, the College will
implement a rolling training plan

to ensure staff can engage in
learning and development activities
throughout each academic year at
critical points where relevant.
Managers will be fully engaged with
workforce and succession planning
activities and the Personal Learning
Plan process. This will ensure that
areas for skills development can
be identified and delivered upon.
The result will be that skills are
developed and talent is encouraged
within teams so that staff are
equipped to meet current and future
requirements.

All staff will be encouraged and
expected to commit to their
continuous professional development
and the College will support them in
doing so.
A specific emphasis will be made
on the capacity and skills of
managers to manage effectively
and lead inspirationally – managing,
encouraging and promoting
performance and the development
of their people and their team as a
whole.

HOW WILL WE RECOGNISE SUCCESS?
The indicators for success are having staff with the required skills, performing highly in appropriate roles to realise
the College’s vision and aims – quantified through a monitoring and evaluation of the Personal Learning Plan process,
workforce planning and development activities which are undertaken, together with ongoing Investors in People
accreditation.
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REWARD

WHERE ARE WE NOW?
National Bargaining has been
introduced to the Further Education
sector in recent years.
Therefore many aspects of reward
are negotiated at a national level.
For Support Staff pay awards are
applied nationally and work continues
to introduce a unitary Job Evaluation
scheme for the sector. Lecturers’ pay,
terms and conditions have recently
been agreed and are harmonised
nationally. Such national negotiation
includes some other elements of
employee reward such as leave.

Currently staff enjoy an attractive
reward offer of a career average
earnings Pension scheme (benefitting
from employer contributions, life
cover and ill health protections),
generous leave entitlements and have
access to a range of other employee
benefits such as discounts, Cycle
to Work and Childcare Voucher
schemes. Opportunities are available
for flexible working to support worklife balance.

The College is a Living Wage
accredited employer

WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE?

Attracting and motivating our people with an attractive reward offer including pay
and non-pay elements

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
The College will implement national pay and other reward elements of terms
and conditions and promote awareness of the reward offer to existing and
prospective staff.
Further opportunities to enhance employee benefits will be explored and
developed.

HOW WILL WE RECOGNISE SUCCESS?
The indicators for success is a zero unfilled vacancy rate, ongoing monitoring
and reporting on employee turnover and favourable Staff Experience Survey
results for areas associated with Reward.

The College has an annual
Recognition Awards to celebrate
the contributions and successes
of staff.
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ENGAGEMENT

WHERE ARE WE NOW?
The College’s staff satisfaction level is 86% - using the proxy
measure of respondents ‘agreeing’ or ‘strongly agreeing’ with
the statement: ‘I am enthusiastic about my job’ in the Staff
Experience Survey.
The above Survey identified areas of focus for the College in
relation to communication and also being valued and given
recognition.

86%
Staff satisfaction

WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE?
Encouraging and motivating our people who are actively engaged with the aims
of the College with opportunities to contribute to future direction, decision making
and the community of the College as a whole.

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
The College will involve all staff
in the development of staff
engagement improvements, with
areas of focus identified from the
Staff Experience Survey.

The College will implement such
improvements in partnership with
trade unions, managers and staff.
The College will continue to invite
and reflect views from staff on their

experience of the workplace and
how this can be improved upon, in
particular with a forthcoming Staff
Engagement project.

HOW WILL WE RECOGNISE SUCCESS?
The indicators for success will be the ongoing monitoring and reporting on employee turnover and favourable Staff
Experience Survey results for areas associated with Engagement.
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EMPLOYEE
RELATIONS
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
The College has local forums
focussing on employee relations
with a Joint JNCC (Joint
Negotiating and Consultative
Committee) for UNISON and

EIS. There are open channels
for Trade Union – management
communication outwith the above
formal meetings.
Employee relations have been

influenced by the national
bargaining landscape.
The College is committed to
Colleges Scotland Staff Governance
Standard.

WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE?
Being guided by the Staff Governance Standard, working in partnership with Trade
Unions, ensuring that our people are well informed, involved in decisions which
affect them and are treated fairly and consistently.

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
The College will continue to work in partnership with Trade Unions, taking a constructive approach to employee
relations. The College will actively engage with all staff, through the Staff Engagement Project.

HOW WILL WE RECOGNISE SUCCESS?
The indicators for success will be a constructive climate for management-Trade Union partnership working and
favourable Staff Experience Survey results in regards to decision making and communication. Monitoring and
reporting will also be undertaken on the use of formal grievance procedures, whether individual or collective.
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EQUALITY AND
DIVERSITY
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
The College adheres to legislative
requirements of the Equality Act
and has an Equality Action Plan in
place to ensure all staff, regardless
of protected characteristic,
are welcomed, retained and
developed. A specific Gender
Equality Action Plan is also in
place.

The College is a ‘Disability
Confident’ Employer in relation to
attracting and retaining people
with disabilities.
The College monitors and reports
on the fairness and effectiveness
of Equality and Diversity activities
through workforce monitoring.

The College is a ‘Disability
Confident’ Employer

WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE?
Welcoming to all, supporting, encouraging and developing our people regardless
of background – respecting and promoting diversity.

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
The College adheres to legislative
requirements of the Equality Act. An
Equality Action Plan exists to ensure
all staff, regardless of protected
characteristic are welcomed, retained
and developed. A specific Gender
Equality Action Plan is also in place.

The College will take forward all
actions within the Gender Equality
Action Plan, such as positive action
initiatives to address gender-based
occupational segregation.
The College will undertake further

work to focus and encourage
applicants from across the
community and removing any real
or perceived barriers to employment
from applicants and from making a
full contribution to the College’s work
once in post.

HOW WILL WE RECOGNISE SUCCESS?
The College will use Equality and Diversity reporting to identify and indicate the extent to which the College attracts
and employs staff reflecting the diversity of the local community.
A further indicator is the Staff Experience Survey results from areas focussing on Equality and Diversity.
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Implementation, monitoring and review of
The People Strategy
The People Strategy will
be taken forward by the
Vice Principal (Finance &
Curriculum Services) and
Senior HR Business Partner as
part of the College’s Operating
Plan with key indicators for
success being monitored and
actions undertaken.

Progress towards the aims of
the People Strategy will also
be monitored via quarterly
reporting as part of the
College’s Operating Plan.

The People Strategy will be
reviewed by the Finance &
General Purposes Committee
and at whole Board level.
Relevant people reports, such
as the HR report, will also be
reviewed, ensuring that the
People Strategy remains a live
tool to signpost future activity
and forms the basis for review
of people and performance
indicators.

The People Strategy will be
reviewed every three years in
conjunction with the Regional
Plan and Outcome Agreement.
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West Lothian College
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Board of Governors
Draft Minute of Meeting of the Audit Committee held on Thursday 7 June 2018 at
9.30am in the Barbour Suite.
Present:

Graham Hope (Chair)
Sue Cook
Simon Ashpool
Colin Miller
Norman Ross

In attendance:

Mhairi Harrington (Principal & Chief Executive)
Jennifer McLaren (Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum
Services)
George Hotchkiss (Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning)
Simon Earp (Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise) until 18.29
David Eardley (Scott-Moncrieff, Internal Auditors)
Claire Stevenson (Scotti-Moncrieff, Internal Auditors)
Ruth Holland (Mazars, External Auditors)
Emily Purdie (Health & Safety Officer) 18.20 only
Karine McNair (Board Secretary)

18.16 Welcome/Apologies
Lucy Nutley (Mazars, External Auditor) sent apologies and Ruth Holland
represented Mazars at the meeting.

18.17 Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

18.18 Minute of Meeting of 8 March 2018
The Minute of the meeting of the Audit Committee of 8 March 2018 was
approved as a correct record.

18.19 Matters Arising from Minute of Meeting of 8 March 2018
All actions were duly completed and noted.
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18.20 Health & Safety Quarterly Report
The Health & Safety Officer presented paper 3 noting that all scheduled
events had taken place with any actions being followed up. Under new
legislation, one piece of equipment had to be registered for ionising
regulations. Processes are in place to ensure that the new Principal will be the
named person for the new Employer’s Liability insurance.
The Committee were interested in the training delivery document at Appendix
3. The Health & Safety Officer confirmed that obtaining the reports had been a
very time consuming manual job and it was discussed that the intention to use
a module of West Lothian Council’s Payroll/HR System had been postponed
due to Council matters. The Principal recommended that alternative
programmes were considered to ensure that the College wasn’t dependent on
the Council’s systems since it was important that Health & Safety training
information was recorded.
Action 1: Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services &Health &
Safety Officer
The Committee were concerned that it was difficult to see whether staff
identified as requiring the training were the ones who had actually completed
the courses and wondered whether it was possible that staff were not
focussing on the courses that were mandatory to them. The Health & Safety
Officer confirmed that staff’s training needs are identified by the departments
and incorporated into Personal Learning Plans, which should focus staff on
the courses needing completed and allow departments to track individual
completion.
In particular, the Committee noted that manual handling training had fallen
short of its completion target and this could leave the College open to risk of
staff injury and absence. The Principal confirmed that all staff are also given
internal training which is organised by departmental managers which should
mitigate the risk of not completing the online training.
The Health & Safety Officer noted that the Induction Training module figures
were incomplete since this was usually delivered by Human Resources on the
first day of work. Going forward, Human Resources have agreed to update the
records on moodle on behalf of the employee so that more accurate figures
can be tracked.
The Principal noted that the online training figures don’t show the whole
picture since there is also a combination of workshop and external training
that staff undertake and the overall programme is very comprehensive.
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The Committee wanted reassurance that all online training needs which had
been identified as mandatory for certain staff had been completed or steps
were being taken to ensure that the courses will be taken to show that a
system was in place for ensuring Health & Safety risks are mitigated. The
Health & Safety Office undertook to provide this information in a fuller report at
the next meeting.
Action 2: Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services & Health &
Safety Officer
The Committee also noted certain incidents which had involved irritation to
salon customers’ eyes and knife cuts in Hospitality. The Health & Safety
Officer confirmed that all incidents had been investigated, correctly reported
and follow up action to mitigate future incidents had been taken.
Vice Principal , Curriculum & Planning, confirmed that he had spoken to staff
and they confirmed that students are very well briefed before they were
introduced to industry standard utensils however there was an inevitable
learning curve since these are far sharper than domestic products.
The Committee noted the report.

18.21 Internal Audit – Student Marketing, Applications & Admissions
The Internal Auditors presented paper 4 noting that any comments are mostly
low grade improvement recommendations based on increasing efficiency and
streamlining. They are currently undertaking a more in-depth look at the
journey of admissions from marketing to enrolled student and will report on
this at the next meeting.
The report highlighted that the system for Full Time students is very efficient
and easy to use however there are areas for improvement for Part Time
students where the process is still very manual.
The Committee noted that attainment for Full Time FE students was still low in
some areas with a relatively high withdrawal rate and considered that there
needs to be further investigation into the whole process of recruitment to see if
students are not being matched to the correct course or being recruited in the
correct way to support attainment.
The Internal Auditors noted that their recommendation to review the resource
intensive interview process was to look at streamlining so that the interview
process was targeted at courses where competition was fierce or at those
courses with concerns about recruitment and attainment. In this way,
resources could be better targeted. Current College policy requires 2 staff to
BOG/190618/Ser
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be at the interview and in their sample of 15 interviews, 25% of the interviews
were taken by 1 member of staff showing the huge pull on resources.
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise, confirmed that the interview policy
was not a new debate and the Admissions Committee regularly discussed the
best way to recruit students effectively. It has been considered that interviews
might not be necessary where students are progressing through successive
courses but that sometimes for new students, the interview process is their
first chance to meet with staff which can help put a friendly face to the
College.
The Principal suggested that it would be good to have a review of the
interview process to make clearer objectives and the Management Action
under control objective 4 of the report should be changed to the responsibility
of the Admissions Committee only.
Action 3: Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise
The Committee noted the report.

18.22 External Audit Plan
The External Auditors presented paper 5 which was in a new format for this
year but was largely similar to last year’s plan.
It was confirmed that Mazars have internal actuaries to check the pension
valuations and that since the grant funding given to the College is so highly
regulated, they have a lower threshold for checking this source of funding.
The Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services has worked with the
External Auditors regarding the sign-off of the 2017-18 Financial Statements
following the retirement of the current Principal.
The fees have been proposed by Audit Scotland and Mazars propose
charging their fees at the mid-point of the scale. Vice Principal, Finance &
Curriculum Services, confirmed that the proposed fees have been included in
the College budget.
The Committee noted the plan.
18.23 Review of IT Service
Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services, presented paper 6 which
provided an update on the IT review undertaken in conjunction with experts
from Napier University. The review is expected to be complete by June 2018.
BOG/190618/Ser
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The College has also undertaken a Cyber Essentials pre-assessment. The
report has made 11 recommendations. The College is not currently
significantly exposed to the risk of a cyber-attack but will take forward the
recommendations by November 2018 to increase its robustness. The College
is also working closely with the Scottish Government who have established a
working group to gather information about public sector data threats and this
dedicated team share the information and best practice of dealing with the
dynamic nature of cyber-attacks.
The new GDPR Officer is also working with College IT to ensure that the
College systems are compliant with the new GDPR regulations and the
College systems security certificate has been upgraded

18.24 College Audit Rolling Action Plan
Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services, presented paper 7. The
Committee commented on the very positive progress the Rolling Action Plan
had made over the course of the year and were happy with the current
position.
The Committee agreed to note the report.
18.25 Strategic Risk Register
The Principal gave an update on the key risks and challenges for the College.
Risk 1 Developing the Young Workforce – risk maintained at medium
The Foundation Apprenticeship targets remain a stretch target but there has
been healthy enrolment and the retainment of students is good. Vice
Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise has been to see every secondary school
head teacher to discuss the opportunities of the Foundation Apprenticeship
and it is hoped that by building on the relationships with the secondary
schools, the uptake of the Foundation Apprenticeships will be greater.
However, the Foundation Apprenticeship programme is a programme of such
substance that it is difficult to not identify it as a risk when it is in such early
stages of implementation. The Committee noted that West Lothian College
are performing above the sector average and any challenges experienced at
the College are shared with the entire sector.
The Committee were interested to know which West Lothian schools
participated in the Foundation Apprenticeship programme and to what extent
and requested that this information be provided to the Learner Attainment Sub
Group.
BOG/190618/Ser
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Action 4: Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise
Key risk 2 – Developing Scotland’s Workforce – risk maintained at high
This key risk is under close review by the Senior Team due to the attainment
issues experience at some Full Time Further Education courses. It is
encouraging that the Scottish Funding Council has given the College a 2%
increase in its credit allocation for 2018-19 and there are some good
indications of success at this late stage of the term.
The Principal noted special mention to the excellent work being done by Bill
Dunsmuir, Student Systems Manager, as the quality of data now available is
far superior to that previously used and it is much more consistent under Bill’s
“One Truth” agenda.
The Committee heard that some students are leaving for financial reasons.
Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services, confirmed that additional
student funding had been successfully applied for in the in-year redistribution
exercise and allocated to students. It was also acknowledged that mental
health is playing a far greater role in student’s ability to success at College.
Key risk 3 – Widening Access – risk reduced to medium
Equalities targets are making progress however equal gender representation
still remains a challenge. The Women in STEM recruitment was smaller this
year and the College are actively working with schools and universities to try
to address any gender imbalances.
There have been very constructive discussions with Edinburgh University and
Queen Margaret University about progression of College students onto
university courses and in particular, College staff have been invited to attend
course design discussions at Queen Margaret University which is a very
positive collaborative step.
Key risk 4 – Enterprise & Innovation - maintained as medium
Due to a couple of unknown outcomes especially with regard to the Children’s
Hearings Scotland tender, the risk remains as medium but the College
otherwise has a healthy commercial portfolio.
Special mention was made of the Commercial team and the high quality bid
they have submitted for the Children’s Hearing Scotland tender. The College
will hear the results of the tender by September and in the meantime, they are
tendering for the interim contract for the period October 2018 to December
2018.
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Key risk 5 – Ensuring Sustainability - maintained as high
Generally the College is in a healthy position and the 2018-19 Budget will
demonstrate the financial stability for next year. However, the ongoing risk
remains with the unknown outcomes of National Bargaining. For the sake of
the 2018-19 Budget, assumptions have been made on the current Employer’s
Association offers, however, the offers have not been accepted and the
outlook remains uncertain.
The Chair thanked the Principal for a very thorough report.

18.26 College Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 2017-18
Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services, presented paper 9 noting that
cash is low due to Scottish Government expectations that Colleges do not
have surplus funds. Again, the information available from Student Systems
was praised as it enables better quality reports to be obtained.
18.27 Committee Remit Review
Board Secretary presented paper 10 and the Committee agreed to
recommend the Committee Remit to the Board for approval.
Action 5 – Board Secretary
18.28 Any Other Business
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning, noted that at the last Board meeting
some feedback had been received from Board Members that the Notifiable
Events procedures needed to be made more robust. The process has been
discussed and it was decided that the Senior Team would discuss any events
and conclude whether it was a Notifiable Event to OSCR. Any Notifiable
Events would be logged in a register and the information would be passed to
OSCR notwithstanding that other agencies may also need to informed as a
matter of urgency.
It was confirmed that only matters of significant or reputational damage would
need to be reported to OSCR and given previous experience, it was not
expected that the College would have many matters to report.
The Committee were reminded that they have a responsibility as Board
Members and Trustees of the College to report any Notifiable Events to
OSCR. It was felt that Board Members may need to be briefed in this
additional responsibility and the Board Secretary undertook to provide the
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information in the papers for the next Board Meeting. However, it was noted
that the behaviour asked of Board Members in reporting a Notifiable Event
was no different to their conduct in general and therefore it was not felt that
this was an onerous responsibility, rather it sat within the normal
responsibilities of a Board Member.
Action 6: Board Secretary
There were no other items of business.

18.29 Review of Meeting, Supporting Papers and Training Needs
The Audit Committee was content with the meeting and supporting papers
presented.
The Committee was broadly happy with the 2019 Committee Development
Plan and were keen to have a meeting in a West Lothian Partnership Centre.
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning, undertook to find out where the College
were working with the Partnership Centres and to coordinate a meeting of the
Committee in a Partnership Centre when there was something of relevance to
the College to see.
Action 7: Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning
In relation to specific training needs identified by the Committee, the Board
Secretary noted that Colleges Development Network had launched some
online training for Audit Committees. Before sending the information to all
Board Members, the Board Secretary had trialled the information and had
found it not to be working so had contacted Colleges Development Network to
resolve the issue before alerting Board Members to the training.
Mazars had also offered a training workshop for all Board Members on
‘Challenge & Effectiveness’ and a proposed date was proposed as before the
Board Meeting on 18 September 2018. The Committee agreed that all Board
Members should be invited and the Board Secretary undertook to arrange this
with Mazars.
Action 8: Board Secretary
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18.30 Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting would take place on Thursday 6 September at 9.30am.
Note: There were no matters discussed during the meeting, during which Members
declared any conflict of interest, or the Secretary to the Board was aware from the
Register of Interests that discussion could give rise to such a conflict.

Signed

………………………………………………….
Chair, Audit Committee

Date

…………………………………………………
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Health and Safety Quarterly Report
January – March 2018

Author: Paula White, Facilities Manager
Date: March 2018

Health and Safety Data Analysis Report January – March 2018
Accidents, Incidents and Near Misses

Introduction
The monitoring, recording and reporting of accidents, incidents and near misses are a
legal requirement which the College actively promotes across the campus. As well as
meeting our legal obligation it allows us to identify where and how risks arise, as each
report is fully investigated by the College Health and Safety Officer. Appendix 1 shows
details of all investigations for this period.
During this reporting period there have been thirty HSF1 forms completed relating to
accidents/incidents and near misses. In the same period last year there was a total of
forty two. Certain work-related injuries, cases of disease and near misses must be
reported to the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), during this period there were no
reportable cases.
The health and safety dashboard depicts the type and category that each HSF1 is
recorded against; again the investigations allow us to consider any trends that may
develop.
Health and Safety Dashboard 2018
2018 Accidents/Incidents/near miss/First aid

Jan- Mar

Apr - June

Sports
Slips, Trips and Falls
Handling ( cuts,burns etc )
Struck by Equip/Object/Vehicle
Pre existing condition or illness
Chemical/Substance
Contact with electricity
Violence - threat
Violence resulting in injury
Accidents outwith College
Other
TOTAL

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

30

0

1
8
1

0
0

Ambulance call outs
Taken to hospital
Police call outs

Jan - Mar
Accident
First aid
Illness
Sports injury
Incident
Police Incident
Near miss
Dangerous Occurrence
Violence

July - Sept

4
5
8
2
3
1
0
1
0
1
5

Apr-June
15
5
0
4
2
1
3
0
0
30

2

TOTAL
4
5
8
2
3
1
0
1
0
1
5

0

0

30
1
8
1

July-Sept
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Oct - Dec

Oct-Dec

0

TOTAL

0

15
5
0
4
2
1
3
0
0
30

Trend Analysis 2013-2018

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
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Health and Safety Management
The following health and safety arrangements are in place to control risks within the
work place in order to meet the legal requirements and show commitment to all
stakeholders.
Planned Health and Safety Audits help to identify areas for improvement and potential
weaknesses within the organisation. After considering the risk elements of each area
within the College, a programme of audits has now been introduced as of January 2018.
The Skills workshops along with the joinery and motor vehicle workshops were
identified as high risk given the nature of the business conducted within them. In
January a full health and safety audit was completed. Full details of this can be found in
Appendix 2. Planned audit information will now be considered as part of the
Management of Health and Safety programme.

Health, Safety and Environment
Committee
Last HS&E Committee meeting was held
on
Minutes from meeting have been posted
on Serengeti
Action points against H&S Officer
currently outstanding
Next meeting scheduled for
Employer’s Liability Insurance
Zurich Employers Liability Insurance
Interventions
HSE Inspections in the last 12 months
Improvement Notices issued in last 12
months
Prohibition Notices issued in last 12
months
Improvements issued by Fire Service in
last 12 months
Risk assessments
Number of risk assessments due for
review
Number of risk assessments to be
rewritten
Number of generic risk assessments due
for review
Fire Risk Assessment
Fire Risk Assessment in place
Review Date
Health and Safety Policy
Policy Statement approved by
Next Review date
Responsibilities currently unassigned
Health and Safety Report January to March 2018
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7 December 2017
Yes
None
19 April 2018
Expires on 31 July 18
0
0
0
0
All available on Serengeti
0
0
All reviewed summer 2017

Yes
September 2018
Mhairi Harrington
May 2018
0

Health and safety Procedures
Accident / Incident reporting
Lone Working
Inspection and Auditing
Emergency Evacuation
Work Placement
Excursions
COSHH
First Aid
Lock out / Tag out
Noise at Work
Fire Safety Actions
Outstanding actions related to fire
inspection
Overdue actions related to fire inspection
Last emergency evacuation drill (daytime)
Last emergency evacuation drill (evening)
Next emergency evacuation drill
(daytime)
Next emergency evacuation drill
(evening)
Health and Safety Officer – departmental
audits
Skills Workshop, Joinery Workshop and
Motor Vehicle.

Review Date
May 2018
May 2018
May 2018
February 2019
May 2018
May 2018
May 2018
May 2018
September 2018
August 2018
0
0
February 2018
February 2018
May 2018
May 2018

January 2018

Scheduled Events and Training
As demonstrated in the above table all planned events took place as scheduled, all
actions which were raised as a result of these have been addressed by either the
Health or Safety Committee or by liaising with departmental colleagues.
In the early months of 2017 training needs were identified by departments across the
College, since this time training has been available and delivered by various methods
which have been reported to the audit committee throughout the course of 2017. A
comparison on what was requested and what training has been undertaken is shown in
Appendix 3. There are definite areas where uptake has been poor; often due to staff’s
time commitments. These areas will be targeted for development during the next
quarter of 2018.
It should be noted that the DSE referred to in Appendix 3 relates to Moodle training and
not the Workrite package. Uptake on this continues to be good and is managed by the
FM team alongside the College Management Team. The response to management
responsibilities on Moodle is low, it should be noted that the Managing Safely (IOSH)
has been delivered to most of the Management Team during this period. In September
it will have been two years since we asked all staff to undertake the assessment as if for
the first time; as it’s mandatory to do this every two years we will issue all staff with an
invite to re-sit in September of this year.
Health and Safety Report January to March 2018
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During this quarter the Health and Safety Officer has met with almost all staff teams to
introduce them to the Site Evacuation Plan. This has been met with great enthusiasm
from teams who have discussed and contributed their own thoughts and ideas on what
would happen in the event of such a situation.

Changes to Legislation/Guidance
Ionising Radiation
Ionising Radiation Regulations 2017 (IRR17) came into force on 1 January 2018,
replacing Regulations IRR99. Under the Ionising Radiation Regulations 2017,
employers must apply to the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) for certain work where
ionising radiation is a factor. This process is subjected to a ‘graded approach’ which
relates to the size and likelihood of exposure.
Depending on the level of risk of the ionising radiation work you do you may need to
apply and register to the HSE to get consent before carrying out this activity. The
College use a Protactinium generator in the Science department and, after discussions
with Education Support and the Radiation Advisor for the Scottish Schools Education
Research centre (SSERC), the College has now registered under this scheme.

Consultations
There are currently no health and safety-related public consultations which relate to the
work of the College.
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Appendix 1 – Health and Safety Officers Investigation Findings

No.

Date

Accident/Incident/
near miss

HSF1 Detail

Investigation

1

08 January

First aid

No further actions
required.

2

12 January

Accident

3

22 January

Accident

4

31 January

Accident

5

31 January

Accident

6

31 January

Incident

Student felt dizzy in class.
First aider placed the student
in a recovery position, called
for an ambulance but
operator did not think
necessary. Student taken
home by parents.
Student sat down on a chair
that moved causing them to
fall on the floor. No First
Aider required.
Student was cutting skirting
board with a saw that slipped
and cut hand. First aider
attended, cut was not
bleeding but cleaned and
dressed the wound.
Student was tightening a bolt
on a vehicle; the spanner
slipped and hit the student on
the head. First aider
attended, cleaned and
dressed the wound.
Student was on work
experience in kitchen, while
serving food hand touched
the heat lamp. First aider ran
under cold water.
Student had a facial
treatment, after a few hours
reported blurred vision and
irritation in eye. First aider
attended and rinsed with
eyewash. The eye was
covered and student went to
hospital.

7

02 February

Accident

8

05 February

Accident
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Student cut hand on knife
when returning it to knife roll.
First aider attended, cleaned
and dressed wound.
Student cut thumb when
drying knife. First aider
attended and dressed the
wound, student sent to
hospital for treatment on his
wound and then surgery on
tendons.

1

No further actions
required.

Student went to A+E
and received stitches.
No further actions
required.

No further action
required.

No further action
required.

Second report of
irritation with this
product and machine.
Product removed from
use in salon, machine
has been calibrated
previously. Sent to be
inspected by repair
company.
No further action
required.

Student was given
new knifes and
training on knife
safety, was cleaning it
correctly but hand
slipped.

9

07 February

Accident

Student on work experience
was cutting herbs when knife
slipped. First aider attended
and applied bandage.

10

20 February

Near miss

A metal cupboard fell over in
classroom when students in
room.

11

21 February

Near miss

12

22 February

First aid

13

22 February

Police incident

14

26 February

Sports injury

15

27 February

Sports injury

16

27 February

Sports injury

Member of staff tried to step
onto a footstool, which rolled
away from her as it has
wheels on bottom.
Student was running and felt
pain in knee and fell over.
First aider attended and
advised to elevate leg.
Member of staff thought they
had seen a student showing
a knife to his fellow students.
Student was asked if he had
a weapon and allowed staff
member to look in his
belongings to prove he did
not. Turned out to be a
spanner. Police were called
for advice and come to
campus to speak to students
and check bags. No weapon
was found.
While playing basketball
student was hit on nose by
ball. Nose was sore but no
bruising or marks and student
continued to play. A week
later student visited GP to be
told she had broken her
nose.
Student was playing
basketball and hand was hit
with the ball. First aider
attended and advised a visit
to A&E.
Student was playing football,
hand was hit by the ball. First
aider attended.
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2

A staff member took
student to hospital as
was feeling faint.
Hospitality manager to
review the time spent
on knife skills training
before sending
students to kitchen for
work experience.
Staff to move the
cabinets to another
location due to tight
space around
students seating area.
Stool being replaced
for fixed step. No
further action
required.
No further action
required.

No further action
required.

Student did not
require any first aid at
the time and felt ok to
carry on playing. No
further action
required.

No further action
required.

No further action
required.

17

07 February

Accident

18

08 March

First aid

19

08 March

Accident

20

10 March

Accident

21

14 March

Incident

22

14 March

Accident

23

16 March

Sports injury

24

19 March

Accident
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Student on work placement
slipped on ice in car park and
fractured her ankle.
Ambulance was called and
she was taken to hospital,
given a temporary cast, then
surgery on her ankle. Off
college for near future until
healed.
Student took allergic reaction
(source unknown) during
college trip to London.
Attended A & E and given
steroids.
Student slipped outside her
house landing on side. Pain
to arm and side increased
during day. First Aider
arranged transport to A & E.
Student burned finger when
handling straighteners. First
aider attended and ran under
cold water for 10 min.
Client experienced blurred
vision after receiving a facial.
Called salon later in the day
asking about products
ingredients as eye was
slightly cloudy.

Student cut finger while
chopping vegetables. First
Aider cleaned and dressed.
During offsite rugby match
student was tackled and fell
on shoulder and body.
Taken to hospital by
ambulance and treated for
suspected fractured clavicle
and rib discharged same day.
Catering student working in
kitchen cut thumb with knife.
First aider attended, cleaned
wound and plaster applied.

3

Received RIDDOR
report from placement
provider as they
reported to HSE.

Student advised to go
to doctor to discuss
reaction and obtain
medication as going
on another college trip
a few weeks later.
No further action
required.

No further action
required.

The cause of blurring
was investigated;
equipment and
products used were
different from similar
incidents. Student
applied products as
per training, client
may have touched
eye causing some
blurring. Cotton pads
being used are not
durable and another
brand to be
purchased.
No further action.

Was a normal tackle
but student fell
awkwardly. No risk
assessment created
for trip, review of trip
authorisation to be
undertaken.
No further action
required.

25

20 March

Accident

26

21 March

Accident

27

22 March

First aid

28

22 March

First aid

29*

22 February

Near miss

30*

21 March

Accident

Student tripped on drainage
row outside T2 causing her to
fall and rip her trousers.
Student did not want any first
aid and did not report
accident.
Student fell over wall in
courtyard injuring shin, ankle,
elbow and chest. First aider
attended and Advised Rest
Ice compression Elevation
treatment.
Student dislocated shoulder
when opening car door in
Motor Vehicle. First Aider
attended made him
comfortable and then taken
to hospital by parent for
treatment. Pre-existing
condition.
Student’s skin on foot was
sore and red, self-inflicted.
First Aider applied a bandage
for comfort when walking.
Student was due to visit
doctors that day.
Students and Lecturers from
two departments were on
external trip to an event,
coach was collecting them.
Staff rearranged an earlier
pick up with the coach
company than originally
planned, but did not
communicate to all on trip.
Lecturer left students to get
the bus that then did not
arrive. Subsequently taxis
had to be purchased to bring
students back home.
Student followed incorrect
procedure while applying
product to another students
face, causing the product to
get into her eye. The eye
had a compress applied then
flushed.

*Information Supplied late
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Slabs had sunken
around drains due to
water damage, parts
ordered, covered by
cones until repaired
by Facilities.
No further action.

Lecturer to discuss
with student if doctors
have advised of any
task not suitable for
this condition.

No further action.

Incident investigated
by department
managers and risk
assessment updated
accordingly for future
trips.

Lecturer will retrain
student on correct
procedures and
monitor.

Appendix 2 College Audit
A programme of audits has been created and started in January. The priority and
frequency of audits are as follows:
High Risk -Annually

Medium Risk-Biennially

Low risk-Three yearly

The following departments have been audited and results and actions are noted
below:
Computing and Engineering results of audit
Topic
Safe Place of work

Actions
6 actions

Detail
•
•
•
•
•

Safe systems of work

4 actions

Work Equipment

1 action

Accident reporting and
investigation
Health and Welfare
COSHH

0 actions

•

4 actions

•
•
•

Topic
Safe Place of work

Actions
6 actions

Safe systems of work

2 actions

•

Work Equipment

2 actions

•

Accident reporting and
investigation
Health and Welfare
COSHH

0 actions

Update risk assessments
Documentation not current versions
Safe working procedures to be created
work permits
Records held centrally, servicing and
maintenance to be recorded

Spillage kits
Chemical register
Review substances for elimination or
substitution
Information, instruction 1 action
• Student induction training, refresher and
and training
mentoring to be recorded
PPE
3 actions
• Cleaning and storage of PPE
• Records of PPE issue to be kept
Construction and Motor vehicle results of audit
Detail
• Procedures created but not implemented

•

Information, instruction
and training
PPE

4 actions

2 actions
1 action
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

Safe operating procedures created but not
implemented
Maintenance schedule created but not
implemented
Centrally store records

Dermatitis checks to be carried out
Replace broken hoovers being used for
extraction
Use new GHS symbols
Assessment for wood dust to be created
Record PPE training and issue
Refresher training to be established
PPE and cleaning station being changed still to
be completed

Appendix 3

West Lothian College training delivery 2017/2018

Training identified 2017 and delivered up to April 2018

Risk
Assessment

Excursion

avoidance of
violence

Office safety

DSE

COSHH

Noise /
Vibration

Electrical safety

Accident
reporting /
investigation

Safe working at
height

Manual
Handling

CDM Regs

LOLER

Management
Responsibilities

Lone Working

Student work
Placement

IOSH
MANAGING
SAFELY

IOSH WORKING
SAFELY

Machinery
Safety (external)

Forklift
(external)

9

43

66

21

11

35

61

48

13

11

20

5

59

1

5

17

66

29

14

86

0

3

M

M

TBT

M

M

M

E/M

M

M

M

M

M

E

M

TBT

E

TBT

E

E /S

M

E

TBT

0

71

M
&TBT
4

0

6

26

28

4/77

0

15

6

3

37

3

0

0

37

0

17

0

0

0

85

Counter
terrorism

Fire Awareness

Total staff
no.
identified
as needing
training
Delivery
mode
No. of Staff
Completed

Induction

Topics

*Courses marked - E = external delivery. M = available on Moodle. TBT = toolbox talks. S = Scheduled
•

All items marked with M are now available as Moodle H&S training pack. There were 15 categories of training packages released with a
total of 72 videos available for staff to enrol on. 500 courses completed to date.

•

Induction packages for Building and Office evacuations/Fire Safety Awareness/Bomb threats/Workplace housekeeping/Office SafetyDisplay Screen Equipment/Safe Manual Handling/Preventing Slips trips and falls went live on 1st April.

•

All items marked with TBT will be delivered via toolbox talks by the Health and Safety Officer /Department Head at team meetings.

•

IOSH Working safely courses marked with S are scheduled to be started 2018/2019.

•

2018/2019 - Health & Safety Officer will meet with Centre Heads to agree on what topics each staff group should complete on Moodle;
Centre Heads will then actively promote this completion within their staff group. Areas in red will be covered in this arrangement to ensure
completion of these courses.
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Agenda Item 18.28 (i)
Paper 14

West Lothian College
19 June 2018

Board of Governors
DRAFT Minute of the Meeting of the Learning and Teaching Committee of the
Board of Governors held on Wednesday 6 June at 9.15am in Barbour Room,
Pavilion B of the College.

Present:

Sue Cook (Chair)
Iain McIntosh
Alan Morton
Tom Bates
Lorna Reid

In attendance:

Moira Niven (Observer) until 18.27
George Hotchkiss (Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning) until
18.28
Simon Earp (Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise) until 18.28
Jenny Stalker (Quality Manager) until 18.28
Karine McNair (Secretary to the Board)

Campus Visit – Student Support
The Committee were taken on a tour of the Student Support area of the College by
Lorna Jenkins, Matt Farnham and Helen Wilson. The tour was followed with a
question and answer session.
The Committee were shown the areas available for students both on a booked and a
‘drop in’ basis. Committee members spoke to staff from Student Support and
discussed the challenges experienced by both staff and students.
Lorna Jenkins tabled a short paper which explained the composition of the Student
Support Team and their remit for helping students in many areas. The paper also
addressed the issues which can arise and the Committee commented on the range
of matters being handled by Student Support.
Of particular note, the Committee heard how Student Support are trying to engage
with more external agencies to obtain the right support for students and about the
work in the College to train more teaching staff in supportive teaching styles.
Special mention was made of the Bursary Officer who has an excellent track record
of supporting students in dire financial positions and responding flexibly to help
students manage their finances.
BOG/190618/Ser
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The Committee acknowledged the good work undertaken in Student Support and
appreciated that a number of the issues they are dealing with are external social
problems.
18.17

Welcome & Apologies
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and in particular, Moira Niven
(Board Member), who was attending as an observer.
Apologies were received from Mhairi Harrington.

18.18

Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

18.19

Minutes of Meeting of 13 March 2018
The minutes of the meeting of 13 March 2018 were approved as a true
record.

18.20

Matters Arising from Minute of Meeting of 13 March 2018
Members noted the paper detailing actions following the last meeting.
In respect of Action 2, Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning stated that
printing facilities were now available in all rooms where printing was
necessary and a review was underway to establish the printing
requirements for exams and assessments.
In respect of Action 3, Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning noted that
some other Colleges did have a more lenient approach to releasing
students’ funds where there were absences and the West Lothian College
approach will be reviewed over the summer. The impact of the imminent
introduction of Universal Credit was mentioned as it was expected that this
could have an impact on student poverty.
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise, noted that the UCAS and Higher
Education Applications information which should have been available at the
end of April has not yet been released and he will endeavour to have this
for the next Committee meeting.
Action 1 – Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise
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18.21

ROA Update 2017-18
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning noted that there had not been any
significant changes to the ROA since the last meeting with the College
expected to attain its credit target and probably exceed the target by 500.
Further Education Full Time students are still a concern with a withdrawal
rate of 24% and Student Support are engaging with at risk or fragile
students to help support them through their studies.
Flexible Workforce programmes are looking very positive with the possibility
of extending the number of eligible businesses able to pay into the
Apprenticeship levy. The increase in eligible businesses should have a
good impact on the Flexible Workforce programme but it also encourages
further employer engagement which benefits the College in other ways, e.g.
speakers, placements etc.
The Committee queried the source of the £4,000 for innovation funding
which was allocated to the College and Vice Principal, Curriculum &
Enterprise confirmed that this was a ‘one-off’ payment from the Scottish
Funding Council in partial recognition for the considerable business
development costs of running the new Flexible Work programme. A report
would be sent to the Scottish Funding Council by December to account for
the activity on the £4,000.
The Committee noted the paper.

18.22

Applications & Recruitment Update
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise presented paper 4 alongside a
tabled supplementary paper which had an update of the key statistics at 5
June 2018.
It was noted that the Full Time programme opened for applications 4 weeks
later than last year, which could explain the decrease in applications,
however the offers made were at a similar point as in 2017-18.
Schools activity was very positive and the Committee were asked to note
that the curriculum has changed in a few centres so again the figures could
not be considered a direct comparison
Given the dynamic nature of the data, reports are currently being created
on a weekly basis to track progress and marketing are meeting with Centre
Heads to discuss anything that can be done to drive applications.
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The Applications Committee are currently producing a detailed report into
the interview process which will result in an action plan with ideas for
reducing the wait time for interviews, improving attainment and reducing
withdrawal rates.
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise, stated that the schools induction
programme had been moved forward to align with the school year ending.
The first of these induction events had been held the previous evening and
although every school in West Lothian was represented, approximately only
50% of those expected to attend the event actually attended. The reasons
behind the poor turnout are being investigated.
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise, has met individually with all
secondary head teachers in West Lothian to discuss their engagement with
the College and improvements that could be made. Through these
discussions, the transport links to the College were mentioned on more
than one occasion as a barrier for students travelling to the College.
The Committee noted that there is a designated person at each secondary
school tasked with College liaison, usually a deputy head. In addition, West
Lothian Council have a College Link Officer to aid partnership with the
College however it has been found that lately more the liaison emphasis
has rested with the College with less Council support.
The Committee commented that perhaps some of the reluctance on the
part of the schools is that they also have attainment targets and that by
sending students to College, they have less control over the students’
attainment thus jeopardising the school’s own targets. It was acknowledged
that there needed to be a better 2 way information flow between the
schools and College so that both institutions were able to best serve their
learners and each had comfort that the student’s attainment was at the
heart of their offering.
The Committee queried the 14.1% decrease in applications and wondered
which courses were of most concern at this stage of the application
process. Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning, noted that there were more
entry level jobs available locally as we were now post-recession and
potential students were choosing employment over studying. In addition,
there is competition for the College from Glasgow, Edinburgh and Forth
Valley Colleges as transport links for some parts of West Lothian are better
to those colleges.
On a positive note, Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise, reported that
approximately 40% of the students interviewed had been recommended by
a friend and over 80% of those students interviewed had West Lothian
College as their first or only choice.
BOG/190618/Ser
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The Committee discussed the shape of the College in the future and it was
recognised that there would need to be flexibility in the curriculum to meet
demand and react to recruitment needs.
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Enterprise, noted that the next major project in
the applications process would come after the Higher Results were issued
and the College would be prepared to reconcile the effect of these results
either by some students now being able to take up university places or by
offering a positive choice to others.
The Committee agreed to note the report.

18.23

ROA Update 2018-21
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning, presented paper 5 noting that the
final credit count for 2018-19 now reflects a 2% increase. The Scottish
Funding Council have not committed to an ongoing increase, however
following helpful discussions with the Scottish Funding Council the College
were hopeful that credits would increase as an acknowledgement of the
growth of the College.
The ROA had been redrafted in light of comments raised at the previous
Committee and the targets are considered to be stretch targets but still
achievable.
The Committee were concerned by the statement on page 11 of the report
that SDS had removed funding for the Employability programme. Vice
Principal, Curriculum & Planning, confirmed that the SDS had been
requested to provide reasons for this withdrawal of funding but feedback
had not been forthcoming. It was felt that SDS should be held accountable
for their funding and the Committee requested that the matter be pursued
for a reasonable answer.
Action 2: Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning
The Committee noted that the credit targets on Table 6 remained the same
from 2018-19 to 2020-21 which was not in line with the College’s plans for
growth. The Committee requested that the request for further credits to
reflect the growth anticipated for West Lothian College be included in the
covering letter accompanying the ROA to the Scottish Funding Council to
emphasise the importance of the College’s commitment to growth.
Action 3: Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning
The Committee remarked that again the credits on page 21 remained the
same except there was a need to address the gender imbalance on some
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courses. It was discussed that if the top level of credits remained static, any
movement in one gender would logically mean it was at the expense of the
other gender since an overall growth is not anticipated. The Committee
queried whether this was the intention of the Scottish Funding Council and
again requested that their concerns were fed back to the Scottish Funding
Council.
Action 4: Vice Principal Curriculum & Planning
The Committee commended the hard work in getting the ROA in a final
position and appreciated the more achievable targets now shown in the
document.
The Committee recommended the ROA to the Board for approval.
Action 5: Board Secretary
18.24

Equalities Update
Head of Quality & Learner Services presented paper 6 highlighting that the
Equalities Committee had consulted with external stakeholders in respect of
Outcome 4.
After participating in the Equate Conference ‘question time’ format, Head of
Quality & Learner Services commented that it was nice to hear that some of
the West Lothian College initiatives were leading the way in many aspects
for the College sector.
In respect of the Gender Action Plan, it had been proven that having staff
as gender role models was very successful in encouraging under
represented genders to enrol in courses. The Equalities Committee were
hoping to encourage the recruitment of gender role model staff.
The Committee thanked the Head of Quality & Learner Services for a very
comprehensive report.

18.25

Quality Assurance & Enhancement Report
Head of Quality & Learner Services presented paper 7 noting that the aim
of the group was to find the best measure of curriculum offering for
students.
One improvement which has been implemented is that the registers for all
classes starting next academic year are available now and all timetables
will be available on the website from next week so that everyone can start
the new academic year with the information needed.
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It had been reported that students felt that they were given too much
information at once on induction and this has now been changed to a 4
week process whereby priority information is delivered on day one and all
other information can be obtained by booking into workshops.
Almost half of all students access student support services and the demand
for these services is being reviewed in light of the resources available.
The Student Association will be judging the STAR awards and winners of
the ‘No Waste Campaign’.
It is hoped that there will be a more people centred approach next year now
that all the systems have been endorsed and the focus will be on
supporting people to engage with the systems.
The Committee noted the report.

18.26

Student Association Report
Student Association Vice President presented paper 8 highlighting the
changes to the Sparkle process and also the change to the Student
Association Constitution.
The Committee commented that 9.2 of the Student Association Constitution
should change from requiring all committee members to be in attendance
for a quorum. The Committee suggested that a quorum should be the all
the committee members who are in attendance, one of whom must be the
Student President.
The Committee approved the Student Association Constitution subject to
the change noted above.
The Committee also queried whether the work of the office bearers of the
Student Association could contribute to course work or a qualification and
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning undertook to discuss this with
relevant Centre Heads.
Action 6: Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning
The Committee thanked the Student Association Vice Principal for a very
thorough report and commended the Student Association for the good work
that they undertake.
Since this was the final Committee meeting for the Student Association
Vice President, the Chair formally thanked her for her valuable contribution
to the Board and the Committee and wished her well for the future.
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18.27

College Key Performance Indicators 2017-18
Vice Principal, Curriculum and Planning presented paper 9 commenting
that where the withdrawal rates are higher, the emphasis would now be on
retaining students and successful completion.
The Committee noted the report.

18.28

Learner Attainment Sub Group Minutes
The Committee noted the Minutes of the Learner Attainment Sub Group.

18.29

Committee Remit Review
The Board Secretary presented the Committee Remit for annual review
noting a small change to include the Learner Attainment Sub Group
minutes review within the Committee Remit.
The Committee recommended the revised remit for approval to the Board.
Action 7: Board Secretary

18.30

Self-Evaluation of Committee
Board Secretary presented paper 12 and the Committee discussed the
annual Committee self-evaluation questions. The main findings will be
compiled into a Self-Evaluation Report to be presented to the Board in
June.
Action 8: Board Secretary

18.31

Any Other Business
There were no other items of business.

18.32

Review of Meeting, Supporting Papers and Development Plan
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The Committee discussed the new Committee Development Plan for 2019
and requested that at the next meeting, the Committee undertook a “deep
dive” into the recruitment and applications process with an examination of
the 5 year trend and a projection of where this continuing trend could take
the College compared with where the Management and Committee think
the College should be.
The Board Secretary undertook to draft a request for the senior
management team to ensure that the “deep dive” focussed on the issues
the Committee wanted to examine. The draft would be circulated by email
to Committee members for their input before sending to the senior
management team to prepare for the meeting.
Action 10: Board Secretary

18.33

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting would take place on Wednesday 5 September 2018 at
9.15am.

Note: There were no matters discussed during the meeting, during which
Members declared any conflict of interest, or the Secretary to the Board
was aware from the Register of Interests that discussion could give rise to
such a conflict.

Signed

………………………………………………….
Chair, Learning and Teaching Committee

Date

…………………………………………………
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Agenda Item 18.28 (ii)
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West Lothian College
19 June 2018

Board of Governors
Regional Outcome Agreement 2018-21
The Scottish Funding Council (SFC) issued guidance on 26 October 2017 on
development of the College Outcome Agreement for the period 2018-19 to
2019-20.
The guidance scopes out the production of the Outcome Agreement and the
‘intensification’ of the process.
In summary this Outcome Agreement has to:
•
•
•

Reflect the realisation of the Scottish Economic Strategy at a local level.
Be informed by local and national labour market information.
Set stretch targets in relation to recruitment and attainment within priority
groups including:
•
•
•
•
•

10% most deprived postcodes.
Participation of learners with protected characteristics.
Participation of care experienced learners.
Senior Phase pupils, 16-19 year olds and 20-24 year olds.
STEM provision.

In general terms there is an expectation that targets will be agreed to reduce
withdrawal and partial success and promote successful completion.
Please note that SFC have reinstated the growth which had previously been
removed. This provides an overall allocation of 44,432 credits.
There is an expectation that the Outcome Agreement will be linked to:
•
•
•
•
•

Gender Action Plan
Public Bodies Climate Change Duties
Access and Inclusion Strategy
Gaelic Language Plan
British Sign Language Plan (under development)

The attached Outcome Agreement has been arrived at through consultation with
internal and external stakeholders and through feedback from SFC.
In keeping with Board feedback “stretch” targets are devised to be achievable.
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Action
The Board is asked to approve the Regional Outcome Agreement.

George Hotchkiss
Vice Principal, Curriculum & Planning
19 June 2018
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Regional Outcome Agreement
2018-2021
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Introduction
West Lothian College aims to use the Regional Outcome Agreement to meet the
educational needs of Local Communities priority groups and to realise national
targets. This is reflected in our targets and action planning.
This Regional Outcome Agreement has been produced with the aim of ensuring that
national priorities are reflected in the planning and delivery of the College Curriculum
while assuring that this curriculum reflects the needs of West Lothian Community.
The College is mindful of the importance of retention and attainment of all learners
including groups with protected characteristics. For practical purposes SIMD10
learners, carer and care experienced students will be regarding as having protected
characteristics.
The College is aware of the shift from ‘markers’ to monitored targets in relation to
priority groups and will address this intensification through segmented action
planning.
The Regional Outcome Agreement is hyperlinked to documents which provide detail
of activity focused on priority groups.
Overarching Priority
The Scottish Funding Council - Priority 1: High Quality learning and teaching –
an outstanding system of learning that is accessible and diverse where
students progress successfully with the ability, ideas and ambition to make a
difference.
ROA Outcome
“High Quality learning and teaching – an outstanding system of learning that is
accessible and diverse where students progress successfully with the ability,
ideas and ambition to make a difference”
West Lothian Context for the Regional Outcome Agreement
West Lothian has a population of about 180,130, 107,360 of whom are working age
similar to Scotland at 64.8%. The overall population is set to increase to 185,668 by
2025. The population of West Lothian is distributed across nine conurbations. Travel
to work patterns suggest the population work locally or travel to Edinburgh, Glasgow
Fife and Stirling.
To meet this population growth and local demographics and with support from The
Scottish Funding Council (SFC) the College has, since 2011, grown by 25% with
around 29,910 full-time equivalent (FTE) places in a variety of skills programmes,
enabling us to provide and target full-time provision for 16-19 year olds, work with
those 20-24 year olds wishing to re-train or enter the employment market and
continue to deliver a robust suite of work based learning programmes for employees
and businesses. We have exceeded our credit allocation consistently for several
years.
West Lothian College/ROA 2018-21
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The Scottish Funding Council have confirmed growth to credit allocation to 44,431
credits. This and the Flexible Working Fund will be utilised to support upskilling ‘In
Work’ (SVQ) activity, and growth in areas of higher demand including accountancy.
West Lothian has a high percentage of economically active adults (78%) significantly
above the Scottish level of 67.7%. However it remains a low waged and low skilled
economy compared to the Scottish average, which informed an increase of part-time
HN course offerings. Across Scotland 42.5% of the working population have
qualifications at HND or above, this figure is 37.5% for West Lothian and 7.2 % of
this population are categorised as having no qualifications. The Flexible Workforce
Fund has been deployed to support upskilling people into employment, this will
continue.
Deprivation
In West Lothian around 9,000 people, 5% of the area population, live within some of
the most deprived areas in Scotland and 13% of the resident population is
experiencing income deprivation. The College is committed to work with Community
Planning Partners to increase participation and ensure equality of successful
outcomes for SIMD. We are currently priortising work with the schools which serve
these communities.
Insight into the dynamics of deprivation can be summarised in terms of:
“In West Lothian, areas of deprivation can be found over a relatively wide area due
to dispersed urban settlement patterns. For this reason the Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation does not provide a true and accurate picture of deprivation.
Although 13 data zones in West Lothian were identified as being in the top 15% most
deprived in Scotland, it could be argued that this does not take into account small
pockets of deprivation in more rural areas.”
(The West Lothian Anti- Poverty Strategy, 2012-17. West Lothian Council)
“The population dependent on out of work benefits or child tax credit is 47%, which is
similar to the Scottish average. In 2015-16, 20% of children living in West Lothian
were living in poverty”.
(The West Lothian Anti- Poverty Strategy, 2012-17. West Lothian Council)
Strategically, the College is represented on the Anti-Poverty Strategy Board, which
presents as West Lothian Community Planning Partnership (CPP) to tackling poverty
in West Lothian. The impacts of the 2008 financial crisis, and the challenges
presented by the ongoing programme of welfare reforms, are two of the factors
contributing to poverty in West Lothian. The West Lothian Anti-Poverty Strategy and
its two aligned action plans indicate the actions and activities that we in the
Community Planning Partnership are taking to alleviate poverty in West Lothian.
School leavers who live in the more deprived areas of West Lothian are less likely to
enter positive destinations on leaving school than those from the less deprived areas
with a 7% difference in the positive destinations percentages in SIMD1 and SIMD10.
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The proportion of leavers entering Higher Education from SIMD10 is 74% and in
comparison the proportion of leavers entering Higher Education from SIMD1 is 28%.
Recruitment from SIMD10 will be driven through the Marketing Strategy/Plan and
work to support learners will be informed by the Access and Inclusion Strategy.
Withdrawal of SDS funding for the Employability Programme may well reduce
recruitment from SIMD10.
The CPP is very aware that deprivation/poverty is closely associated with poorer life
chances/choices and inflated instances of ill health.
Please see table 6 OA 1 c and 2.
School Leaver Destinations
West Lothian’s Community Partnership commitment to increasing positive
destinations for school leavers has seen a marked success over the past few years
moving from 80.4% in 2006-07 to 93.4% in 2015-16.
As noted youth unemployment is at 3.4% this figure has declined over recent years.
The College regards 16-19 year olds as a priority group and allocate approximately
35% provision for this group (plus Foundation Apprenticeships).
The work with young, often poorly engaged and disaffected learners has a negative
impact on our annual key performance indicators. Learning and Teaching Committee
papers and reports and subsequent discussions have highlighted awareness that
poor learner retention adversely affects successful outcomes. The serious issues
and reasons for learners leaving College, however, include homelessness, mental
health issues and debt.
The College has been very effective in bidding for and utilising Erasmus funding. In
2016-17 approximately 70 students will have the opportunity to study or gain work
experience overseas, supported by language and culture classes related to the host
country. This activity was given an excellence award by Education Scotland in 201516 and has subsequently attracted national and international awards. Activity has
prioritised students from areas of deprivation who would be less likely to study/travel
abroad without support. Please see table 6 OA 1 c
Key Planning Documents
Access and Inclusion Strategy
Schools Plan
Marketing and Communications Strategy
ROA Outcome
“A more equal society because learning is accessible and diverse, attracting
and providing more equal opportunities for people of all ages, and from all
communities and backgrounds”
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Protected Characteristics
West Lothian College is committed to the provision of equal opportunities in all
aspects of College life and we have a range of policies which ensure that staff,
learners and visitors are treated equally regardless of colour, race, nationality, ethnic
or national origin, religion or belief, disability, gender or gender reassignment, age
and sexual orientation, pregnancy and maternity, marriage or civil partnership.
We value diversity and aim to advance equality of opportunity, foster good relations
and eliminate discrimination, victimisation and harassment in all our activities.
Through our gathering and analysis of appropriate data for our Equalities Monitoring
Report we established that our learner population is slightly more diverse than that of
the West Lothian population overall, but slightly less diverse than the Scottish
average. We have a very strong track record of positive culture amongst our learners
and staff and have undertaken a range of campaigns and development activities
over the past year to promote diversity and encourage health and wellbeing of our
learners.
Gender
To address gender imbalances at subject levels within the College and in meeting the
Scottish Government’s DYW Scotland’s Youth Employment Strategy, which states
that the Scottish Government will increase by 5 percentage points the minority
gender share in each of the 10 largest and most imbalanced super classes by 2021,
the College is represented on an Occupational Segregation Project Steering
Group. Working with Skills Development Scotland, Jobcentre Plus, West Lothian
Council, Mind the Gap and Engender this is a pilot to promote a West Lothian
regional-wide approach to increase participation and ensure equality of successful
outcomes to address gender imbalances where girls and boys face barriers to
subject and career choice at school and women and men face barriers to subject
choice in College.
For 2018-19 the College will enact a Gender Action Plan which aims to ensure that
career path choices are as open as possible for all learners and that gender
separation in the curriculum is addressed Gender Action Plan.
The College’s Equality Mainstreaming Report 2017 Equality Mainstreaming Report
evidences the College’s commitment to equality of opportunity in relation to gender
and all protected characteristics across all our activities including staffing, learning
and teaching, and governance.
Learner Support
The College provides a wide range of support and guidance services including
Extended Learning Support (ELS). In 2016-17 we increased ELS to 12% of our
student cohort, from approximately 7% the previous year, which is in keeping with
the sector average. The vast majority of learners require ELS as a consequence of
a specific learning difficulty such as dyslexia, however there has been a growth in
recent years for support related to mental health issues and in 2016-17 the ELS
team was extended to be able to provide additional support to address this.
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An Access and Inclusion Strategy was introduced for 2017-18; this ensured
availability of support throughout the learner journey and supports earlier learner
engagement with support. The impact of ELS on PIs will be evaluated at the end of
the academic year.
The College is cognisant of its duties under The Children and Young People’s
(Scotland) Act 2014 in relation to young people in care and care leavers and our duty
as Corporate Parents to understand the lives of Scotland’s looked after young
people and care leavers and respond to their needs as any parent should. In
collaboration with our CPP colleagues, we have produced a Corporate Parenting
Plan for the College that outlines our responsibilities and actions. The College has
strong links with Local Authority service providers and we are represented on a wide
variety of committees and groups at both strategic and operational level. In order to
deal with the very diverse individual support needs, students who declare they are
care experienced will be offered an assessment interview and access to the ELS
Team.
The College is engaged in planning with the Local Authority to support transition
paths for young adults of Looked After Young People who are:
•
•
•

Returning to West Lothian having been schooled outwith the Region
Supported in residential care in the Region
Cared for and are not be fully engaged in education

This segmentation of Looked After Young People provision aims to ensure that the
College (and the College as an educational option) features in planning transition
work supporting people from childcare provision to adulthood.
The Schools for Higher Education Programme (SHEP) supports school pupils who
have the potential to achieve HE entry, but are at risk of not achieving this, or are
achieving but don’t recognise their potential for progression to higher education.
Three West Lothian schools receive this support, Armadale Academy, Inveralmond
Community High School and Whitburn Academy. The College prioritises
collaborative work with these schools and will continue to do so. We will ensure that
transition between these schools and College is as seamless as possible and that
College opportunities are actively promoted using a variety of channels in these
schools. Please see table 6 OA targets 2, 3 and 4.
The College is in discussion with other FE and HE providers with a view to
establishing a Lothian care experienced hub to provide information and support. The
College offers a range of support and adjustment to learners who have care
responsibilities. This planning is addressed on a ‘case by case’ basis.
Please see table 6 OA targets 1 and 4.
The College is aware of its responsibilities in relation to the BSL Act and these will
be addressed through Equalities mainstreaming activity with this documentation
derived from the anticipated guidance on this legislation. Plan is being produced.
Please see table 6 OA target 1 and 4.
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Key Planning Documents
Gender Action Plan
Access and Inclusion Strategy
Corporate Parenting Plan
Equality Mainstreaming Report
Schools Plan
ROA Outcome
“A more successful economy and society with well prepared and skilled
students progressing into jobs with the ability, ideas, and ambition to make a
difference”
Employer Profile which informs Curriculum Design
As recently as 15 years ago, 20% of West Lothian’s employment was manufacturing
based. There are indications (from SDS and other sources) that the finance sector is
an area of growth, and demand for HNC Accounts has been robust. Major sectors of
employment are retail, healthcare, administration and construction.
The College is cognisant of demand for a skilled workforce in childcare education,
healthcare and social care and we provide a significant level of pre-employment
education as well as SVQ workforce services. The College is working in partnership
with the NHS to develop and provide vocational training to meet the specific
requirements of the NHS.
Graduates in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) are critical
to the UK economy and, as a STEM accredited College, we have increased our
offerings in STEM related subjects to address employer demand.
Please see table 6 OA target 3.
Key Planning Document
STEM Manifesto
Skills in West Lothian
West Lothian’s jobs-base is dominated by health care, construction, retail, and
administration. West Lothian Council reports that the average annual salary is
£22,331, in the region, £2,329 below Edinburgh, and disposable incomes are
correspondingly lower.
West Lothian’s unemployment rate of 1.6% is less than the Scotland rate but slightly
more than the Great Britain rate West Lothian’s youth unemployment rate is 3.4%
higher than the Scotland and Great Britain rate.
It should be noted that skills pipelines and supply-demand dynamics and not linear
but vary between sectors with demand often shaped by sector relevant legislation.
As noted, retail is a large employer across the region with limited engagement with
FE while social care (as a regulated industry) actively engages with FE.
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The College has a particularly strong partnership with the eleven local secondary
schools and in West Lothian there has been a general upward trend in school
students staying-on rate. The College has furthermore played a key role in
contributing to improved schools’ attainment with a strong suite of vocational
pathway programmes being delivered part-time to S4-S6 school students to offer
personalisation and choice to fully implement the entitlements of the Senior Phase of
a Curriculum for Excellence. The College is engaged in joint curriculum planning with
schools to ensure young people have a range of transition options and career path
options to move through school, college and to employment.
The College made good progress in 2017-18 in utilising the Flexible Workforce
Development Fund. This fund supports education and training for ‘In Work’,
predominately mature adults, who are upskilling. This activity is over and above
credit funded learning and is not currently represented within the Regional Outcome
Agreement (credit focused) targets.
Flexible Workforce Development Fund will support approximately 650 individuals
through training in the course of 2017-18. This amounts to approximately 9,882
hours of learning. This fund has proven to be a challenge to administrate and
resource demanding in terms of engaging employers in this new funding stream.
Key Planning Document
Schools Plan
ROA Outcome
"An outstanding system of learning where all students are progressing
successfully and benefiting from a world-class learning experience, in the
hands of expert lecturers delivered in modern facilities”
The College campus is modern and offers a range of areas equipped to vocational
standards. The campus offers excellent access to learners with additional needs and
is accessible to most communities in West Lothian. The College provides outreach
services particularly to more deprived communities and is currently reviewing
provision in relation to scale housing developments across West Lothian.
Quality and Achievement
The College received a very positive report from Education Scotland in 2015-16.
Both The Scottish Funding Council and Education Scotland endorsed our Evaluative
Report and Enhancement Plan and provided positive feedback on this report.
Education Scotland was content, at the last review, that we had effective systems in
place to meet our duties in relation to Safeguarding and Prevent.
Quality and Attainment
The College has worked to ensure educational opportunities are accessible to
marginalised and disengaged groups and the data below reflects College activity
and progress in 2016-17 generally, and in relation to work with future priority groups:
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The College delivered 44,085 credits against a target of 43,499, over target by
586 credits.
In the last three years an average of 53% of all College activity was delivered to
those learners within SIMD40 most deprived postcodes and the College
recruited in excess of the SIMD10 regional target.
In 2016-17, 147 learners with additional needs (protected characteristics)
received extended learning support, 121 at FE level (82%) and 26 at HE level
(18%), reflecting the College’s commitment to widening access and supporting
progression.
Overall, the College average success rate rose to 72.75% in 2016-17, up 5.25%
in 2015-16. Planning to improve PIs can be found in the Evaluative Report and
Enhancement Plan.
The full-time HE success rose to 73%, an increase of 3% on the previous year
and as a result of programme improvements in Engineering.
The number of learners enrolled and declaring a disability rose to 773, an
increase of 93 on the previous year and for the third consecutive year.
The number of learners enrolled from the SIMD10 category rose to 5% (280), an
increase of 1% (76) on the previous year. Success for these learners rose to
74%, an increase of 2% on the previous year.
The part-time HE success rose significantly.
The part-time FE success also rose significantly to 78%, an increase of 8% on
the previous year due to improvements in Workbased Learning achievement.
Senior Phase activity rose to 534 learners, an increase of 58 from the previous
year and an increase for the third consecutive year.
Senior phase success rose to 68% in 2016-17, an increase of 8% from the
previous year and an increase for the third consecutive year.
In terms of gender balance within the College, the percentage of male to female
enrolments has remained fairly consistent over the past three years with 61% of
the learner population being female and 39% being male.
Male success rose to 67% in 2016-17, an increase of 1% on the previous year
and female success rose to 75%, an increase of 5% on the previous year.
The number of learners from BME backgrounds rose to 4% (218) of all
enrolments, a rise of 1% on the previous year, Success for these learners rose
to 75%, a 10% increase on the previous year.
The number of Associate Students enrolled rose to 77, an increase of 19 on the
previous year. Success for these learners rose to 94%, an increase of 13% on
the previous year.
ESOL provision was met at a local demand and through an ongoing process of
levelling, is responsive in meeting learner needs. Success for learners in this
area was a highly positive 91%.
International Mobility opportunities for learners, targeted from SIMD20, have
impacted positively on retention and attainment with 87% of learners who took
up these opportunities fully completing their programme.

The College is working to drive up attainment with priority groups. The College has
a detailed Evaluative Report and Enhancement Plan submitted to The Scottish
Funding Council and Education Scotland. This documents actions to drive up
quality. Performance indications for 2016-17 are:
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Successful Completions/Priority Group
FE Sector
SIMD1
BEM
Known Disability
Care Experience

West Lothian College

66.1%
71.3%
66.5%
57.2%

72.4%
73.7%
64.6%
To be confirmed

As can be seen the College is performing above sector average in all areas other
than with students with known disability. For 2017-18 support was offered earlier in
the academic year, the impact of this is to be evaluated.
Activity to address gender imbalance in vocational areas and related targets can be
found in the Gender Action Plan.
Key documents:
Link to Gender Action Plan, Access and Inclusion Strategy and Schools Plan
ROA Outcome
“Greater innovation in the economy – a national culture of enterprise and
innovation leading to a more productive and sustainable economy”
Developing the Young Workforce
Learning, Skills and Well-being is a key Scottish Government priority which
acknowledges that a skilled, educated and creative workforce is essential to creating
a more competitive and resilient economy. It is vital that the skills and employability
of Scotland’s workforce are developed and, significantly for West Lothian, the
number of young people who are out of work or underemployed has reduced.
West Lothian’s College/School Partnership is strategically led by West Lothian
Council, Education Services. Senior and operational College staff sit on West
Lothian’s Developing the Young Workforce (DYW) Steering Board, chaired by the
Head of Education, whose remit is to plan, coordinate and monitor partners working
together to implement Scotland’s Youth Employment Strategy to ensure that West
Lothian delivers a modern, responsive and valued system for vocational training with
clear career pathways for all young people.
The Developing the Young Workforce Steering Board reports to the Education Policy
Development Scrutiny Panel and membership is drawn from a range of Community
Planning partners including, the Chamber of Commerce, Colleges, Education, Social
Policy, Economic Development, Area Services, Work Based Learning/Training
Providers, NHS Lothian, Voluntary Sector Gateway, Skills Development Scotland,
Job Centre Plus and Education Scotland.
To support this, the College is committed to increase its percentage to develop 200
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Foundation Apprentice places per year. The complexities of the funding changes
announced in December 2016 are being factored into curriculum planning.
The College has a well-developed Developing the Young Workforce Plan which
scopes out our ambitions and notes key partnerships.
The College extended the number of FA frameworks from 5 to 8 in 2017/18
generating 74 places this will be extended to 192 in 2017/18 to provide FA in
science, child care, engineering, ICT, health and social care, and food production.
These programmes are funded through SDS but ascribed to the schools activity
count.
SDS have confirmed that there will be no funds allocated to the Employability
programme for 2018-19. This will reduce places available to disengaged learners by
57 places.
Key Planning Documents
Developing the Young Workforce Plan
Key Planning Document
Access and Inclusion Strategy
Senior Phase Vocational Pathways
Operationally, West Lothian College has a named Schools and Community Planning
Officer who liaises directly with the Council's Development Officer for Raising
Attainment, Senior Phase Development Officer and Community Youth Services
Team Leader. Most College/School courses are taught in the College as evidence
confirms this enhances the learning experience and development of social and
interpersonal skills. Some lower level courses, for the harder to reach pupils, are
taught in the community.
West Lothian Education Services operates a common approach to timetabling, with
Tuesday/Thursday travel column options for either vocational subjects at College or
for subjects not available at pupils' own schools but taught at other schools in the
region. The College’s Schools and Community Planning Officer attends all
timetablers’ meetings. Annual vocational offerings to Senior Phase pupils are
negotiated and agreed with Community Planning Partners from Education Services
and Economic Planning. Please see table 6 OA targets 2, 3 and 4.
Key Planning Documents
Schools Plan
ROA Outcome
“High-performing institutions – a coherent system of high-performing,
sustainable institutions with modern, transparent and accountable governance
arrangements”
The College has robust governance arrangements in place and is fully compliant
with the code. This compliance has been reviewed and confirmed by external
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auditors. The Board is cognising of the equality responsibilities and duties and works
to ensure a gender balance is realised.
The College is working closely with The Scottish Funding Council and Education
Scotland to implement the current quality framework, at the time of writing an
endorsement meeting is planned to discuss our self-evaluation work.
The College is fully compliant with procurement legislation and has a robust
programme of internal and external audit in place to provide independent assurance
to the Board of Governors.
The College reviewed the Scottish Public Sector Action Plan on Cyber Resilience
and is undertaking a pre-assessment towards achieving Cyber Essentials basic.
The College Shared Services Agreement with West Lothian Council continues to
deliver efficiencies for the College through access to the Council’s integrated payroll
and HR system, shared data Centre and provision of Payroll, PR and Media
Services.
West Lothian College has a carbon reduction plan in place which aims to reduce its
carbon footprint by 10% over a 5 year period. The College is on target to achieve its
target. A College committee oversees and monitors this area of activity. Please see
table OA target 10.
Key Planning Documents
Carbon Management Plan
West Lothian Community Planning
West Lothian was one of the first Community Planning Partnerships in Scotland to
carry out Community Planning Strategic Assessment and, as a key contributor to this
event, it enabled the College to use evidence based prioritisation and communitywide planning to inform our Regional Outcome Agreement and curriculum planning.
As a key Community Partner, West Lothian College’s Regional Outcome Agreement
(ROA) 2016-17 aligns with and enables shared priorities and actions to reduce the
inequalities gap and tackle the causes of inequality. Please see table 6 OA targets
1, 2 and 3.
An audit in 2015-16 by internal auditors established the extent to which the College’s
arrangements for partnership working are actually delivering, Best Value was very
positive. There was evidence that: Senior Management and Board members are
committed to partnership working; effective governance arrangements are in place
for partnership working; the College has agreed a set of measures and targets to
track progress and demonstrate impact of partnership working; and there are good
arrangements with partners for managing and reporting performance.
Senior College staff and personnel are represented on West Lothian Community
Planning Board, Community Planning Steering Group, Developing Scotland’s Young
Workforce Steering Board, Health and Care Board, Anti-Poverty Board, Children and
Families Steering Board, Resource Aligning Group, Community Learning and Adult
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Education and the Community Safety Board
The College is also involved in and contributes to the Edinburgh and South East
Scotland City Region – comprising Edinburgh, Borders, Fife, Mid, East and West
Lothian Councils – working together to develop a major series of investments and
initiatives with the Scottish and UK Governments designed to grow the local, national
and UK economies. Discussions are underway with the Scottish Funding Council to
secure credit funding to support City Deal developments.
Funding Allocation
Subject to funding confirmation, West Lothian College accepts the funding allocation
on the basis that we have discussed the challenges of meeting targets with The
Scottish Funding Council.
The College is aware that discussion between The Scottish Funding Council and
Scottish Government on additional qualifications are ongoing and we await feedback
on this.
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Priority 1: High Quality learning and teaching – an outstanding system of learning that is accessible and diverse where
students progress successfully with the ability, ideas and ambition to make a difference
Outcomes
Commitments, strategies and/or evidence of progress
Measure of progress
Priority Groups include:
Access
SIMD10
BEM Care Experienced
A more equal
SHEP School pupils
society
Carers
because
Learners with additional needs
learning is
accessible and
The College will identify and address under-representation
See table 6 outcome
diverse,
from protected characteristic and socio-economic groups
agreement;
attracting and
through:
OA 1
providing more
OA 2
equal
OA 4
opportunities
• Market research
for people of all
• Marketing Strategy and Plan
ages, and from
• Gender Action Plan
all communities
• Corporate Parenting Plan and Multi Agency work
and
• Access & Inclusion Strategy and Plan
backgrounds
• Realising the STEM Manifesto
• Schools Partnership Plan
Improvements in data collection (to include all protected
characteristics in relation to recruitment, retention,
attainment, progression).
Actions will realise and be informed by the College:
•
•

Equality Mainstream Report - link to be done
Equality Impact Assessments - link to be done
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•
•
•

Enhancement Plan - link to be done
Curriculum Strategy and Review processes – link to
be done
National Ambition for Care Experienced students
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The College will drive improvements in recruitment retention and
progression for all target groups through actions outlined in the :
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing Strategy and Plan
Applications Policy
Access & Inclusion Strategy
Schools Plan
Gender Action Plan

The College will extend availability of advanced standing through:
•
•
•

Ongoing review of articulation arrangements
Development of FE/HE partnerships
Curriculum Review processes

The College will support staff expertise through:
•
•
•
•

Staff Development/investment
Classroom observations
Learner feedback
Overseas staff development

The College will work to identify and address issues of unmet
need through:
•
•
•
•
•

Seeking additional funding from SFC and SDS
Pursuing additional funding opportunities to maximise on
provision
Collaborative work with WL Council ( particularly in relation to
Community Education and ESOL)
City Deal Partnership developments
Liaison with WL Chamber of Commerce and key local employers
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See table 6 outcome
agreement;
OA 1
OA 2
OA 4
OA 7

See table 6 outcome
agreement;
OA 1
OA 2
OA 4
OA 7

A more
successful
economy and
society with well
prepared and
skilled students
progressing into
jobs with the
ability, ideas, and
ambition to make
a difference

The College works in partnership with all organisations
progressing DYW provision including the Local Authority and
employers bodies. Action will be progressed in relation to ;
•
•

DYW Plan
Schools Partnership Plan/Agreement

The College has a target of providing a realistic workplace experience
to 1600 learners in 2018-19.
The College plans to expand Foundation Apprenticeships from the
current 73 places to 192 in 2018-19.
Early development work is being undertaken with universities for the
delivery of Graduate Level Apprenticeships.
The College works in close partnership with the West Lothian
Community Partnership Planning and West Lothian Chamber of
Commerce, closely aligning the curriculum to employers needs and to
socio economic drives of social mobility.
Essential skills are integral to the curriculum experience.
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See table 6 outcome
agreement;
OA 1
OA 2
OA 4
OA 7

Highperforming
institutions –
a coherent
system of
highperforming,
sustainable
institutions
with modern,
transparent
and
accountable
governance
arrangements

The College will ensure continuous improvements in the
quality of their governance; promote equality and diversity in
all their activities; and demonstrate enhanced sustainability
through:
•

•
•
•

Compliance with the terms of the Financial Memorandum (FM)
with SFC and Code of Good Governance.
Realisation of Carbon reduction targets.
Gender Action Plan and Equalities Mainstreaming Report.
Self-Evaluation reporting and action planning in conjunction
with Education Scotland and SFC.
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See table 6 outcome
agreement;
OA 10

Greater innovation
in the economy – a
national culture of
enterprise and
innovation leading
to a more
productive and
sustainable
economy

The College will promote culture in of innovation and find innovative
solutions that support economic growth, and impact on society and
culture through;
•
•
•
•

Engaging with the Innovation Centers.
Involvement with City Deal developments.
Curriculum review processes.
Accessing the SFC Innovation Fund

The College will foster student’s enterprising skills by providing
exposure to entrepreneurial education. Work is being undertaken to
establish a baseline on entrepreneurial education and this will be
developed in 2018-19.
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Appropriate measures to be
agreed in consultation with the
sector over the course of AY
2018-19.
These will be communicated to
the sector as a matter of priority
when the work is concluded.

Table 6: National measures data table template for college outcome agreements
OA National Measure

2016-17

Target
2018-19

Actual
2019-20

Target
2020-21

Key priority
sector
ambitions (where
applicable)

Notes

1(a)* The volume of Credits delivered
The volume of Credits delivered (core)

43,305

Core Credits target (region)

To be confirmed
42,527

43,646

43,646

43,646

% towards core Credits target (region)

102%

The volume of Credits delivered (ESF)

1,085

786

786

786

The volume of Credits delivered (core + ESF)

44,390

44,432

44,432

44,432

19,550

44,432 new credit target

1(b)(i) Volume and proportion of Credits delivered to
learners aged 16-19 and 20-24
Volume of Credits delivered to learners aged 16-19

18,633

19,550

19,550

Proportion of Credits delivered to learners aged 16-19

42%

44%

44%

44%

Volume of Credits delivered to learners aged 20-24

7,100

7,553

7,553

7,553

Proportion of Credits delivered to learners aged 20-24

16%

17%

17%

17%

1(b)(i) Volume and proportion of Credits delivered to fulltime learners aged 16-19 and 20-24
Volume of Credits delivered to full-time learners

29,910

31,938

31,938

31,938

Volume of Credits delivered to full-time learners aged 16-19

15,364

16,883

16,883

16,883

Proportion of Credits delivered to full-time learners aged 1619

34.6%

38%

38%

38%

Volume of Credits delivered to full-time learners aged 20-24

4,294

4,443

4,444

4,444

Proportion of Credits delivered to full-time learners aged 2024

9.7%

10%

10%

10%

1(c)* Volume and proportion of Credits delivered to learners
in the most deprived 10% postcode areas
Volume of Credits delivered to learners in the most deprived
10% postcode areas

2,362

2,665

2,665

2,665

Proportion of Credits delivered to learners in the most
deprived 10% postcode areas

5.32%

6%

6%

6%
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SIMD10 activity reflects
removal of SDS funding for
employability programme.

OA National Measure

2016-17

Target
2018-19

Target
2019-20

Target
2020-21

Volume of Credits delivered to Male learners

17,880

19,549

Proportion of Credits delivered to Male learners

40.28%

44%

44%

44%

Volume of Credits delivered to Female learners

26,191

24,881

24,881

24,881

Proportion of Credits delivered to Female learners

Key priority
sectorambitions
(where
applicable)

Notes

1(d) The volume and proportion of Credits relating to
learners from different protected characteristic groups and
Care Experienced
Gender 19,549

19,549

59.72%

56%

56%

56%

Volume of Credits delivered to Other learners

15

0

0

0

Proportion of Credits delivered to Other learners

0

0

0

0

Ethnicity Volume of Credits delivered to BME learners

1,474

1,555

1,555

1,555

Proportion of Credits delivered to BME learners

3.32%

3.50%

3.50%

3.50%

7,276

7,997

7,997

7,997

16.39%

18%

18%

18%

164

164

164

164

0.37%

0.37%

0.37%

0.37%

287

550

560

565

Volume of Credits delivered to senior phase age pupils
studying vocational qualifications delivered by colleges

1,274

1,672

1,777

1,999

Proportion of Credits delivered to senior phase age
pupils studying vocational qualifications delivered by
colleges

2.87%

3.7%

4%

4.5%

Disability Volume of Credits delivered to students with a known
disability
Proportion of Credits delivered to students with a known
disability
Care Experience Volume of Credits delivered to students with Care
Experience
Proportion of Credits delivered to students with Care
Experience
2(a)* The number of senior phase pupils studying vocational
qualifications delivered by colleges

Includes FAs as headcount

2(b) Volume and proportion of Credits delivered to senior
phase age pupils studying vocational qualifications
delivered by colleges
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No FA Credits

OA National Measure

2016-17

Target
2018-19

Target
2019-20

Target
2020-21

The volume of Credits delivered to learners at S3 and
above as part of 'school-college' provision

1,588

1,999

2,221

2,665

The proportion of Credits delivered to learners at S3 and
above as part of 'school-college' provision

3.6%

4.50%

5.00%

6%

14,686

15,308

15,308

15,308

291

306

306

306

1.98%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

Volume of Credits delivered to learners enrolled on STEM
courses

10,908

11,552

11,552

11,552

Proportion of Credits delivered to learners enrolled on
STEM courses

24.6%

26%

26%

26%

788

769

782

794

The total number of FT FE enrolled students

1,273

1184

1,185

1,185

The percentage of FT FE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

62%

65%

66%

67%

The number of PT FE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

2,241

3,005

3,005

3,043

The total number of PT FE enrolled students

2,883

3,804

3,804

3,804

The percentage of PT FE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

78%

79%

79%

80%

Key priority
sectorambitions
(where
applicable)

Notes

2(c) Volume and proportion of Credits delivered to learners
at S3 and above as part of 'school-college' provision

2(d) Volume and proportion of Credits delivered at HE level
to learners from SHEP schools (i.e. Secondary schools with
consistently low rates of progression to higher education)
Volume of Credits delivered at HE level
Volume of Credits delivered at HE level to learners from
SHEP schools
Proportion of Credits delivered at HE level to learners from
SHEP schools
3. Volume and proportion of Credits delivered to learners
enrolled on STEM courses

4(a)* Proportion of enrolled students successfully achieving
a recognised qualification
The number of FT FE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification
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65% of 1184 2018-19
curriculum plan

OA National Measure

2016-17

Target
2018-19

Target
2019-20

Target
2020-21

The number of FT HE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

525

670

675

693

The total number of FT HE enrolled students

724

919

900

900

72.5%

73%

75%

77%

The number of PT HE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

362

353

462

507

The total number of PT HE enrolled students

485

465

600

650

The percentage of PT HE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

75%

76%

77%

78%

The number of MD10 FT FE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

49

38

41

51

The total number of MD10 FT FE enrolled students

71

62

64

75

The percentage of MD10 FT FE enrolled students
achieving a recognised qualification

69%

61%

64%

68%

The number of MD10 PT FE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

92

69

71

74

The total number of MD10 PT FE enrolled students

122

93

93

95

The percentage of MD10 PT FE enrolled students
achieving a recognised qualification

75%

74%

76%

78%

The number of MD10 FT HE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

24

21

23

30

The total number of MD10 FT HE enrolled students

33

28

30

38

The percentage of MD10 FT HE enrolled students
achieving a recognised qualification

73%

75%

77%

79%

The number of MD10 PT HE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

24

8

9

11

The total number of MD10 PT HE enrolled students

48

16

17

19

The percentage of MD10 PT HE enrolled students
achieving a recognised qualification

50%

50%

53%

58%

The percentage of FT HE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

4(b)* Proportion of enrolled MD10 students successfully
achieving a recognised qualification
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Key priority
sectorambitions
(where
applicable)

Notes

OA National Measure

2016-17

Target
2018-19

Target
2019-20

Target
2020-21

Key priority
sectorambitions
(where
applicable)

Notes

4(c)* Proportion of senior phase age pupils successfully
achieving a vocational qualification delivered by colleges
The number of senior phase FT FE pupils achieving a
vocational qualification
The total number of senior phase FT FE pupils

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

The percentage of senior phase FT FE pupils achieving a
vocational qualification

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

The number of senior phase PT FE pupils achieving a
vocational qualification

322

380

432

444

The total number of senior phase PT FE pupils

474

543

600

600

The percentage of senior phase PT FE pupils achieving a
vocational qualification

68%

70%

72%

74%

The number of senior phase FT HE pupils achieving a
vocational qualification

N/A

-

-

The total number of senior phase FT HE pupils

N/A

-

-

-

The percentage of senior phase FT HE pupils achieving a
vocational qualification

N/A

-

-

-

The number of senior phase PT HE pupils achieving a
vocational qualification

42

40

42

44

The total number of senior phase PT HE pupils

60

56

56

56

70%

71%

75%

79%

*

8

10

10

15

17

17

53%

59%

59%

The number of CE FT HE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification

10

12

13

The total number of CE FT HE enrolled students

15

17

17

The percentage of senior phase PT HE pupils achieving a
vocational qualification

-

4(d)* Proportion of full-time enrolled Care Experienced
students successfully achieving a recognised qualification
The number of CE FT FE enrolled students achieving a
recognised qualification
The total number of CE FT FE enrolled students
The percentage of CE FT FE enrolled students achieving
a recognised qualification
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*No stats for 2016/17

OA National Measure

2016-17

The percentage of CE FT HE enrolled students achieving
a recognised qualification

Target
2018-19

Target
2019-20

Target
2020-21

67%

71%

76%

Key priority
sectorambitions
(where
applicable)

Notes

4(e)* Proportion of full-time FE enrolled students aged 16-19
successfully achieving a recognised qualification
The number of FT FE enrolled students aged 16-19
achieving a recognised qualification

365

179.4

184

190

The total number of FT FE enrolled students aged 16-19

672

276

276

276

The percentage of FT FE enrolled students aged 16-19
achieving a recognised qualification

54%

65%

67%

69%

54

75

78

80

Total number of full-time learners

2091

2103

2103

2103

Number of full-time learners with substantial 'work
placement experience' as part of their programme of study

541

1,472

1,682

1,787

Proportion of full-time learners with substantial 'work
placement experience' as part of their programme of study

26% *

70%

80%

85%

The total number of students who have achieved HNC or
HND qualifications progressing to degree level courses

201

220

230

235

The number of successful students who have achieved
HNC or HND qualifications articulating to degree level
courses with advanced standing

82

110

126

136

41%

50%

55%

58%

5. The number of starts for contracted apprenticeships
(including industry bodies such as CITB and SECTT)
6. Number and proportion of full-time learners with
substantial 'work placement experience' as part of their
programme of study

*Deflated by under reporting

7.* The number and proportion of successful students who
have achieved HNC or HND qualifications articulating to
degree level courses with advanced standing

The proportion of successful students who have achieved
HNC or HND qualifications articulating to degree level
courses with advanced standing
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OA National Measure

2016-17

Target
2018-19

Target
2019-20

Target
2020-21

Key priority
sectorambitions
(where
applicable)

8.* The number and proportion of full-time college qualifiers
in work, training and/or further study 3-6 months after
qualifying
Response rate
The total number of full-time FE college qualifiers
(confirmed destinations)

832

1,000

1,020

1,020

The number of full-time FE college qualifiers in work,
training and/or further study 3-6 months after qualifying

790

960

979

979

The proportion of full-time FE college qualifiers in work,
training and/or further study 3-6 months after qualifying

95%

96%

96%

96%

The total number of full-time HE college qualifiers
(confirmed destinations)

479

479

479

479

The number of full-time HE college qualifiers in work,
training and/or further study 3-6 months after qualifying

469

469

469

469

The proportion of full-time HE college qualifiers in work,
training and/or further study 3-6 months after qualifying

98%

98%

98%

98%

Response rate

28.1%

35%

40%

45%

Full-time

95%

95%

95%

Part-time

93.4%
95.6%

95%

95%

95%

Distance Learning

98.5%

98%

98%

98%

1,414

(1,326)
-29 tons CO2

(1,299)
-27 tons CO2

(1,272)
-27 tons
CO2

9. The percentage of students overall, satisfied with their
college experience (SSES survey)

10 Gross carbon footprint (tCO2e)

* Key priority measure
Note 1 - SHEP data currently not available. Previous institution field being added to FES from 2016-17. Note 2 - Data not available to SFC. Colleges to provide.
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Board of Governors
Committee Remit Reviews
Annual Review of Committee Remits
Under the Code of Good Governance, the Board are required to review and approve
the Committee Remits. The Committee remits have been discussed at the
appropriate Committee meeting in June and all have been recommended to the
Board for their approval. The recommended Committee Remits are attached for
information.
Please note the following amendments to the Committee Remits:
•
•
•

Finance & General Purposes Committee – The job titles of all the Vice Principals
have been updated.
Audit Committee – The job title of Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum Services
has been updated.
Learning & Teaching – The Committee remit has been extended at point 7j to
include the review of the Learner Attainment Sub Group minutes.

The Committee remits will be reviewed again in June 2019.
Action
The Board is asked to approve the Committee Remits.

Karine McNair
Secretary to the Board of Governors
19 June 2018
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Finance and General Purposes Committee
Terms of Reference
Constitution and Membership
1

The Board shall establish a Committee of the Board to be known as the Finance
and General Purposes Committee.

2

The Committee and its Chair shall be appointed by the Board. Membership shall
comprise six members, plus the Principal (Accountable Officer).

3

At least two members shall have a background in finance, accounting or
auditing, but membership shall not be drawn exclusively from people with such a
background.

4

A quorum shall be one half of the members entitled to vote upon the question
before the meeting.

5

The Committee may, if it considers it necessary or desirable, co-opt members
with particular expertise and/or form sub-committees, if required.

Authority
6

The Committee is authorised by the Board to investigate any activity within its
Terms of Reference. It is authorised to seek any information it requires from any
employee and all employees are directed to co-operate with any request made
by the Committee.

7

The Committee is authorised by the Board to obtain independent professional
advice, with any costs of such advice to be paid for by the College, and to secure
the attendance of non-members with relevant experience and expertise if it
considers this necessary.

Proceedings
8

The Committee shall meet at least four times per year. The Vice Principal
(Finance & Curriculum Services), Vice Principal (Curriculum &Planning) and Vice
Principal (Curriculum &Enterprise) shall normally attend, together with any other
staff invited to attend.

Duties
9

The duties of the Committee shall include –
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a monitoring the college’s financial position;
b considering the proposed college budget for the following financial year and
making its recommendation to the Board;
c considering the proposed three-year financial forecast and making
recommendations to the Board;
d making appropriate provision for salary awards as part of its consideration of
the college budget, and implementing the agreed outcomes of national pay
bargaining;
e overseeing cash management and the college’s banking arrangements;
f agreeing and monitoring the college’s insurance arrangements;
g agreeing and monitoring the college’s key financial performance indicators;
h approving, reviewing and monitoring major capital works;
i reviewing the college’s Estates, Financial, Procurement and Organisational
Development Strategies and making recommendations to the Board;
j having overall responsibility for ensuring that staff recruitment and
development policies are in line with equal opportunities;
k reviewing and monitoring matters relating to Human Resources Management;
and
l any other matters as directed by the Board.
Reporting Procedures
10 The Committee shall provide the Minutes of its meetings to the Board.
11 The Committee shall highlight any matter which it feels is of particular
importance to the Board.
12 The Committee shall, at all times, take account of the SFC’s Financial
Memorandum and any other relevant guidelines.
Last reviewed by Committee: June 2018
Last approved by the Board: June 2018
Date for next review: June 2019
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Audit Committee
Terms of Reference
m The Board has established an Audit Committee as a Committee of the Board to
support them in their responsibilities for issues of risk, control and governance
and associated assurance through a process of constructive challenge.
MEMBERSHIP
n

The members of the Audit Committee and its Chair are appointed by the Board
and will consist of Board members with no executive responsibility for the
management of the College. At least one member should have a background in
finance, accounting or auditing, but membership should not be drawn exclusively
from people with such a background.

o

There shall be not less than three members. The Chair of the Board must not be
a member of the Committee.

REPORTING
p

The Audit Committee will formally report to the Board after each meeting. A copy
of the minutes of the meeting will be the basis of the report.

q

The Audit Committee will provide the Board with an Annual Report, timed to
support finalisation of the accounts and the governance statement, summarising
its conclusions from the work it has done during the year.

RESPONSIBILITIES
r

The Audit Committee will advise the Board on:
a

the strategic processes for risk, control and governance and the governance
statement;

b

the accounting policies, the accounts, and the annual report of the college,
including the process for review of the accounts prior to submission for audit,
levels of error identified, and the letter of representation to the external
auditors;

c

the planned activity and results of both internal and external audit;

d

the adequacy of management response to issues identified by audit activity,
including external audit's management letter/report;
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e

the effectiveness of the internal control environment and of external audit;

f

assurances relating to the corporate governance requirements for the
organisation;

g

proposals for tendering for internal audit services or for purchase of nonaudit services from contractors who provide audit services; and

h

anti-fraud policies, whistle-blowing processes, and arrangements for special
investigations.

s

The Committee will review relevant reports from the SFC, Audit Scotland and
other organisations.

t

The Committee will ensure that the college has systems and procedures to
achieve value for money and is economical, efficient and effective in its use of
public funding – this may require identifying specific value for money studies.

u

The Committee will provide assurances to the Board that the College has in
place appropriate policies and procedures to promote and safeguard the health
and safety of staff, students and all stakeholders and satisfies current legislation.

v

The Audit Committee will also periodically review its own effectiveness and
report the results of that review to the Board.

RIGHTS
w

The Audit Committee may:
a

co-opt additional members for a period not exceeding a year to provide
specialist skills, knowledge and experience; and

b

procure specialist ad-hoc advice at the expense of the organisation, subject
to budgets agreed by the Board.

ACCESS
x

Internal Auditors and External Auditors will have free and confidential access to
the Chair of the Audit Committee.

MEETINGS
y

The procedures for meetings are:
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a

the Audit Committee will meet at least four times a year. The Chair of the
Audit Committee may convene additional meetings, as he/she deems
necessary;

b

A quorum shall be one half of the members entitled to vote upon the
question before the meeting;

c

Audit Committee meetings will normally be attended by the Principal, a
representative of Internal Audit, Vice Principal, Finance & Curriculum
Services and a representative of External Audit;

d

the Audit Committee may ask any other officials of the organisation to attend
to assist it with its discussions on any particular matter;

e

the Audit Committee may ask any or all of those who normally attend but
who are not members to withdraw to facilitate open and frank discussion of
particular matters;

f

the Committee shall meet with the internal and external auditors without the
executive team present at least annually;

g

the Board may ask the Audit Committee to convene further meetings to
discuss particular issues on which they want the Committee's advice.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
z

For each meeting the Audit Committee will be provided with:
a

a report summarising any significant changes to the organisation's Risk
Register;

b

a report from Internal Audit summarising:
i
ii
iii
iv

c

key issues emerging from Internal Audit work;
management response to audit recommendations;
significant changes to the audit plan;
any resourcing issues affecting the delivery of Internal Audit objectives;
a quarterly report on Health and Safety.

aa As and when appropriate the Committee will also be provided with:
a proposals for the Terms of Reference of Internal Audit;
b the Internal Audit Strategy;
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c Internal Audit's Annual Opinion and Report;
d the draft annual financial statements;
e External Audit's management letter/report;
f a report on any proposals to tender for internal audit functions.
bb The above list suggests minimum requirements for the inputs which should be
provided to the Audit Committee. In some cases more may be provided.

Last reviewed by Committee: June 2018
Last approved by the Board: June 2018
Date for next review: June 2019
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Learning and Teaching Committee
Terms of Reference
Constitution and Membership
1

The Board will establish a Committee of the Board to be known as the Learning
and Teaching Committee.

2

The Committee and its Chair will be appointed by the Board. There shall be not
less than four members. A quorum shall be one half of the members entitled to
vote on the question before the meeting.

3

At least one member should have a background in learning and teaching, but
membership should not be drawn exclusively from Board members with such a
background. The Committee may, if it considers it necessary or desirable, coopt members with particular expertise.

Authority
4

The Committee is authorised by the Board to investigate any activity within its
terms of reference. It is authorised to seek any information it requires from any
employee and all employees are directed to co-operate with any requests made
by members.

5

The Committee is authorised by the Board to obtain independent professional
advice, with any costs of such advice to be paid for by the College, and to secure
the attendance of non-members with relevant experience and expertise if it
considers this necessary.

Proceedings
6

The Committee will normally meet at least four times per year.

Duties
7

The duties of the Committee shall include:
a

Reviewing and approving the College’s strategy for learning and teaching;

b

Approving new courses for the annual curriculum portfolio;

c

Approving the annual institution led review of quality including selfevaluation;
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d

Recommending the Regional Outcome Agreement for approval to the Board;

e

Approving the College Annual Equalities Mainstreaming Report and Action
Plan;

f

Monitoring the effectiveness of learning and teaching quality policies and
procedures;

g

Receiving reports and regular updates from the Student Association on the
learner experience

h

Receiving reports on benchmarking, best practice and curriculum design;

i

Reviewing relevant recommendations from external monitoring and awarding
bodies.

j

Reviewing the minutes from the meetings of the Learner Attainment Sub
Group - a short-life working group expected to continue until October 2019.

Reporting Procedures
8

The Committee shall provide the minutes of its meetings to the Board.

9

The Committee shall highlight any matter which it feels is of particular
importance to the Board.

Last reviewed by Committee: June 2018
Last approved by the Board: June 2018
Date for next review: June 2019
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